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Abstract

This work focus on an engine oil pan application which expects component

materials operate at elevated temperatures due to returning oil heating up

during operation. Mechanical properties of thermoplastic composites are known

to be temperature dependent with performance losses elevated temperatures. A

pilot study was conducted to benchmark the current state-of-the-art glass

reinforced polyamide materials at elevated temperatures to address a gap in

this knowledge. Experiments included tensile, 3-point flexural, and gas gun

impact where conducted at elevated temperatures 23°C, 65°C, 90°C and

120°C. Experimental results demonstrated the trade-off in the mechanical

properties of the two materials especially when one of the materials had been

impact modified with an elastomer (PA66-GF-E). PA66-GF-E mechanical and

impact performance can be considered fit of purpose as a suitable material for

an oil pan application but is more expensive. As an extra compounding step is

required to graft the elastomer to the PA66 matrix.

Literature studies into replacements for the elastomer suggested

nanoparticles as they can be compounded at the same time as the GF and in

turn eliminate secondary compounding costs. Six 3-phase nanocomposite

where then compounded using a twin screw extruder. Additions of OMMT and

SiO2 where done in 2, 3 and 4wt.% for each nanocomposite.

Testing of the 3-phase nanocomposites indicated the GF reduction has

reduced mechanical strength in all results, but still demonstrates each

nanomaterial and volume has been successful. Thermomechanical testing and

aging suggests an optimised SiO2 in wt.% of 2 or 3 could replace an elastomer

as an impact modifier. OMMT grades did not have a significant improvement to

over the SiO2 grades to consider suitable for the oil pan application. However

this work does builds a strong case for further work to continue developing 3-

phase nanocomposites by improving the compounding setup.

Keywords: Nanocomposites, oil pan, melt compounding, twin screw extruder,

injection moulding, thermo-mechanical testing, impact testing and thermal aging
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Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1 Background

The history of materials used in the automotive industry is becoming more

diverse and has seen wood been phased out and replaced with steel. Steel is

an ideal material when considering it has excellent all round mechanical

performance with relatively low cost and ease of manufacture. However using

high percentages of steel in vehicles has resulted in the total weight of a vehicle

to increase. Figure 1-1 illustrates typical materials used historically in domestic

vehicles since 1906 to 2007.

Figure 1-1: The materials in a typical automobile—historical perspective (2007) [1]

Vehicle efficiency and emissions are two areas of concern for both the

automotive manufacture and the end customer. Where automotive

manufactures in Europe have to comply with Euro standards to sell vehicles in

Europe. The latest standard is Euro 6 standard which is currently in force since

January 2014. One of the Euro 6 new directives is to see a reduction NOx

emissions from diesel cars, from 180 mg/km to 80 mg/km [2]. CO2 is another

concern for transportation which contributes around 20 percent of world CO2
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emissions [3]. To address this the European Parliament in 2009 passed new car

CO2 legislation which set an emissions cap of 130 g/km averaged over all new

vehicles produced by each manufacturer by 2015. With a subsequent limit has

been agreed of 95 g/km for 2021. However the end customers are not regulated

by emissions as such, but pay duties and tax related to their vehicles. In the UK

each vehicles tax rate is based on engine size, or fuel type and carbon dioxide

(CO2) emissions, depending on when the vehicle was registered [4]. Rising fuel

prices and fuel economy is often a consideration made by most vehicle owners

due to day to day running may not be cost effective. Figure 1-2 illustrates the

rising diesel and unleaded petroleum fuel prices in the United Kingdom between

years 1978 to 2016.

Figure 1-2: typical retail prices of fuel in the United Kingdom 1978 to 2016

(Reinterpreted from GOV.UK data) [5]
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A key area to achieve better fuel economy and reduce emissions is to

reduce the total vehicle weigh. This is to say a lighter weight vehicle will need

less energy to move and accelerate while generating fewer total emissions to

make each journey. In the last few decades the uses of composites and alloy

materials have evolved to replace steel components as way to save on

component weight. Weight saving under-the-bonnet requires structural

components to operate in harsh operation conditions such as high temperature,

an environment originally suited to metals. High performance thermoplastics

such as PA6 and PA66 have a high melting points around 220°C and 260°C

respectfully with good mechanical and chemical resistance properties. High

performance polymer matrix composites also offered sound and vibration

damping properties a key advantage over metals. This unique selling point has

quickly been adopted by all manufacturers in the last decade for an expanding

range of under-the-bonnet components such as air ducting, module housing,

connectors, engine covers and radiator covers.

More recently the commercialisation of PA-GF oil pans using BASF

Ultramid A3HG7 PA66 35%GF has been successful, however a concern for

localised impact response has highlighted a reduced service life of such a

component. There are many studies into glass reinforced polyamine oil pans

highlighting stone and debris impact from a typical road surfaces and these are

considered a real issue to component failure [6]–[12]. Mouti [13] studied the

BASF Ultramid A3HG7 PA66 35%GF and second BASF grade Ultramid

A3WG7-OSI PA66 35%GF which included an elastomer modifier for improved

impact performance. Mouti’s findings showed an elastomer modifier improves

impact performance through improved material toughness at room

temperatures. Other studies into elastomers used as a third phase are also in

agreement with Mouti’s findings [14]–[16]. However this has left

thermomechanical performance (quasi static and impact at elevated

temperatures) unstudied and does not fully represent the running conditions

found under-the-bonnet. This work picks up from Mouti’s work by bench

marking the BASF Ultramid A3HG7 and A3WG7-OSI with thermo-mechanical
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and impact testing and explores the thermomechanical performance of these

materials.

Material grade optimisation can then be taken further to find an alternative

to the elastomer to further improve thermo-mechanical performance. This is to

say A3WG7-OSI offers stone impact protection, but not all components under-

the-bonnet are exposed (at risk of stone impact). Components such as the

cylinder block and gearbox housing are more structural requiring improved

mechanical strength at elevated temperatures. Micro reinforcing partials and

fibres within an existing PA matrix are commercially successful due to decades

of use and optimisation. PA matrix property tailoring using nano reinforcement

is the current state-of-the-art in additions as small as 3wt.% offering significant

reinforcing effects which include improved mechanical stress, strain or modulus.

Current 2-phase nanocomposites when compared to pure matrix, exhibit

enhanced mechanical and thermal properties, with improved barrier

performance in PA6 and PA66 grades [17]–[23]. Indeed, it is known that an

addition of up to 5wt.% of inorganic nano-particles in polymers is enough for a

considerable improvement in the material’s mechanical properties compared to

micro fillers, which require about >30wt.% [24]–[28]. It is currently not known

what effect nano fillers would offer as a third phase to GF reinforced PA66

matrix as the interaction between matrix, GF and nano reinforcements could be

minor or significant. It is also unknown what effect temperature and aging will

have on mechanical performance.

1.2 Aim and objectives

Thermoplastic oil pans using BASF Ultramid material grades A3HG7 and

A3WG7-OSI have been proven in service. However, lab testing conditions of

the two materials have only been conducted at room temperature which does

not represent an accurate service condition for the application. Stone impact

protection gained from an elastomer modifier has drawback of trading

mechanical strength for strain resulting in a material only suited for stone impact

protection. A reinforcement that can improve mechanical strength while

improving or stabilising strain can open up new applications such as a gearbox
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housing. Therefore this thesis starts off by benchmarking the BASF A3HG7 and

A3WG7-OSI grades to address lack of thermo-mechanical and thermo-impact

data. Studies into suitable replacements to the elastomer phase that can be

introduced at the same time as the glass fibres was essential to make the new

materials cost effective.

Aim:

Development of a suitable material grade manufacturing mythology that can

be scaled up from the lab to industry. Followed by thermo-mechanical and

thermo-impact performance of 3-phase nanocomposite can then be compared

back to the BASF grades.

Objectives included:

 Benchmarking of BASF Ultramid material grades A3HG7 and

A3WG7-OSI by investigating and benchmarking the effects of

temperature increase from 23°C to 120°C for quasi static and

dynamic impact

 Determine an alternative reinforcement phase to the elastomer

which can be melt compounded into a PA66 matrix with glass fibre

reinforcement, including processing methods

 Conduct melt compounding and determine if dispersion of the

nanoparticles can be achieved

 Using benchmarked materials results to evaluate formulations

utilising the addition of nanofillers

 To experimentally determine the thermal and quasi static

performance of the selected materials to suit an automotive oil pan

application

 To experimentally study accelerated aging of the selected materials

to identify any possible lose in performance over time

 Analyse physical performance and morphology to evaluate and

understand the mechanisms and interactions of composite phases

 Identify an optimum formulation to take forward
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1.3 Methodology

This study is focused on experiment work to develop a new PA-GF material

system with the intention to replace an existing PA-GF-E grade currently used

in the automotive industry. Figure 1-3 illustrates the gaps in current knowledge

related to testing and compounding which has been covered in this work.

Figure 1-3: Gap in current knowledge in relation to experimental work
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A benchmarking study on existing commercial grades, considering

thermomechanical and localised impact testing at elevated temperatures was

important to represent a realistic service life condition of oil pan component.

Benchmarking of commercial grades at elevated temperatures not only address

a gap in knowledge but give a bassline on what mechanical properties will be

important when replacing the elastomer phase in the current PA-GF-E material

grade used in industry.

Studies into replacement fillers highlighted nanocomposites to be state-of-

the-art and offer reinforcing effects for mechanical stress, strain and modulus in

additions of 1 to 5wt.% when used in a pure matrix material.

Compounding nanocomposite grades adopted a master batch

compounding process followed by final grades was deemed necessary to

disperse nanofillers effectively. XRD and SEM characterisation studies where

done to determine the level of dispersion. Final compounded material grades

where injection moulded in to test samples.

Thermomechanical and localised impact testing at elevated temperatures

was repeated on the nanocomposite grades to compare the performance from

the commercial grades. Thermal aging of material grades has also been

considered to determine if performance degradation will affect service lift for the

end application. This not only address a gap in knowledge but builds confidence

in the materials performance if adopted in to industry.

This study concludes then offers suggestions for further work by optimising

the compounding process and hi-rate testing to develop suitable material cards

FEA simulation.
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1.4 Outline of the thesis

Chapter 1 introduces the thesis background, aims, objectives and

methodology. With key interests of this work is to understand the thermal

performance of such PA-GF composites by taking testing further and to

investigate new reinforcing materials to further improve the PA-GF’s

performance with the intention to open up new under-the-bonnet applications.

Chapter 2 reviews state-of-the-art literature on glass fibre reinforced

polyamide composites. Glass fibre reinforced thermoplastics are also identified

for under-the-bonnet automotive applications that require thermal and

mechanical performance. Nanomaterials are then identified as a new state-of-

the-art reinforcing phase used in a thermoplastic matrices to give similar or

improved mechanical performance over typical micro reinforcements. Key

findings of the literature review and gaps in the subject knowledge are

summarised.

Chapter 3 takes existing work further by benchmarking effects of

temperature on the current PA66-GF and PA66-GF-elastomer grades used for

oil pans. The study is intended to simulate the elevated temperature an oil pan

component is expected to operate at, using thermal conditioning to determine

the influence of temperature on quasi-static and dynamic properties response.

Chapter 4, in this study several 3-phase nanocomposites of interest are

melt compounded. Nano grades included two types of nanoparticles, OMMT

and SiO2 which were compounded in to an existing PA66-GF composite grade.

SEM and XRD characterisation was conducted to evaluate each grade after

compounding to determine nano partial dispersion and exfoliation. Analytical

studies also looked at glass fibre breakage to determine what effect a two-step

compounding process would have on fibre length. Chapter also describes test

sample injection moulding of test bars and plaques.

Chapter 5 assesses the mechanical and impact properties of the

compounded 3-phase nanocomposites to benchmark each grade at a room

temperature in an unaged condition. Room temperature in an unaged condition
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was necessary to detach them as possible influencing factors when

benchmarking each nano grade. Therefore study intention is to demonstrate if

OMMT or SiO2 has any effect on an existing PA-GF composite, as well as

finding out if loading content in wt.% for each nano particle also has any

influence on performance.

Chapter 6 investigates the influence of temperature on each of the nano

grades mechanical properties and impact performance during testing. The study

is intended to simulate the elevated temperature an oil pan component is

expected to operate at as conducted in chapter 3. Thermal conditioning of the

nano grades will also highlight if there is any improvement or degradation of

quasi-static and dynamic properties response when introducing nano as a third

phase.

Chapter 7 investigates the influence of thermal aging of the PA-GF

reference grade with the six nano grades compounded in Chapter 4 and

characterised mechanical performance over a six week (1008 hour) thermal

aging study. Sampling was taken out on a weekly basis to help map any effect

on mechanical performance as a cross sections of material performance over

time.

Chapter 8 concludes and summarises each chapter of this thesis work. This

research project does not directly contribute to the oil pan or other under-the-

bonnet components when considering the nano grades in their current state of

development, but does show the Radici PA-GF grade has comparable impact

response to the BASF PA-GF-elastomer grade without needing the elastomer

phase. However work does build on knowledge of nano composites when a

micro and nano reinforcement are compounded in to a PA matrix. Further work

and process optimisations for testing are also suggested. Suggested

compounding process optimisations is where a three phase nano composite is

going to have greatest impact for mechanical properties tailoring.
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Chapter 2. Literature review

2.1 Introduction and background

Eaton Limited works with other industries to develop, fabricate and supply a

broad range of highly engineered components. Eaton is a global innovator of plastic

moulded parts with a wide assortment of parts offering reduced weight, component

integration and durability. A need to improve Noise Vibration Harshness (NVH) and

temperature management of these highly engineered parts has facilitated a shift

from metal to plastic components. Through this project, Eaton is attempting to further

develop a polymer matrix material system for automotive engine oil pans.

The engine’s oil pan provides one of the greatest challenges in under the bonnet

applications as it is mounted low on the undercarriage, where it is subject to impact

from stones and gravel kicked up by tires. In winter climates, oil pans are also

exposed to road salt which is potentially damaging to both plastics and metals. The

structural requirement of most oil pans can lead to complex internal and external

geometries. In metals, this can translate to heavy, multi-piece assemblies requiring

numerous manufacturing steps.

2.2 Oil pan

The oil pan is located directly below the engine, meaning that it is the most

exposed part of the engine to the road (see Figure 2-1a Cummins ISF engine [29]).

The oil used to lubricate the engine’s moving parts pools in the oil pan, which plays

the role of reservoir [30]. During normal engine operation, an oil pump will draw oil

from the pan and circulate it through the engine. After the oil has passed through the

engine, it is allowed to return to the oil pan due to gravity [31]. In a wet sump system

as shown in Figure 2-1b, the amount of oil that an engine can hold is directly related

to the size of the oil pan [13], [32]. In service, Cummins found out that stone impact

could cause their new plastic oil pans to fail. In order to enhance impact properties of

the Cummins oil pan shown in Figure 2-1b, studies were conducted on two material

variations of PA66: Ultramid A3HG7 and elastomer modified PA66 (Ultramid

A3WG7-OSI). Both have 35 wt.% of discontinuous glass fibre reinforcement.
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Figure 2-1 a) Cummins light commercial ISF engine[29] b) Oil pan Ultramid A3ZG7 [33].

2.2.1 Temperature from IC engine to oil pan

Figure 2-2 illustrates the oil circulation cycle in an IC engine, showing

temperatures found during normal operation.

Figure 2-2: Oil circulation cycle and links to temperatures regens

a) b)
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The standard air temperature of 23°C in ISO 291 [34] is the most common test

temperature conducted in labs. This allows fair comparison with other work and

represents the temperature of an engine before it has started on a normal day.

Testing at 90°C was selected based on a typical oil operating temperature for

IC engines of around 90°C to 100°C. This was also close to the SAE J300 standard

[35], in which the Kinematic Viscosity of engine oil is tested at a standard

temperature of 100°C representing the temperature of the oil in a typical IC engine.

Testing at 65°C was selected as a returning oil temperature and middle-ground

temperature between 23°C and 90°C and also to prevent a large gap between 23°C

and 90°C.

120°C was selected to represent a case of engine overheating. It is unlikely

that this temperature will ever be transferred to the oil pan due to engine cooling and

the pan itself losing heat to the environment.

2.3 Polyamide

Polyamide (PA) is a semi-crystalline thermoplastic material used in a wide range

of applications such as electronic, household appliances and automotive

components. Polyamide is gaining much recognition due to grades such as PA6,

PA11, PA12, PA46 and PA66. All are produced using addition polymerisation.

Addition polymerisation is a reaction process using ring compounds to form PA6,

PA11, PA12 PA46 and PA66 variations [36].

A polyamide contains amide functional groups resulting from the reaction of an

acid group and an amine group (see Figure 2-3 for the monomer of PA6 and PA66

[37], [38]). These materials have particular utility in performing mechanical duties

that traditionally relied on metal parts, thanks to their outstanding properties including

high tensile strength, chemical and heat resistance and low coefficient of friction [38].

Table 2-1 gives an overview of some polyamides including PA6 and PA66. Other

polyamides were selected based on their high melting temperatures with comparison

to typical metals that can be found under the bonnet.
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Figure 2-3 Monomer of PA6 and PA66 [37]
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Table 2-1 An Overview of PAs and metal properties [39][40]

Polyamide Metals Reinforced Polyamides

Properties Units PA6 PA11 PA12 PA46 PA66 Low Carbon
Steel

Stainless
Steel 301

Aluminium
1000

Magnesium
AZ91C-T6

PA66 35%
Glass Fibre
Ultramid
A3HG7

PA66 30%
Carbon Fibre
Radilon A
CF300K NER

Density g/cm³ 1.12 1.03 1.01 1.2 1.14 7.83 8.03 2.7 1.8 1.41 1.27

Water Absorption % 4.74 1.29 1.30 10.4 4.32 N/A N/A N/A N/A 4.70 - 5.30 6

Mechanical Properties

Ultimate Tensile Strength (UTS) MPa 66.1 52 79.6 107 72.6 779 515 111 275 150 - 200 255

Modulus of Elasticity Gpa 2.17 1.07 5.34 2.51 2.46 202 212 68.4 44.8 8.5 – 11.2 23

Poisson Ratio No unit 0.35 - - - 0.41 0.29 - 0.33 0.35 0.35 0.35

Hardness Rockwell 115 R 107 R 103 R N/A 116 R 89.4 B N/A N/A 77 E N/A N/A

Elongation at Break % 86.9 122 53.5 48.9 67.2 20.4 40 13.5 6 3 - 5 2.1

Compressive Yield Strength MPa 31 - 69.6 - 49.4 1480 - - 145 N/A N/A

Thermal Properties

Melting Point °C 219 183 177 295 258 1430 1400 652 421 260 260
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2.4 Polyamide 66 Reinforced Composites

A typical two-phase, polymer reinforced composite material system consists

of a matrix, in this case polyamide, and a second reinforcing material which can

be fibres or particles. Figure 2-4 illustrates the basic concept of a fibre

reinforced polymer composite. The matrix holds the reinforcement, while the

reinforcing material improves the mechanical properties of the matrix. The

benefits to the mechanical performance can be seen in Table 2-1 by comparing

PA66 against PA66 with 35% glass fibre (GF) or PA66 with 30% carbon fibre

(CF). Benefits come from improved mechanical strength and modulus and a

trade-off with elongation at break which is also considered a benefit to most

structural applications, especially automotive.

A short glass fibre reinforcement allows conventional methods such as

injection moulding, to be used as a large volume fabrication route. This offers

improvements in stiffness and strength properties over unreinforced PA66 while

also reducing the ultimate strain [13], [41], [42]. Injection moulding also allows

complex geometers to be produced in one cycle. This is a huge advantage over

metal stamping and casting, which require secondary operations to form the

final component.

Figure 2-4: Typical composite illustration showing fibres reinforcing a polymer matrix

Polymer Matrix CompositeFibre Reinforcement

+ =
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2.5 Commercially available polymer composite components

The use of high performance thermoplastics with short glass fibre

reinforcement is now commonplace for under-the-bonnet structural components

such as engine covers, oil pans, intake manifolds, inlet gas compressor exits, oil

filter modules, air ducting, heating and cooling systems [11], [13], [33], [43]–[47].

High performance thermoplastics are typically grades that have good

mechanical properties at elevated temperatures as well as good chemical

resistance properties. Table 2-2 gives an overview of thermoplastics that can

be found under-the-bonnet ranging from a basic function to more structural

application, each using glass fibres to improve material properties. The good

thermal strength for moderate cost provided by a heat-stabilized polyamide’s

matrices is seen as a way to reduce fuel consumption and reduce CO2

emissions, as they can weigh up to 40% less then steel counterparts [48]–[51].

Thermoplastic oil pans are also known to reduce transmitting noise from engine

or gearbox [52]. The reduction of engine noise has been a unique selling point

of thermoplastic engine covers in the automotive industry since1997 [53].

All the listed components in Table 2-2 are manufactured using injection

moulding, which requires complex tooling to form each part. This means that all

of the polymer components require much higher capital investment to begin

with. The advantages of injection moulding, such as complex geometries and

fast cycle times in high volumes, negates the high tooling cost and results in a

reduced individual component cost. This work will have to consider injection

moulding as the primary manufacturing process for not only the oil pan

application, but for the majority of all polymer components found under-the-

bonnet.
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Table 2-2 Examples of thermoplastic with fibre reinforcement used to make under-the-

bonnet components [11], [45], [52]

Automotive
Under the
Bonnet
Products

Polymers
& Grades

Glass
Fibre
content
GF (%)

Model example Characteristics over counterparts

Engine
Covers

PA6 30-35%

DuPont PLS 95G35DH
Cadillac CTS GM

- good surface finish
-Temperature range 210°C
continuous to 230°C Peak
- durability
- low deformation
- Mould cycles under a minute

Air Duct PPS

PPS

Fortron
1115LO
15%

Fortron
FX430T7
30%

Fortron 1115LO and
FX4330T7

- Very good flow properties
- Toughness
- High strength
- High stiffness
- Temperature up to 240°C
- Low moisture absorption
- Under Bonnet chemical resistant

Oil Filter
Modules

PA6/6 35%

BASF A3WG7 HRX BK
Chrysler 2011MY

- weight reduction 43%
- 60% cost saving
- Greater part reliability
- Temperature range 120-130°C
- Extended heat aging
- Reduce swelling

Heating and
Cooling
Systems

PA6/10 65%

DuPont Zytel PA6/10
Toyota Camry
2010MY

- 40% bio-plastic derived by castor
bean oil
- Heat resistance
- Chemical resistance
- Carbon footprint is less than
other polymers

Oil Sump
Reservoir

PA6
PA66

35%
35%

BASF A3HG7 PA6/6
Actros BR 500 class 8

- Increased capacity 30%
- Acoustic damping
- 50% weight reduction over
aluminium
- Corrosion resistance
- 50% reduction in tooling cost
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2.6 Fibre Reinforcement of Polyamide Composites

Many variables of fibres have been studied, such as material, diameter,

length, volume loading weight percentage (wt.%) and dispersion. Each have

their own influence on the mechanical properties of the resulting composite.

2.6.1 Effect of Fibre Diameter

The effect of fibre diameter is a consideration for synthetic fibres as they

can be fabricated to desired sizes. As glass fibre is the most common synthetic

fibre used to reinforce a polymer matrix, studies can be found linked to the

effect of fibre diameter.

Thomason studied the effect of fibre diameter on injection moulded long

glass fibre-reinforced PA66 and found that strength and elongation to failure 

were shown to be significantly dependent on the residual fibre length, fibre 

diameter and fibre concentration [54]. Thomason’s fibre diameter conclusions 

found that composite strength decreases linearly with increasing fibre diameter. 

The apparent level of interfacial shear strength was found to decrease to a

lesser extent with increasing fibre diameter whereas, with decreasing fibre 

diameter, elongation appeared to become more prominent [54].

Thomason also found that fibre diameter and content did have a significant 

effect on composite unnotched impact. From results, long fibres at 40 wt.%

loading show that fibres with a diameter of 17µm have an impact response of

approximately 60kJ/m^2, fibres with a diameter of 14µm have an impact

response of approximately 69kJ/m^2 and fibres with a diameter of 10µm have

an impact response of approximately 84kJ/m^2. This demonstrates that fibre

diameter does influence the unnotched impact performance [55]. Another study

by Thomason into the effect of an average fibre diameter between 9-18µm

found that tensile modulus exhibited no dependence on fibre diameter. A 

significant effect on unnotched impact and tensile strength was seen where

performance was reduced with increase of fibre diameter between the 9-18µm,

range similar to his other work [56].
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Ramstein et al also studied glass fibre reinforced polyamide using fibre

diameters between 10-24µm and found unnotched Charpy impact response is

affected by fibre diameter, with 10µm offering the best performance and

subsequent increases in diameter up to 24µm reducing impact performance.

This agrees with Thomason’s results [56], [57].

Ramstein et al [57] also found that tensile strength had a significant

response on fibre diameter with a diameter of 10µm offering the best

performance and the strength reducing up to a diameter of 24µm. Tensile

modulus and notched Charpy impact show less effect and, at elevated

temperatures, notched Charpy impact shows better performance to be offered

by larger diameter fibres.

2.6.2 Effect of Fibre Length

Fibre length is often a variable in a fibre reinforced thermoplastic matrix.

Lengths are often referred to as short, long and continuous. Short fibres suited

to injection moulding are around 20μm to 3mm, whereas long fibres start from 

3mm. Continuous fibres are typically the length of the component and can be

woven in different orientations. The effect of fibre length is a subject area that

has been widely studied in fibre reinforced composites [54], [58], [59].

Preference is to use long and continuous fibre lengths, as long fibre lengths are

known to offer improved mechanical, impact and wear performance over short

fibres [55], [58], [60]–[62]. Figure 2-5 shows tensile strength and modulus are

improved with longer GF in a PA66 matrix at 3 different fibre volumes.
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Figure 2-5: Illustrates tensile strength and modulus is improved with both increased

fibre length and volume (replotted from Hassan et al [60]).

The availability of very long and continuous fibres is limited due to a

limitation in the injection moulding process, where fibres below 3mm in length

are preferred in order to prevent entanglement issues with the screw feeds and

mould runners and gating flow issues.

The mechanical properties of a fibre reinforced thermoplastic can be

affected by fibre length, where short fibre reinforced composite may not have

sufficient surface area to bond to the matrix, thus reducing mechanical strength.

There is a critical fibre length necessary for effective strengthening and

stiffening of a fibre reinforced polymer composite. The critical length is

dependent upon the effect of fibre diameter and tensile strength on the fibre

matrix bond strength [63], [64]. At critical length, fibres pulled out in tension will

offer the best strength performance. Any increase beyond this length will not

offer any further benefit. The fibre matrix surface area bond is linked to the ratio

between length and diameter (known as the fibre aspect ratio). An aspect ratio

of 1:1 (length 10μm, diameter 10μm) would offer much as a reinforcement due 
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to having the same length as the diameter, whereas 20:1 fibre in a matrix would

offer load reinforcement in tension.

Thomason [55] studied the effect of fibre length in glass fibre reinforced

PA66 using Izod and Charpy impact testing and found that fibre length did have

an effect on notched impact tests. Notched Charpy results showed that, at

40wt% fibre loading, long fibres withstood 21.2kJ/m^2 impact and short fibres

14.6 kJ/m^2. A 31% reduction in impact performance. Whereas in unnotched

Charpy impact tests, fibre length did not have any significant effect between

short and long fibre at 30wt% fibre loading. However, at 40wt% fibre loading,

long fibres withstood 84kJ/m^2 impact and short fibres 94kJ/m^2. A 10.6%

improvement in impact performance. Drop tower testing was also conducted

and it was found that longer fibres allowed samples to absorb a significantly

higher level of total energy compared to a short fibre reference sample.

Silverman [65] studied the effect of glass fibre length on creep and impact

resistance on 3 different thermoplastic matrix materials: PC, ABS and PP. All

showed improved impact properties when reinforced with long fibres when

compared to short (see Table 2-3 for comparisons [65]). Table 2-3 clearly

shows that fibre length affects impact strength for all matrix materials, with long

fibres offering more than four times the total energy to break than short fibres.

The effect of fibre length on creep (conducted at 121°C) demonstrated that long

fibre reinforcement leads to excellent creep resistance whereas short fibres had

a decreased loadbearing ability due to the matrix having to taking up more load.

The uses of long fibres in PC, ABS and PP matrices has resulted in improved

mechanical strength. This improved benefit can be linked to long fibres having a

larger surface area (aspect ratio) for the matrix to bond to. Another benefit to

this is that fracture and creep resistance are also improved, as longer fibres

require more impact energy or load to pull out, resulting in the fibre breaking

instead of excessive pull out when compared to short fibres. In terms of creep,

longer fibres will help prevent the matrix from deforming.
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Table 2-3 showing results from drop impact tests [65]

Matrix Material Fibre length Energy to initial
damage (j)

Total energy to
break (j)

Polypropylene Short Glass 0.5 6.8

Polypropylene Long Glass 5.1 26.1

ABS Short Glass <0.1 4.5

ABS Long Glass 2.8 37.4

Polycarbonate Short Glass <0.1 9.1

Polycarbonate Long Glass 7.9 46.5

Srinivasan et al. [61] studied the wear behaviour of long and short glass

fibre reinforced plastics and found that long glass fibres offered better frictional

and wear resistance compared to short glass fibres. They concluded that long

fibres are more difficult to pull out from the matrix. This conclusion would be

expected, as a large fibred matrix would have a much larger bound surface area

than a short fibred matrix.

2.6.3 Effect of Fibre Loading wt%

In polymer matrix composites, it is often observed that an increase in fibre

content leads to an increase in the strength and modulus of fibre reinforced

polymer matrix composites [66]–[71].

Gϋllϋ et al. [72] investigated the effect of glass fibre addition on the 

mechanical properties of PA6 at fibre loadings of 15 and 30wt.%. Results show

15 and 30 wt.% fibre reinforcements improved the tensile strength of PA6 by 

74% and 111% respectively, whilst reducing tensile strain of PA6 by 83% and

84% respectively. As a conclusion, the mechanical properties of the plastic

matrix composite are heavily dependent on fibre weight/volume fraction. 

Increasing the fibre content can lead to an increase in the strength and

modulus. Beyond the optimal loading point, however, further loading can result

a drop off in performance and significant weakening of the composite to the

extent that performance will fall below the performance of the polymer matrix

with no fibre loading. Many studies have also commented that an increase in
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fibre content offers improvement on mechanical performance to a certain limit,

which then decreases with further loading of fibre content [66], [73]–[76].

Fibre loading can be split into three loading levels: low, intermediate and

high. At low levels of fibre content, the composites show poor mechanical

properties due to poor fibre population and low load transfer capacity of one

another. As a result, stress accumulates at certain points of the composites and

highly localized strains occur in the matrix [66]. At intermediate levels of fibre

loading, fibres actively participate in stress transfer. Decrease in strength of

fibre/polypropylene composite at higher fibre content is a direct consequence of

poor fibre/matrix adhesion. This leads to microcrack formation at the interface

under loading and non-uniform stress transfer due to fibre agglomeration in the

matrix [66]. Higher wt% of fibre content also leads to an increase in fibre–fibre

interaction which results in dispersion difficulties in the fibres within the matrix

[66]. The three levels of fibre loading can easily be seen in work undertaken by

Thomason, reinforcing polypropylene with different percentage weights of glass

fibre which can be seen in Figure 2-6. Optimum mechanical performance can

be found in the 30–50 wt% fibre content range.

Figure 2-6: Strength versus fibre content. Taken from results by Thomason [76].
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2.6.4 Effect of Fibre Dispersion/Orientation

Different configurations related to fibre orientation can play an important

role in determining the mechanical properties in a composite material system.

Configurations lie between two extremes - parallel alignment of one or two

directions for all fibres and inconstant random alignment across all possible

axes for each fibre. The difference between the common configurations of the

two extremes can have a significant effect on resulting mechanical properties

[63]. Random fibre reinforcement relies on orientation inconsistency of each

fibre for optimal performance in an X, Y, Z coordinate system offering multi axial

mechanical performance. Notta-Cuvier et al. stated that a typical assumption

linked to reinforced composite materials is that short fibres are assumed to be 

uniformly dispersed in a matrix. A fundamental assumption is that the fibres 

carry loads only in their direction of orientation. Their linear elastic behaviour is

therefore assumed unidimensional. Each fibre is characterised by an orientation 

vector expressed in the global system of coordinates (i.e. linked to the

composite or equivalently to the matrix) [77]. The result of a random fibre

reinforced composite is a significant improvement in the overall multi axial

mechanical properties over that of the pure polymer resin.

2.6.5 Fibre Reinforcement of Polyamide Composites summary

The effect of fibre length, diameter, dispersion and orientation have been

well studied for the last few decades and are known to have a significant

influence within a polymer matrix. However, further studies into this will not

address any significant gaps in knowledge. An established commercial PA-GF

grade used for automotive applications would incorporate all of the above

variables for an optimised glass fibre reinforcement. Further development will

have to come from a third additional phase to tailor mechanical properties.
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2.7 Three Phase Material/Fillers

2.7.1 Fibre Hybrids

A hybrid reinforced polymer matrix consists of at least two different

reinforcing materials [78]. A variety of reinforcing fibres could offer balanced

reinforcement, for instance carbon fibres (CF) provide strong, stiff and low

density reinforcement but are relatively expensive, while glass fibres are

relatively cheap and have better fracture strain and fracture stress but lack

stiffness [79].

Phua and Ishak [78] found that a polycarbonate reinforced with glass and

carbon short fibres did not perform to expectation. The expectation was that,

with the addition of carbon fibre, the strength will go up. This was not the case.

SEM micrograph studies were conducted and it was found that glass fibre had

good matrix interaction whereas carbon fibre had poor interaction. Charpy

impact testing on PC with 40wt% CF had the lowest performance and a large

amount of scatter for notched and unnotched coupons. When introducing more

glass fibre as a replacement to carbon fibre, the performance starts to improve

until 40wt% GF is reached. At this point, impact performance noticeably goes

up with reduced scatter compared to 40wt% CF.

Anuar et al. [80] studied carbon and kenaf fibres in a thermoplastic natural

rubber and polyolefin matrix. Total fibre content was fixed at 15% wt loading

whilst ratios of carbon fibre to kenaf fibre were 100:0, 70:30, 50:50, 30:70, and

0:100. Mechanical testing showed composite grades with a single type of

reinforcement were better compared to those of a hybrid composite.

Kasama and Nitinat [81] studied glass and sisal fibre in PP matrix, loading

in wt.% of sisal and glass fibres were 20/10, 15/15 and 10/20wt.%. Results in

Table 2-6 show no real significant improvement for fibre hybrids at different

loadings which is also commented on in the conclusions of the paper.
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Figure 2-7: Effect of glass fibre content on tensile properties for a GF and sisal fibre

hybrid in a PP matrix [81].

2.7.2 Elastomers Co-Polymers with Fibre Reinforcement

Three-phase composites that include glass fibre and a elastomer phase are

well proven reinforcements in thermoplastic matrices, resulting in improved

toughness and impact response [42], [82]–[87].

Mouti investigated two commercial grades of reinforced PA66, both with

35wt% of discontinuous glass fibre. One of the grades was rubber toughened to

improve impact performance. Mechanical test results showed the addition of an

elastomer modifier to reduce tensile and flexural strength by 35% and 36%

respectively but to increase tensile and flexural strain by 37% and 43%,

resulting in an improvement in toughness for the elastomer modified grade.

Unnotched Charpy impact testing showed no significant difference in impact

strength but, in drop tower testing, the glass reinforced PA66 started to fail at 3J

whereas rubber toughened PA66 fails at 3.5J due to improved energy

displacement [13].
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Alsewailem and Gupta studied the effect of two types of rubber on the

properties of glass fibre filled PA66. Styrene-Ethylene-Butylene-Styrene and

Ethylene-Propylene elastomers grafted with maleic anhydride (SEBS-g-MA and

EP-g-MA, respectively) were used to toughen the matrix composites.

Mechanical testing found tensile and flexural strength decreased, whereas

impact strength and elongation at break were found to increase with increasing

rubber content in both cases. From results at 23.62wt% glass fibre loading

without rubber filler, tensile strength is 134MPa, strain 6.8% and notched Izod

impact 62J/m2. For SEBS-g-MA, tensile strength reduced by 58.2%, whereas

strain and notched Izod impact increased by 38.2% and 257% respectively. EP-

g-MA tensile strength reduced by 52.2%, whereas strain and notched Izod

impact increased by 13.2% and 286% respectively [88].

Glass fibre reinforced PA66 optimised for stone impact is a low flow velocity

PA66 to suit an injection moulding process. It is reinforced using 35% short

glass fibres to improve mechanical properties. “Optimised for stone impact”

means that this is a development on the PA66 35% short glass fibres, as there

is an elastomer modifier added to the matrix material to improve the matrix

impact properties. The material stabilization gained is high resistance to heat

aging but this is less suitable if high demands are required from the material’s

electrical properties [43]. Figure 2-1b shows a current Cummins light

commercial vehicle oil pan, injection moulded using PA66 optimised for stone

impact. To gain an understanding of the unknown elastomer and volume

loading in percentage, a study was conducted (the result of this study is not

known as this was a BASF trade secret). Three promising types of elastomers

used as toughening agents for polyamides were found when added as

copolymers in addition of about 20-25wt.% in the form of small particles. These

were Ethylene Propylene Rubber (EPR), Ethylene Propylene Diene Monomer

rubber (EPDM) and Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene (ABS). The polyamides

were copolymerised with the EPR and EPDM chains on the terminal amine

groups of the polyamide. The graft copolymers produced aided dispersion,

creating separate phases in the solid and enhancing interfacial adhesion
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[5,18,19]. Some work has shown that PA6/ABS blends with imidised acrylic

compatibiliser are extremely tough but show a discrete ABS phase dispersion in

polyamides [83]. Another factor worth considering is water absorption of

polyamide materials [91]–[93], which was found to have an influence on tensile

properties of 35% glass reinforced PA66. It was found that, when completely

saturated, strain increased by 36% to failure and tensile stress reduced by 48%

[13]. However, flexure properties also showed an increase in strain of 14% and

an increase in stress of 17%. Moisture barrier properties should be considered if

the component requires high strength and stiffness to be retained for its

application.

As polymers are being used to replace metal counterparts for weight

reduction, it is worth discovering whether the current polymer composites still

offer good weight saving versus metal counterparts for up to 120°C temperature

applications. Glass fibre reinforced PA66 composites offer over an 80% weight

reduction over steels, about a 50% weight reduction over aluminium and a 20%

weight reduction over magnesium.

2.7.3 Nano Fillers

Nanocomposites are new materials produced in the last few decades made

with fillers which have nanosize reinforcement. Nanosized inclusions are

defined as those that have at least one dimension in the range 1 to 100 nm [94].

Therefore, a nanocomposite is a multiphase solid material where one of the

phases has one, two or three dimensions of less than 100 nanometres (nm), or

structures having nanoscale repeat distances between the different phases that

make up the material [95]. An alternative three phase composite route could

use nanofillers instead. This is becoming more established for structural

enhancement as nanoparticles can be added during fibre addition as part of a

melt compounding stage, at the same time as fibre addition, or as a separate

master batch before fibre addition [96]–[98]. The major issue with nanoparticle

addition is in scaling up for mass production, as nanoparticles have a tendency

to amalgamate in any fabrication process that has material flow. Chemical
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treatments are necessary for certain nanoparticles. For instance, different

amino acids affect the interlayer distance of MMT. Figure 2-8 helps describe the

effect of 12-aminolauric acid on layered clay to disperse layers which then

allows the nylon matrix to flow between the clay layers [99].

Figure 2-8 Before and after 12-aminolauric acid treatment producing a Nano Clay

Hybrid (NCH) [99].

2.7.4 Three Phase Material/Fillers summary

Hybrid fibre reinforced matrices using two different materials have a high

chance of being novel, but literature has shown that results can be the sum total

of the negative qualities for each fibre material rather than the desired positive.

Using an elastomer as an alternative third phase offers the improved toughness

for the automotive application, though further development would have limited

possibilities to be novel for this work. The current PA66/GF/Elastomer grade

(BASF Ultramid A3WG7-OSI) used for oil pans does, however, set the minimum

mechanical performance requirement for under the bonnet applications. There

is currently no knowledge of a three-phase composite in which one of the fillers

is in the nanoscale in an existing PA66/GF. The addition of nanofillers can be

carried out in the same compounding stage as glass fibres which would also

give a cost saving advantage over PA66/GF/Elastomer grade.
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2.8 Polyamide Nanocomposites

Material system development will be one of the main objectives of this

project. Routes that could be taken to improve the current material system could

be nanoreinforcement of the matrix material or exploiting nano, in addition to

fibre reinforcement, in order to address the current material deficiencies in a

similar way to the addition of elastomer. The poor dispersion within a matrix

material due to tendency of nanoparticle agglomeration will cause an issue with

the use of nanomaterials [100].

2.8.1 Polyamide/Nano MMT nanocomposites

PA6 using nanoclays has been found to increase mechanical properties in

key areas useful for automotive under bonnet applications. Developments of

nylon clay hybrids (NCH) at Toyota Japan have found increased strength,

modulus and heat distortion temperature over PA6. Toyota also considers

impact strength to be comparable with a 2.4% reduction to PA6 on a Charpy

impact test [21]. PA/MMT nanocomposites were typically reinforced with MMT

in a range of 1-5wt.% additions [101]–[106]. Table 2-4 gives an overview of PA6

with different percentages MMT, which indicates an optimal MMT loading for

strength and modulus improvement is around 4 to 5wt.% however Izod impact

strength reduces with every increase of MMT so a trade-off for mechanical

performance is likely to occur with a polyamide matrix that will also have glass

fibres as a reinforcing filler.
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Table 2-4: gives an overview of PA6 with different percentages MMT

Okada and Usuki reviewed twenty years of polymer-clay nanocomposites

and found that the mechanical property’s saturation point was approximately

3.9wt.% addition of clay in a PA6 matrix. The 3.9wt.% addition of clay offered a

41% tensile strength and a 60% flexural strength improvement over pure PA6

[104]. Liu et. al. also produced a PA6/MMT nanocomposite compound using a

twin-screw extruder to mix each grade and found that composites containing

3wt% of MMT in the PA6 matrix offered a 19% tensile strength and a 29%

flexural strength improvement over pure PA6. A 5wt.% addition of MMT reduced

tensile strength by 5% with a slight flexural strength improvement of 3%

compared to pure PA6. When explained by TEM characterisation, it was found

that the 3wt.% of MMT loading showed good dispersion capability in the PA6

matrix, based on the TEM observation. A 5wt.% of MMT loading also showed

good dispersion capability in the PA6 matrix. Some domains of the TEM

micrograph also found that it combined MMT clusters [107]. A reason why Liu

Izod

impact

strength

Charpy

impact

strength

Heat

Distortion

Temperature

23°C 120°C 23°C 23°C 120°C 23°C 120°C 23°C 23°C 23°C

Units J/m KJ/m² °C

Pure PA6 68.6 26.6 0.19 89.3 12.5 1.94 0.29 20.6 6.21 65

Nylon 6-clay

montmorillon

ite 4.7 wt. %

97.2 32.3 0.61 143 32.7 4.36 1.16 18.1 6.06 152

0 wt.% MMT 31 (±1) - 66.3 (±1)

2.8wt.% MMT 28 (±1) - 118 (±1.5)

4.3wt.% MMT 25 (±1) - 136 (±1.5)

6.6wt.% MMT 23 (±1) - 142 (±1.5)

0 wt.% MMT 33 (±1) - 66.7 (±1)

2.8wt.% MMT 31 (±1) - 122 (±1.5)

4.2wt.% MMT 28 (±1) - 141 (±1.5)

6.7wt.% MMT 25 (±1) - 148 (±1.5)91.5 (±0.6) - 144.5 (±0.7) 4.26 (±0.08)

86.7 (±0.5) - 131.3 (±0.7) 3.25 (±0.07)

95.3 (±0.6) - 139.2 (±0.7) 3.83 (±0.07)

87.2 (±0.5) - 134.6 (±0.7) 3.97 (±0.07)

PA6-2/ODA-MMT molecular weight 21,000 room temperature test condition

71.6 (±0.5) - 85.1 (±0.5) 1.89 (±0.05)

84.3 (±0.5) - 121.6 (±0.6) 3.09 (±0.07)

91.5 (±0.6) - 130.1 (±0.7) 3.51 (±0.07)

1.87

PA6-1/ODA-MMT molecular weight 18,000 room temperature test condition

71.1 (±0.5) - 84.2 (±0.5) 1.85 (±0.05)

MPa GPa MPa GPa

Montmorillonite Filler PA6 Comparing temperatures 23°C and 120°C

1.11

Properties

Tensile strength Tensile modulus Flexural strength Flexural modulus

120°C
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et. al. found clusters in their 5wt.% MMT could be that the twin-screw

compounding process cannot effectively disperse MMT above 5wt.%. Further

processing will be required to further disperse MMT in a polyamide matrix.

Chung et. al. worked on PA66/MMT nanocomposites produced using a

twin-screw extruder. Results found that PA66 with 3wt.% MMT offered the

highest tensile stress improvement of 15% compared to pure PA66 with a

matrix saturation point somewhere between 3wt.% and 5wt.% with no

significant difference in this range [105]. Chung et. al. also worked on

PA66/3wt.% MMT with the addition of a 2wt.% and 4wt.% compatibilizer

polypropylene-grafted-maleic anhydride (PP-g-MAH). The results showed a

reduction in mechanical properties with high scatter at a 2wt.% addition due to

the high hydrophilicity of PA66. The most interesting result was that Izod impact

strength was reduced from 83J/m at 0wt.% loading by, with additions 2wt.% and

4wt.% compatibilizer, 65% and 64% respectively [105]. This may be explained

by the fact that MMT is known to improve mechanical strength with little to no

improvement in strain, resulting in a brittle material response to impact testing.

Meszaros et. al. worked on pure PA6, PA6/MMT, PA6/basalt fibre (BF) and

PA6/MMT/BF grades which were melt mixed using a twin-screw extruder.

Grades that included MMT were in additions of 1wt.% and BF was in 30wt.%

[106]. Both reinforcements (basalt fibres and MMT) offered tensile/flexural

strength improvements which can be seen below in Figure 2-9.
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Figure 2-9 Results for each material grade: (a) flexural stress; (b) Tensile strength

[106].

2.8.2 Polyamide/Nano SiO2 nanocomposites

PA/SiO2 nanocomposites are typically reinforced PA with SiO2 in a range of

1-5wt.% additions [17], [108]–[110]. SiO2 fillers were considered more

challenging to fully and uniformly disperse within a polymer matrix. So the best

surface treatment would have to be considered along with the optimum weight

percent. PA6 using nano SiO2 has been found to increase mechanical

properties but is more effective when they have been functionalized using

organosilanes to modify the surface of the silica [111]. An observation that can

be made from the results in the stress/strain plot in the work undertaken by

Mahfuz at al. [111] is that the strain is a third lower for functionalized nano SiO2

PA6. This implies that it is likely to give poor impact resistance as toughness is

more than halved. PA12 containing nano SiO2 using two different fabrication

processes can affect mechanical properties over pure PA12. Table 2-5 shows

the effect of nano SiO2 using two different preparation processes compared to

pure PA12. D-nano SiO2/PA12 is prepared by a dissolution precipitation whilst
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M-nano SiO2/PA12 is prepared by a mechanical mixing process. Both use 3%

nano SiO2. D-nano SiO2/PA12 shows the best mechanical properties [100].

Table 2-5 shows the improvements nano SiO2 offers over neat PA6.

Xu et. al. studied the effect of two surface modifications; 3-

aminopropyltriethoxy-silane (APS) and Hexamethyldisilazane (HMS) with an

unmodified SiO2 (UMS) on the mechanical properties of a PA66 matrix in

additions of 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5wt.%. All test samples were produced by melt

compounding using a twin-screw extruder. Results for UMS showed no

significant improvement for tensile strength but reduced notched Charpy impact

strength in increments for each increase in addition. Addition of APS offered the

best tensile strength of 78MPa at 3wt.% addition, a 7% improvement over pure

PA66, with no improvement for impact strength across all additions. Whereas

addition of HMS produced a reduced tensile strength in increments for each

additional increase. The best impact strength of 9kJ/m2 was found at 3wt.%, a

45% improvement over pure PA66. The three different interfacial structures

formed between nanofillers and matrix resulted in different mechanical

properties of nanocomposites. Owing to the presence of flexible interfacial

Charpy

impact

strength

Elongation

at break (%)

23°C 120°C 23°C 23°C 23°C

Units KJ/m² %

Pure PA6 - -

1% SiO₂-PA6 - -

1% SiO₂-silane PA6 - -

Pure PA12 36.7 36.7

D-nanosilica/ PA12 40.2 40.2

M-nanosilica/ PA12 30.4 30.438.6 1.74

38.3 1.42

46.3 1.98

285 ± 8 1.41 ± 0.15

370 ± 25 1.70 ± 0.17

Nanosilica Filler PA6 and PA12 room temperature test condition

210 ± 10 1.10 ± 0.10

MPa GPa

Properties

Tensile strength Tensile modulus

120°C
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layers, the addition of HMS and AMS, to some extent, could improve the

material toughness. However, it was found that enhancement of final material

toughness was also related to the density of PA66 chains grafted to

nanoparticles surfaces [17].

Lu et. al. studied the effect of SiO2 surface modified with

hexamethyldisilazane in additions of 1wt.% and 3wt.%. It was seen that the

tensile strength of PA66 increased by 7% with the addition of 3wt.% SiO2. It was

also noted that the tensile modulus increased significantly by 39% for both

1wt.% and 3wt.% additions. The nanocomposites also exhibited an increase in

the elongation at break. For 1wt.% addition it increased by 58% and for 3wt%

addition it increased by 72%. An observation for this was explained in terms of

load transfer with higher nanosilica concentration, which facilitates plastic

deformation [108].

Gendre et. al. studied the effect of unsurfaced modified SiO2 in a 30wt.%

glass fibre reinforced PA6 matrix (PA6/GF). SiO2 was added at 0.5, 1, 1.5 and

3wt.%. 1wt.% SiO2 was the only addition which showed an improvement in both

tensile strength and modulus compared to PA6/GF composite [112].

2.8.3 Polyamide Nanocomposites summary

Both MMT and SiO2 offer distinctive advantages in polyamide matrices in

additions of 1 to 5 wt.%. It is currently unknown if MMT or SiO2 would offer any

improvement to polyamide matrices with a glass fibre reinforcement phase. It

also not known if the same quantity of addition would give the best mechanical

property performance. However, the study by Meszaros et. al. [106] on

PA6/basalt fibre compared to PA6/MMT/basalt fibre illustrates that mechanical

strength can be improved, even when a microfibre is also used.
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2.9 Properties

2.9.1 Impact performance - stone impact

The stone impact phenomenon was the main focus of previous work which

still holds relevance to this project when developing a new material system. A

study was conducted in order to quantify the size of stone likely to cause

damage to an oil pan, a search and a selection of random granite stones were

collected from regular roads [1,5,69]. Although this project’s main focus is

structural development of the material system it is still very important to

understand and test for impact. A new material system could detract from

impact performance if the matrix material is developed. Impact damage is also a

primary consideration for design and maintainability of aircraft composite

structures. Low velocity impact damage to aircraft is due to both operational and

maintenance activities. In the operational environment, there are typically few

incidents of low velocity impact damage and most can be attributed to hailstone

strikes and foreign object damage such as runway debris [113].

2.9.2 Thermo and Electrical conductivity

Commonly used plastics, such as polypropylene (PP) or polyamide (PA)

are intrinsically electrical insulators with a low thermal conductivity. New

applications, like heat sinks in electronic packaging, require new composites

with higher thermal conductivity. By the addition of fillers to plastics such as

metal particles or carbon nanotubes, the thermal behaviour of polymers can be

increased significantly [114].

Thermal conductivity could be an important material property to understand

as it will affect the oil temperature for both the oil pan and gearbox. Developing

the matrix material system with filler can affect thermal behaviour [114] but,

based on the low percentages of fillers that could be used, may not have that

much effect [25,30]. Developing the matrix material system with layered, thin

films could have a bigger effect as the layers could insulate and not allow heat

to dissipate.
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Typical gear failures like wear, scuffing, micro pitting and pitting are

influenced by the oil temperature in the lubrication system. High temperatures

lead to high viscosities and thus, thin lubricant films in the gear mesh with

generally detrimental influence on performance leading to potential failure [116].

Low temperatures lead to low viscosities. This reduces oil flow, causing moving

parts not to be sufficiently coated and protected by the oil. Table 2-6

demonstrates PA66 and PA66 composites having very low thermal conductivity

compared to metals which would lead to high oil temperatures.

Electrical conductivity is a very important material property to understand

when designing components in the electronics industry, as electrical

conductivity can be desirable or non-desirable depending on the intended

application. Polymers are generally poor conductors of electricity which is an

advantage if insulating properties are required [117]. Electrical conductivity is

considered of low importance for an oil pan application.

Table 2-6 an overview of materials thermal and electrical conductivity

Stainless
Steel

Low
Carbon
Steel

Aluminium
Casting
Alloy

Magnesium
Alloy

PA66
Pure
USX200

PA66
35%GF
A3HG7

PA66
35%GF
A3ZG7

PA66
30%CF
CF300K

Thermal
Conductivity
(W/m-K)

16.5
[39]

49.0
[39]

135
[39]

91.5
[39]

0.274
[40]

[118]

0.35
[43]
[40]

0.35
[43]
[40]

N/A

Volume
Resistivity
(ohm-cm)

0.0000738
[39]

0.0000223
[39]

0.00000559
[39]

0.0000106
[39]

1e+15
[40]

[118]

1e+15
[43]
[40]

1e+15
[43]
[40]

1e+4
[40]

[119]

2.9.3 Compounding of the three phase composite

In recent years, research on the effect of certain nanoparticle materials and

shapes on an existing material system has grown. When compared with their

near counterparts, the nanocomposites exhibit superior properties such as

enhanced mechanical and thermal characteristics, improved barrier

performance and wear resistance [17], [120]–[126]. A nanoparticle introduced as

a third phase in a composite has a high chance of being novel due to the vast

combinations of materials available. The existing PA66 reinforced with 35wt.%
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glass fibre and elastomer improves impact performance as the elastomer

increases toughness.

2.10 Key finding of the literature review

From this literature review, composite materials are still being used for

under-the-bonnet applications as a replacement for metals. Composite

materials such as short glass fibre reinforced PA6 and PA66 offer benefits such

as weight reduction, excellent formability, noise reduction, corrosion and

chemical resistance.

The use of short glass fibre reinforced PA6 and PA66 for engine covers,

ducting and modules is ideal for their application, but the oil pan requires impact

protection due to its location. The current grade PA66 with 35wt.% glass fibre

used in the automotive industry now has a third elastomer modifier phase. The

elastomer improves the strain performance of the PA-GF, thus improving impact

performance. However, the addition of the elastomer adds more cost to the new

grade, due to a second grafting process for the polyamide and elastomer. The

elastomer also trades some of the mechanical strength of the existing PA-GF

grade, so a possible alternative third phase that can retain mechanical strength

and improve strain response to impact would have further automotive

applications.

The effect of fibre in a PA66 matrix has great significance when considering

material, diameter, length, volume, loading wt.% and dispersion but can be

considered optimised in commercial grades such as BASF A3HG7 (PA66 with

35wt.%GF). Fibre hybrids are unlikely to be a valid alternative to an elastomer,

as a best of both has not been proven for different combinations of fibre

materials in a polyamide matrix. It is plausible to replace the elastomer third

phase with an alternative reinforcing material in the nano scale.

To progress this work, benchmarking tests on the original BASF material

grades need to be taken further by including elevated temperatures. This

addresses the first gap in knowledge in this study.
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The next question: Can the elastomer be replaced with a nanoparticle

reinforcement and still have a similar or better performance? There are gaps in

knowledge with relation to addition of nanofillers into a PA66-GF grade. There

are several unknowns such as: What is the optimal addition in wt.% to offer any

improvements when an existing microfibre is used as a primary reinforcing

phase? What compounding routes and techniques can be successfully used to

disperse and exfoliate the nanofillers in the PA matrix? What types of

nanoparticles and material will offer any effect or improvement to an existing

PA-GF composite?
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Chapter 3. Benchmarking commercial PA-GF and

PA-GF-elastomer grades

3.1 Introduction

The oil pan application is to collect and hold engine oil, this means constant

elevated temperatures generated from the engine and returned oil. There were

concerns about PA66-GF materials used for oil pans as the pans can be

damaged by stone and other types of debris found on a typical road surface.

Recent studies have proven PA66-GF with an elastomer third phase, increases

impact performance when tested at a typical lab temperature of 23°C [6]–[8],

[14], [127], [128]. Room temperature testing PA66-GF and PA66-GF-elastomer

are well known however elevated temperatures are less established epically

gas gun impact testing. This chapter goes on to take existing work further by

benchmarking effects of temperature on the current PA66-GF and PA66-GF-

elastomer grades used for oil pans. Temperature testing conditions of 23°C,

65°C, 90°C and 120°C where selected based on temperatures illustrated in

section 2.2.1 in the literature review.

Benchmarking and understanding the effects of temperature on short glass

fibre reinforced PA66 materials are important to understand as changes in

mechanical properties will affect material suitability for application that involves

heat. Therefore this chapter studies the effect of an elastomer modifier on

tensile, flexural and impact properties of short glass fibre reinforced PA66 under

thermal conditioning to determine the influence of temperature on quasi-static

and dynamic properties.

3.2 Mechanical testing

3.2.1 Materials and tests sample preparation

Two commercial grades of polyamide 66 with 35 wt.% of discontinuous

glass fibre, Ultramid A3HG7 and Ultramid A3WG7-OSI, (henceforth denoted as

Material A and B respectively) were produced by BASF. BASF materials where

supplied and injection moulded into test samples (tensile ISO 527 [129], flexural
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ISO 178 [130] impact plaque ISO 6603 [131]) by Eaton ltd. Material B included

rubber toughened and has been intimately melt-blended into the base PA66

material [13]. Details on samples can be found in Table 3-1 for material, shape

and size.

Table 3-1 material data and sample type used

Material Manufacturer Product

Code

Tensile

shape/size

Flexural

shape/size

Impact

shape/size

Thickness

A BASF A3HG7 Type 1A 80x10mm 70x70mm 4mm

B BASF A3WG7

-OSI

Type 1A 80x10mm 70x70mm 4mm

3.2.2 Tensile tests

The testing followed ISO standard 527 shape type 1A [129], [132]. Test and

material conditioning was done using different temperatures 23°C, 65°C, 90°C

and 120°C. Each temperature was checked using a K-type thermocouple on the

sample surface with a soaking time given to 65°C, 90°C and 120°C of 2, 4 and

6 minutes respectfully, before starting each test (this was to allow the core of

the samples to reach the right temperature). To gain accurate strain data retro-

reflectors where attached to the samples 50mm apart ±2mm to suit the sample

type 1A gauge length in ISO 527-2[132]. Testing was conducted on an Instron

5500R screw driven universal test machine using a 30kN load cell and a laser

extensometer. A data acquisition system was used to capture cross head

movement, load cell and laser extensometer readings. Figure 3-1 shows the

typical setup for a tensile test using grips, thermocouple and positioning of the

retro reflective tape. The grips where nipped up as not much gripping force was

required hold each sample preventing surface damage. A second set of grips

were used for testing at high temperatures due to sample slipping requiring a

finer gripping surface. The testing speed for all sample was 1 mm/min.
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Figure 3-1 Above: Typical tensile setup using a laser extensometer with retro reflective

tape to measure gauge length to the mid-point of the sample; Below: Schematic of type

1A tensile sample used in this work (taken from ISO 527-1 [129]).

3.2.3 Flexure tests

The testing was conducted following ISO standard 178 and all samples

were tested at 2 mm/min [130]. Tests were done using different temperatures

23°C, 65°C, 90°C and 120°C. Each temperature was checked using a K-type

thermocouple on the sample surface with a soaking time given to 65°C, 90°C

and 120°C of 2, 4 and 6 minutes respectfully, before starting each test (this was

to allow the core of the samples to reach the right temperature). Testing was

Grips

Retro reflectors

Test sample

Environmental
chamber

Thermal couple
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conducted on an Instron 5500R screw driven universal test machine using a

30kN load cell. Figure 3-2 shows the typical setup for a 3-point bending test.

Samples (non-lubricated) were centralised on the two points and squared using

a steel ruler.

Figure 3-2: Left: Typical setup of a 3-point bending test; Right: Schematic of 3-point

bending bar with dimensions (taken from ISO 178 [130]).

3.2.4 Low velocity impact tests

As there is no set standard related to gas gun testing previous work

conducted on oil pans was used as a guide to setup, which included projectile

selection and impact velocity which was linked to stone impact [6], [8], [13]. The

gas gun testing equipment included an optical velocity measurement system

mounted to the muzzle of the gas gun. Due to limited instrumentation for the

gas gun setup displacement information could not be captured for each test. For

repeatable targeting a class 2 laser held in a mounting block was used to sit in

the barrel of the gun between shots to ensure accurate alignment to barrel

centre. Gas gun setup and projectile can be seen in Figure 3-3a and b. Plaque

fixture can be seen in Figure 3-3c and was designed to suit the plaque sample’s

leaving a 50x50mm window as the impact area. Answer recorded

Moving
3rd pointTest

sample

Fixture fixed points
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Figure 3-3 a) showing gas gun setup in front of environmental chamber b) shows

projectile type selected for the testing c) window plaque fixture d) plaque schematic

The gas gun impact test was conducted using 10mm hemi-spherical

projectile weighting 22g (Figure 3-3b). Testing was done using 7.5 J as an input

impact energy which remained constant for all samples tested. The selection for

7.5 J was based on previous work conducted by Mouti et.al. [13] and the need

for fracture damage on the samples, without destroying them, but to allow

enough fracture to be assessed on the surfaces. As the gas gun could only

detect velocity as a quantifiable output data the energy was worked out as a

velocity of 26.11m/s for the projectile being used in the test, see equation (1).

The impacts were reproduced at least three times per test for each material and

temperature to be tested using a new plaque for each shoot. Testing was done

over a range of different temperatures ranging from -20°C, 23°C, 65°C, 90°C up

to 120°C. Temperature measurement was done for each impact test to ensure

accurate testing using a K-type thermo couple on the plaque fixture which was

monitored throughout testing and an infra-red thermometer was used to check

the sample surface just before the shot. There are two reasons why the K-type

thermo couple was used on the plaque fixture, one is to keep the probe away

from the impact area and two is to provide a backup reading for the infra-red

Environmental chamber

Gas Gun Laser

PVC shield in case of projectile rebounda)
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thermometer. A soaking time given to -20°C, 65°C, 90°C and 120°C of 2, 4 and

6 minutes respectfully, before starting each test (this was to allow the core of

the samples to reach the right temperature). Sample setup was done using an

angle plate to hold the plaque fixture 90° to the gas gun barrel at a 400mm

distance.

� = Velocity E = Energy M = Mass of projectile

� = �
�

�

�
 ∙ �

(1)

3.2.5 Thermal conditioning

Environmental chambers where used for temperature conditioning for all

tests. Tensile and flexure testing used the same chamber (operating range 23

to 150°C) which was designed to work with the Instron 5550R. Environmental

chamber used with gas gun had operating range of -40 to 150°C. Before

running each test a preheat time of 1 hour given to equipment and the fixtures

to ensure test setup was repeatable. Materials were also given time to preheat

this was to ensure the core of each sample was at temperature not just the

surface.

3.2.6 SEM characterisation

Tensile fracture surfaces were analysed on a SFEG Philips XL30 field

emission SEM. Fracture samples where parted off hand saw then carbon taped

to sample stages before being sputter coated with gold-palladium.

3.3 Results and discussion

3.3.1 Effect of temperature on tensile strength

Tensile test data was taken from each material tested. Data from the laser

extensometer was plotted in Figure 3-4 showing the relationship between stress

and strain. Plots showed a clear difference between the two materials tested

across the range of temperatures. Table 3-2 represents the tensile strength and
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strain with extra information on tensile modulus for the two materials at the

different temperatures tested. The stress-strain curves in Figure 3-4 can be

linked to curve D in ISO 527 [129] which shows the typical stress-strain curves

that are often plotted. The ISO 527 standard curve D represents tough materials

without a yield point [129].

Table 3-2 results of tensile strength, modulus a strain worked as mean

Temperature (°C) Material Strength (MPa) Strain (%) Modulus (GPa)

23°C A 149.1 ±0.4 3.3 ±0.2 5.5 ±0.1

65°C A 107.2 ±1.9 5.2 ±0.3 6 ±0.3

90°C A 94.5 ±0.8 5.3 ±0.1 5.2 ±0.5

120°C A 80.8 ±2.1 4.9 ±0.2 4.7 ±0.4

23°C B 114.4 ±0.3 4.1 ±0.2 4.5 ±0.2

65°C B 87.8 ±0.4 9.6 ±0.2 4.5 ±0.2

90°C B 81.2 ±44.5 10.1 ±5.5 4.4 ±2.4

120°C B 73.7 ±40.4 11.4 ±6.2 3.7 ±2

Figure 3-4 tensile stress-strain plot for materials A and B including temperatures tested

Testing results at 23°C, Material A performs better for tensile strength 149.1

MPa which is 23.3% better then material B 114.4MPa. Material A also performs
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better for Young’s modulus 5.5 GPa which works out 18.2% better then material

B 4.5 GPa. Material B’s maximum strain is 4.1% which is 25% over material A’s

3.3%. There is a clear difference in how the elastomer modifier in material B

can affects toughness by allowing the material to achieve higher strain before

failing but loses maximum stress when compared to material A. As the gain in

strain was much higher than a loss in stress for material B the elastomer used

for toughening proved to offer an improvement to its toughness at 23°C. Results

for material A at 23°C were in agreement with results by Mouhmid et al [41]

projecting what 35% glass fibre tested at 20°C was likely to be. There was

disagreement in the values when comparing both A and B to work done by

Mouti [13] under similar conditions. Sample storage could account for some of

the discrepancies found in the testing samples. Where mechanical performance

could have degraded from a two year shelf life and moisture pickup, due to

improper package sealing. This reasoning can be backed up from the effect of

water uptake results by Mouti [13] having similar results to testing done 23°C in

this work. Under tensile testing conducted by Mouti [13] testing speed was

2mm/min which may also effect the test results when compared to testing

speed in this work that was done at 1mm/min following ISO 527.

At 65°C testing, material A now reads 107.2 MPa of stress with a strain of

5.2% with almost no tailing off before failing. 65°C test results show a clear

reduction to maximum stress 28% sustained and a 58% increase to the strain

compared to Material A at 23°C. The curve has a slight kink at 80 MPa and

second kink just before reaching 107.2 MPa before failing. Material B’s stress

strain curve steadily increments to about 87.8 MPa of stress with a strain of

9.6%. There is some tailing off before failing but this could be related to kinks

(waviness) across the curve. 65°C test results showed a clear reduction to

maximum stress 23% sustained and a 134% increase to the strain compared to

Material B at 23°C. The curve has kinks at 40 MPa, 65 MPa, 76 MPa and 84

MPa before failing at 87.8 MPa. Testing results at 65°C, Material A performs

better for tensile strength 107.2 MPa which is 18.1% better than material B 87.8

MPa. Material A also performs better for Young’s modulus 6 GPa which works
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out 25% better than material B’s 4.5%. Material B’s maximum strain is 9.6%

which is 44.8% over material A’s 5.2%.

90°C testing, Material A’s stress strain curve steadily increments to about

94.5 MPa of stress with a strain of 5.3%, there’s almost no tailing off before

failing. 90°C test results show a reduction to maximum stress 36.6% sustained

and a 61% increase to the strain compared to Material A at 23°C. The curve

has slight kinks, 42 MPa and 90 MPa, producing slightly noticeable waviness to

the plot before failing at 94.5 MPa. This curve is more similar to Material A at

65°C than Material A at 23°C. Material B’s stress strain curve steadily

increments to about 81.2 MPa of stress with a strain of 10.1%, there’s almost no

tailing off before failing. 90°C test results show a clear reduction to maximum

stress 29% sustained and a 206% increase to the strain compared to Material B

at 23°C. The curve has kinks at 54 MPa, 64 MPa, 72 MPa, 78 MPa and had 80

MPa before failing at 81.2 MPa. This curve was similar to Material B at 23°C but

has a notable waviness to curve shape which is almost exactly the same as

Material B at 65°C. Testing results at 90°C, Material A performs better for

tensile strength 94.5 MPa, which was 14.1% better than material B’s 81.2 MPa.

Material A also performs better for Young’s modulus 5.2 GPa which works out

15.4% better than material B’s 4.4 GPa. Material B’s maximum strain was

10.1% which is 50.5% over material A’s 5%.

120°C testing, Material A’s stress strain curve steadily increments to about

80.8 MPa of stress with a strain of 4.9%, there’s almost no tailing off before

failing. 120°C test results showed a clear reduction to maximum stress, 45.8%

sustained, and a 48% increase to the strain compared to Material A’s at 23°C.

The curve has slight kinks at 60 MPa and 74 MPa producing waviness to the

plot before failing at 80.8 MPa. This curve was similar to Material A’s at 65°C

and 90°C. Material B’s stress strain curve steadily increments to about 73.7

MPa of stress with a strain of 11.4%, there’s almost no tailing off before failing.

120°C test results show a clear reduction to maximum stress 35.6% sustained

and a 245% increase to the strain compared to Material B’s at 23°C. The curve

has kinks at 32 MPa, 50 MPa, 60 MPa, 64 MPa, 76 MPa and 73 MPa before
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failing at 73.7 MPa. This curve is similar to Material B’s at 23°C but has a

notable waviness to curve shape which was almost exactly the same as

Material B’s at 65°C and 90°C. Testing results at 120°C, Material A performs

better for tensile strength, 80.8 MPa, which is 8.8% better than material B’s 73.7

MPa. Material A also performs better for Young’s modulus, 4.7 GPa, which

works out 21.3% better than material B’s 3.7 GPa. Material B’s maximum strain

is 11.4% which is 57% over material A’s 4.9%.

Material A’s Temperatures 65°C, 90°C and 120°C show consistency with

each other for their curve characteristic with a 10% stress step between each

temperature increase when comparing to 23°C. Strain results for all tests done

on material A fail within a 3.3 to 5.3mm range of 23° to 120°C suggesting

material A has good stiffness across a range of different temperatures. Material

B’s curves share similar shape characteristics with each other with decreases in

stress and strain in expansion related to increases in heat. Temperatures 65°C,

90°C and 120°C show waviness in the plotted results. This could relate to the

thermal chamber turning on and off to regulate the temperature for the

experiment and which could introduce an oscillation effect in the results. With

increases of temperature Material B becomes more ductile and less stiff with a

decrease in tensile strength. Temperature clearly affects properties of the

Material A. This can be seen in Figure 3-4 stress versus strain. 23°C results

perform the best out of all the temperatures tested demonstrating better

toughness. Temperatures 65°C, 90°C and 120°C show a 28% to 46% in tensile

strength reduction to 23°C which means a loss in toughness is affected by the

increase of temperature. The results from material A testing do go in line with

expectations where an increase in temperature is likely to reduce tensile

strength. Load and stress were likely to decrease with an increase in

temperature and extension and strain will react less as the material is stiffer

without being impact modified.

Temperatures also clearly affect the properties of material B as well when

looking at Figure 3-4 stress versus strain. 23°C results perform the best out of

all the temperatures tested for strength but not for extension as this increased
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the most at 120°C offering about the same level of toughness for each

temperature tested. Temperatures 65°C, 90°C and 120°C show a 23% to 36%

in tensile strength reduction to 23°C which means a loss in toughness is

affected by the increase of temperature. The results from material B testing do

go in line with expectations where an increase in temperature is likely to reduce

tensile strength. Tensile stress was also likely to decrease with an increase in

temperature and extension and strain will increase from the material becoming

more ductile. This information also demonstrates the trade-off’s in the

mechanical properties of the two materials when one of the materials has been

modified with an elastomer. Linking the tensile results for each temperature

tested to an application subjected to elevated temperatures does raise some

concern for material A as loss in strength which could translate into a reduce

impact performance. Whereas as material B is more fit for purpose due to

increased toughness for all temperatures tested.

Testing at high temperatures 90°C had some issues that can be related to

failure where material B samples would slip in the grips. To compensate for this,

the grips were done up tighter but the issue still occurred and became more of

an issue at 120°C. This issue was fixed by replacing the grip wedges with

wedges with a finer gripping surface. A reason why this may have happened is

the elastomer in material B makes the matrix softer at high temperature allowing

the samples to slip out of the grips which could translate as a wear issue

depending on the material application. The effects of temperature on the wear

of PA6 has been studied by Watanabe and Yamaguchi [133] observed

maximum friction is temperature dependent for nylon and was found that

samples slide continuously at some fixed velocities, 0.1 mm/s at 100°C, which

is similar to the test speed in this work of at 0.017 mm/s (1mm/min) at

temperatures 90°C and 120°C. The shear strength of nylon becomes larger as

the sliding velocity increases because nylon is a viscoelastic material as

observed by Watanabe and Yamaguchi [133]. As the matrix material in this

work is PA66 rather than PA6 studied by Watanabe and Yamaguchi material A

with the addition of glass fibre was less affected than martial B with the extra
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addition of an elastomer which has similar results as PA6 under similar

conditions. The tensile failure mechanism was a single break with no necking or

strain marks at the fracture point for all samples tested. The failure itself can be

defined as a brittle fracture in agreement with Mouhnid et al [41] and can be

explained by the contribution of the glass fibre as a brittle tough material.

3.3.2 Effect of temperature on flexural strength

Flexural test data was then plotted in Table 3-3 and represents the flexural

strength and strain with extra information on modulus for the two materials at

the different temperatures tested. The stress-strain plots in Figure 3-5 show the

results for the materials and temperatures tested. The stress-strain curves in

Figure 3-5 can be linked to curve B stated in ISO 178 [130] which shows the

typical stress-strain curves that are often plotted. Curve B represents samples

that gives a maximum and then breaks before the conventional deflection.

Table 3-3 results of flexural strength, strain and modulus worked out as mean

Temperature (°C) Material Strength (MPa) Strain (%) Modulus (GPa)

23°C A 255.3 ±1.6 5.8 ±0.1 5.2 ±0.1

65°C A 162.8 ±1.4 6.4 ±0.2 5 ±0.2

90°C A 141.6 ±2.4 6.2 ±0.1 4.5 ±0.3

120°C A 122.3 ±1.4 6 ±0.1 4.6 ±0.1

23°C B 190.9 ±1.8 8 ±0.1 4.3 ±0.1

65°C B 120.8 ±1.1 9.5 ±0.4 3.7 ±0.1

90°C B 106.9 ±1 10 ±0.4 3.2 ±0.1

120°C B 87.8 ±1.9 11.3 ±0.5 3.3 ±0.1
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Figure 3-5 flexure stress-strain plot for materials A and B including temperatures tested

Testing results at 23°C using results in Table 3-3, Material A performs

better for flexural strength, 255.3 MPa, which is 25.2% better than material B’s

190.9 MPa. Material A also performs better for Young’s modulus, 5.2 GPa,

which works out 17.3% better than material B’s 4.3 GPa. Material B’s maximum

strain is 8% which is 27.5% over material A’s 5.8%.

Testing results at 65°C using results in Table 3-3, Material A performs

better for flexural strength, 162.8 MPa, which is 25.8% better than material B’s

120.8 MPa. Material A also performs better for Young’s modulus 5 GPa which

works out 26% better than material B’s 3.7 GPa. Material B’s maximum strain is

9.5% which is 32.6% over material A’s 6.4%.

Testing results at 90°C using results in Table 3-3, Material A performs

better for flexural strength, 141.6 MPa, which is 24.5% better than material B’s

106.9 MPa. Material A also performs better for Young’s modulus 4.5 GPa which

works out 28.9% better than material B’s 3.2 GPa. Material B’s maximum strain

is 10% which is 38% over material A’s 6.2%.
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Testing results at 120°C using results in Table 3-3, Material A performs

better for flexural strength, 122.3 MPa, which is 28.2% better than material B’s

87.8 MPa. Material A also performs better for Young’s modulus 4.6 GPa which

works out 28.3% better than material B’s 3.3 GPa. Material B’s maximum strain

is 11.3% which is 46.9% over material A’s 6%.

There is also an obvious stress difference for material A and B tests done

between 23°C and 65°C which could be put down to the temperature increase

of 42°C between the 23°C and 65°C set of tests. The maximum stress

difference of Material A at 23°C to 65°C is 35.3%, for 65°C to 90°C is 12.7%, for

90°C to 120°C is 14.6%. The maximum stress difference of Material B at 23°C

to 65°C is 37.5%, for 65°C to 90°C is 12.5%, for 90°C to 120°C is 17.1%.

Material A showed little variation to strain from each temperature tested

compared to each temperature tested on material B. This can be put down to

the elastomer filler which allows material B to strain further when temperature is

increased, whereas material A has some stability most likely gained from the

addition of glass fibre in a PA66 matrix.

Temperature clearly affects properties of the material A. This can be seen

in Figure 3-5 stress versus strain. 23°C results perform the best out of all the

temperatures tested demonstrating better stiffness. Temperatures 65°C, 90°C

and 120°C shows a 36% to 52% in flexural strength reduction to 23°C which

means a loss in toughness and is effected by the increase of temperature.

Material stiffness can be considered good as the average strain works out at

6.1% with a deviation of ±0.3%. The results from material A testing were in line

with expectations where an increase in temperature is likely to reduce tensile

strength, load and stress were likely to decrease with an increase in

temperature and extension and strain will react less as the material is more stiff

without being impact modified.

Temperatures also clearly affect the properties of material B as well when

looking at Figure 3-5 stress versus strain. 23°C results perform the best out of

all the temperatures tested demonstrating better toughness and stiffness.
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Temperatures 65°C, 90°C and 120°C show a 37% to 46% in flexural strength

reduction to 23°C which means a loss in toughness is affected by the increase

of temperature. The results from material B testing do go in line with

expectations. The expectation was increases of temperature were going to

make the material more ductile reducing flexural strength load and stress but

increasing extension and strain before failure. Material A shows better strength

to material B but has much lower strain values making material A less tough

then material B. This can be seen in Figure 3-5. The test results also

demonstrate the trade-off’s in the mechanical properties of the two materials

when one of the materials has been impact modified with an elastomer. Material

B demonstrates the best flexure toughness which is likely to translate into the

best impact performance for the oil pan application.

There were two types of sample failures that occurred during testing. One

type of failure was a full snap where the sample brakes in two halves. This only

happened to three samples when testing material A at 23°C. The other type of

failure was a partial snap (see Figure 3-6) which was how all other samples

failed in the testing. Figure 3-6 illustrates the partial snap failure mechanism

where sample experiences a compression and tensile functions at the same

time. The sample fails as a tensile rupture on the bottom surface when

maximum deflection is reached. Whereas top surface does not fail as part of the

rupture but does buckle and blister allowing the sample to deflect and remain

intact even though it has failed.

Figure 3-6 showing one of the failed material B specimens from 120°C testing
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3.3.3 Morphology studies

SEM micrographs were taken of the fracture surface of the samples used in

tensile tests. See Figure 3-7a-h for material A and Figure 3-8a-h for material B

from SEM test results. The results are of the two materials at the different

temperatures tested to gain some insight of the failure mechanism. The

predominant failure mechanisms are fibre deboning (pull out) and matrix plastic

deforming (ductile pulling/tearing). Fibre pull out, matrix plastic deforming and

matrix brittle fracture is evident across all micrographs taken of material A.

Matrix pull away, fraying and plastic deforming is evident across all micrographs

taken of material B. SEM micrographs for material A illustrate fibre pull out,

matrix brittle fracture, matrix plastic deforming are types of failures that can be

found on material A’s tensile testing samples. Fibre failure is a less common

failure; see Figure 3-7a which shows fibre debris which has a different

characteristic to a shear cutting function from the fibre shredding stage when

the material was first compounded.

Figure 3-7a-b material A at 23°C shows fibre pull out and brittle matrix

fracture in which can be found across most of the fracture surface. Fibres being

pulled out have a very thin layer of matrix on them. This could have allowed

stress to reach 149.1 MPa due to the matrix having some fibre adhesion. Small

areas of matrix plastic deforming could be found but would account for a fourth

of the cross sectional area of the sample. A brittle matrix fracture could have

contributed to the high tensile strength sustained by the sample at 23°C

compared to other temperatures tested for material A.

Figure 3-7c-d material A at 65°C shows fibre pull out with some traces of

matrix brittle fracture across different areas of the surface. The fibres that have

been pulled out have a very thin layer of matrix on them in the matrix brittle

fracture areas. Areas of matrix plastic deforming could be found but would

account for a half of the cross sectional area of the sample. The matrix plastic

deforming of these areas appear to be larger than what can be seen in Figure

3-7a-f with clean fibre pull out.
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Figure 3-7 e-f material A at 90°C and Figure 3-7g-h material A at 120°C

show very similar micrographs to each other with fibre pull out, plastic

deforming and textured matrix surfaces. This could be seen across the

sample’s cross section. The fibres being pulled out can be seen to have

deposits of matrix material this has likely reduced excessive fibre pull out length

compared to test done at 65°C. The matrix appears to be more texture and

pitted compared to the sample tested at 65°C. This could have propagated the

lower stress and strain results seen in Table 3-2 and Figure 3-4. There were

also no signs of brittle fracture which could be seen in 23°C and 65°C, this

would suggest that material A has a higher brittle transition point than glass

fibre reinforced PA6 tested by Kroll [87]. This also possibly explains why there is

a more textured matrix surface seen for temperatures 90°C and 120°C.

SEM micrographs for material B illustrate matrix coated fibre pull out,

plastic deforming, matrix voids and matrix fraying are types of failures that can

be found on material B’s tensile samples. All micrographs taken of material B

shows matrix has strong bonding to the glass fibres for each test temperature.

Figure 3-8a-b shows almost no fibre pull out with matrix plastic deforming

and fraying which make up the majority of the fracture cross sectional area of

the sample. The frayed plastic deformation of the matrix can be put down to the

elastomer modifier used in material B.

Figure 3-8c-d for temperatures 65°C shows similar results to testing done at

23°C. However this where the elastomer modified PA66 in material B shows a

far greater bond to the GF. This is to say GF no longer pull out from the matrix

but the matrix itself is pulling away with GF see Figure 3-8d.

Figure 3-8e-f at 90°C and Figure 3-8g-h at 120°C show very similar

micrographs to each other with low fibre pull out as most of the matrix is fully

bonded to the fibre surface causing the matrix to fail instead of the GF Some

matrix plastic deforming can be found but is not so common.
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The effect of elastomer in PA66 short glass fibre matrix results in different

failure functions for tensile testing with better surface adhesion to glass fibres

which may have contributed for the longer extensions gained for material B. Not

forgetting the nature of elastomers having the ability to stretch better then

thermosets and thermoplastics and having less strength which has most likely

allowed the tensile samples to extend further (higher strains) before failing at

lower loads. Voids in the matrix are easily found in material B temperatures

90°C and 120°C. Assuming voids are present in tests conducted at 23°C and

65°C where the fraying does look fibrous which maybe causing its own

elastomer fibrous pull out leaving voids from a fibrous ripping function. The

fibrous ripping function producing voids is a similar argument made by Bascom

et al [91] which can be summed up as dispersion of soft inclusions in a rigid

matrix and as a result of dilatation and elongation processes the post-failure

fracture surfaces exhibit holes or cavities where the deformed and ruptured

particles have relaxed back into holes larger than the original particle size.
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Figure 3-7 SEM micrographs of the fracture surface of material A tensile testing.
Temperatures are split up into groups: a-b 23°C; c-d 65°C; e-f 90°C; g-h 120°C
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Figure 3-8 SEM micrographs of the fracture surface of material B tensile testing.
Temperatures are split up into groups: a-b 23°C; c-d 65°C; e-f 90°C; g-h 120°C
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3.3.4 Effect of temperature on low velocity impact testing

The effect of elevated temperature on low velocity impact testing is an

important variable that has proven to reduce tensile and flexure stress for both

materials outlined in this chapter. Due to the gas gun setup having an

environmental chamber with a refrigeration unit (cooling function) -20°C was

added to the testing. Testing at -20°C will give some inside on if the impact

performance as the oil pan application will have a requirement to be used in

countries that have sub-zero climates. An early expectation based on stress-

strain results in Figure 3-4 and Figure 3-5 would be that material A would show

increased fracture damage for each increase in temperature. Whereas

materials B fracture damage would only slightly drift as elevated temperatures

increased stain which may compensate for the reduction in stress.

Damage assessment was conducted visually across the non-impacted face

of each sample. Size was measured by a steel ruler along crack length and the

characterising shapes are represented as characters from the alphabet (X, T, Y

and I). Table 3-4 provides assessment for all samples that have cracked from

the impact testing with results and image links to pictures taken of the damage

to the sample surface. Figure 3-9 images (a-o) capture the range of impact

damage for material A. Figure 3-10 images (a-o) capture the range of impact

damage for material B. On all samples that showed surface damage from

cracking identified in Table 3-4 results section had initiated crack propagation

inline of the impact surfaces point to the initial contact of the projectile. This is

likely to be a result from the projectile having a 10mm hemi-spherical point

which focuses impact energy as a point through the material which fails as a

tensile strain rupture when the material cannot dissipate the energy. This is a

similar discussion to testing conducted by Bartus and Vaidya, where the same

impact response was observed on samples that had been impacted using

conical projectile compared to a flat point [134].

Table 3-4, Figure 3-9, Figure 3-10 and images (a-o) which show a trend

that crack propagation reduces when testing temperature is increased from
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23°C to 120°C for both materials. Material A testing temperatures -20°C and

23°C showed only a small effect when comparing impact damage which manly

failed as a X shape with 30 to 40mm rupture length. -20°C to 23°C could be a

brittle phase for the matrix material where a decrease in temperature has little

effect to crack propagation. Pettarin et al. investigated low temperature impact

fracture data of thermoplastic elastomer modified polymers and determined a

brittle to ductile transition point when impact testing results show little change

below -30°C [135]. Material B at -20°C has no significant increase in

performance over material A and would suggest the elastomer modifier in

material B has a negative effect which could be caused by embrittlement of the

elastomer modifier which has been observed in elastomers at low temperatures

[135], [136]. This is likely to be causing some embrittlement making material B

less effective at low temperatures where is starts to perform similar to material

A. However when comparing material B at 23°C to material A there is a

reduction in fracture propagation by 40% based on combined fracture surface

length. At 65°C both material A and B now fail as a single rupture both with a

reduction in total fracture length by 64% and 71% respectively when compared

to 23°C. Testing at 90°C material A now has 80% reduction in total fracture

length compared to the 23°C results. However material B now effectively

dissipates impact energy though increased strain as see in Figure 3-4 and

Figure 3-5 stress-strain plots. As a result material B at 90°C has no visible

surface damage except for one result B3 seen in Figure 3-10(image i) which

can be dismissed due to impact energy was 7.9% over the required 7.5j. Impact

conducted on material A at 120°C can still fracture the sample surface and

fracture length has reduced by 88% when compared to impact at 23°C. Once

again material B dissipated the impact resulting in no surface damage.
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a) b) c)

d) e) f)

g) h) i)

j) k) l)

m) n) o)

Figure 3-9 shows images of material A results from gas gun testing. Temperatures are

slit up into groups: a-c -23°C; d-f 23°C; g-i 65°C; j-l 90°C; m-o 120°C
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a) b) c)

d) e) f)

g) h) i)

j) k) l)

m) n) o)

Figure 3-10 shows images of material B results from gas gun testing. Temperatures

are slit up into groups: a-c -23°C; d-f 23°C; g-i 65°C; j-l 90°C; m-o 120°C
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Table 3-4 Gas gun impacts on plaques across different temperatures and damage

assessments on impacted plaques

Material Temperature Energy Fracture length Shape Image

°C J mm

A-1 -20 7.52 35-36 X Figure 3-9 image a

A-2 -20 7.58 38-40 X Figure 3-9 image b

A-3 -20 7.59 20-32 T Figure 3-9 image c

B-1 -20 8.22 33-40 X Figure 3-10 image a

B-2 -20 7.79 30-40 X Figure 3-10 image b

B-3 -20 7.41 30-30 X Figure 3-10 image c

A-1 23 7.36 31-32 X Figure 3-9 image d

A-2 23 7.12 30-35 Y Figure 3-9 image e

A-3 23 7.18 30-37 X Figure 3-9 image f

B-1 23 7.36 7-26 Y Figure 3-10 image d

B-2 23 7.88 9-30 Y Figure 3-10 image e

B-3 23 7.30 11-28 Y Figure 3-10 image f

A-1 65 6.74 22 I Figure 3-9 image g

A-2 65 6.68 24 I Figure 3-9 image h

A-3 65 7.68 25 I Figure 3-9 image i

B-1 65 7.61 13 I Figure 3-10 image g

B-2 65 6.94 6 I Figure 3-10 image h

B-3 65 7.70 13 I Figure 3-10 image i

A-1 90 7.75 9 I Figure 3-9 image j

A-2 90 8.21 17 I Figure 3-9 image k

A-3 90 7.74 12 I Figure 3-9 image l

B-1 90 7.56 No visual Damage Figure 3-10 image j

B-2 90 8.17 No visual Damage Figure 3-10 image k

B-3 90 8.09 2-3 T Figure 3-10 image l

A-1 120 7.64 9 I Figure 3-9 image m

A-2 120 7.21 5-6 X Figure 3-9 image n

A-3 120 7.77 3 I Figure 3-9 image o

B-1 120 7.29 No visual Damage Figure 3-10 image m

B-2 120 7.65 No visual Damage Figure 3-10 image n

B-3 120 7.47 No visual Damage Figure 3-10 image o
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3.3.5 Impact Failure Mechanism

The samples that failed as a surface crack propagated as a single tensile

fracture. The rupture characteristic and size is a result of the energy that could

not be dissipated through the material. The inclusion of different temperatures

helped distinguish the impact performance of the two materials as surface

rupture propagation and branching was reduced for each increase in

temperature. Both materials reacted the same way to the increases of

temperature but Material B showed and demonstrated a better impact

performance to Material A. The improved impact performance (seen as reduced

surface cracking) at elevated temperatures for Material B can be contributed to

the elastomer modifier allowing the PA and elastomer matrix to strain more thus

dissipates more impact energy, a similar finding to Mehrabzadeh and Burford

with a PA11 with optimised amount of nitrile rubber [137]. This meant elastomer

allowed the material to dissipate impact energy and effectively giving the

material damping property. This damping property is likely to become more

effective when the elastomer takes on more heat allowing the material to

become more ductile. At temperatures below 23°C the elastomer no longer

offers the material system any advantage over material A. To explain material

B’s drop off in impact performance compared to temperatures above 23°C, a

brittle tough transition point that occurs in elastomer materials at low

temperatures [138].

Although material A reacts the same as material B for impact testing when

temperature is increased crack propagation goes down. Mechanical test results

are completely different suggesting material A has a different energy dissipation

characteristic. This may be an linked to the semi crystalline structure of PA’s

[139] where the crystalline structure is resisting strain increase of quasi-static

nature of the tensile and flexural loading. Impact testing may not be

experiencing this issue and reacts with amorphous structure instead. With an

increase in temperature where the amorphous structure of PA becomes more

plastic when it takes on more heat the semi crystalline structure maybe still

resisting the tensile and flexural under quasi-static loading but impact testing
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not experiencing this issue but reacts to the amorphous structure becoming

more plastic allowing the sample to flex reducing impact damage. Material B

may also have this effect of semi crystalline structure of PA but is unaffected as

the elastomer allows the sample to flex. The increased flex found with material

B could also be contributed to polymer chains having more freedom of

movement due the elastomer used is likely to be amorphous. This would be

expected as amorphous materials over their Tg become more plastic. Another

effect of temperature in relation to the polymer chains have greater freedom of

movement at elevated temperatures, allowing greater freedom of movement to

dissipate impact energy. At lower temperatures polymer chains have freedom of

movement.

The failure (surface fracture) from the impact testing conducted only shows

up on the non-impacted face as a tensile rupture see Figure 3-11. The damage

mode was initiated at the point of projectile impact as a result of the 10mm

hemi-spherical point of the projectile acting as a focal point for impact energy.

Energy that cannot be dissipated from the impact event resulted as a crack

branching failure (load path). The extent of the branching can be linked to the

amount of energy that cannot be dissipated meaning a high energy release will

produce multiple branches and will be long in length, whereas a low energy

release will result as a single branch small in length. Figure 3-11 illustrates the

failure mechanism of the sample being hit by a projectile as a cross section.

The sample deforms in a 3-point flexural manner but fails in a different way due

to a larger surface area spreading the impact energy. Surface crack occurs

when excess energy can no longer strain/flex the plaque sample causing a

rupture on the non-impacting surface due to a tensile function. The more energy

used the larger the surface crack and rupture becomes until total failure is

reached.
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Figure 3-11 Cross section illustration of the failure mechanism

3.4 Conclusions and gaps in knowledge addressed

In this study, the influence of temperature on tensile and flexural properties

of short glass fibre reinforced PA66 have been investigated. Several

conclusions can be made from the results from the tensile, flexure and impact

testing conducted which are as follows:

The use of material A would be better suited to structural applications as it

demonstrated the least amount of deflection and remained close to the 5.2%

strain range for each temperature tested for tensile and a 6% strain range for

flexural. Whereas material B strain increased with an increase in temperature

as to be expected due the addition of an elastomer, removing some of the

stability that glass fibre offered to PA66. This would make Material B better

suited to applications that require better impact resistance. Material A exhibits

the best strength and modulus across each temperature tested. Material B

exhibits the best deflection and maximum strain giving it a larger area in the

stress/strain plots resulting in material B being tougher than material A. Testing

conducted at 23°C gained the best toughness properties for both the materials

whereas increases in temperature from 23°C up to 120°C reduced toughness

properties for material A. Material B would have lost toughness when stress

reduces, but levels out as strain increases with every temperature increase so

toughness remains almost the same for each temperature increase. The test

result also demonstrates the trade-off’s in the mechanical properties of the two

Plaque Sample in deflection

Compression Mechanism

Projectile

Impact Direction

Tensile

failure

mechanism

producing a

surface

crack
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materials when one of the materials has been impact modified with an

elastomer. In this case mechanical strength is reduced for material B but gained

much higher strain across all temperatures tested. Material B can be considered

more ductile as maximum strain has a larger range when temperature is

increased. Clear differences in material properties and plots can be observed in

all results. The addition of an elastomer in a PA66 glass fibre matrix at elevated

temperatures 90°C and 120°C has highlighted a surface ware issue which will

affect its uses in translation and rotational applications.

SEM micrographs from fractured tensile samples demonstrated the

elastomer in material B had better glass fibre adhesion allowing higher strain

and extension which give the material system more toughness and which also

improved with each increase in temperature as the elastomer became more

effective. The addition of elastomer weakened material B’s total strength

compared to material A. Material A loses surface adhesion as temperatures

were increased shown as long fibre pull out as well as cleaner fibres from pull

out.

The influence of temperature on impact fracture of short glass fibre

reinforced PA66 was investigated. The 7.5J impact energy proved to be an

optimal energy when testing the two materials across the different

temperatures. Material B exhibits the best impact performance at higher

temperatures but is less affected by temperatures lower than 23°C due to a

brittle transition point of the elastomer modifier. Both materials tested -20°C

failed mainly with an X shape and similar size than any other temperature. This

means there is no particular advantage for both materials if a low temperature

application is required.

Chapter 3 adds to current knowledge epically to Eaton Ltd, as this work

validates Eaton's material selection for an oil pan component material that

operates at elevated temperature as part of its function. Impact

performance at elevated temperatures using a gas gun to simulate a stone

impact has only been studied at room temperature before this.
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Chapter 4. Experimental, Melt compounding of 3-

phase nanocomposites using a twin screw extruder

4.1 Introduction

Glass fibres (GF) are used to reinforce engineering thermoplastics such as

polyamide (PA) which are extensively used under-the-bonnet as replacement to

structural metal components [14], [15], [127]. Some under-the-bonnet

components such as an engine oil pan are located close to the road surface

which makes it subject to stone and other debris impacts. Such impacts can

cause the failure of the 2-phase PA/GF composite grades. The latest

development to address this issue is the addition of elastomers as a third phase

to increase composite impact performance through increased material strain.

This results in improvement in toughness of the material [8], [127].

Referencing back to Chapter 3 compares tensile stress/stain of PA66/GF with

elastomer modified PA66/GF. In this example, the elastomer modifier reduces

stress by 23.4% but increases strain response by 48.2% this trade-off improves

the total toughness for the elastomer grade.

Studies into nano reinforcements could offer a similar performance

improvement as a replacement to the elastomer phase. The addition of nano

reinforcements can be introduced during the same compound process as glass

fibres, this can minimize the processing costs. Current 2-phase nanocomposites

when compared pure matrix exhibit enhanced mechanical and thermal

properties, with improved barrier performance in PA6 and PA66 grades [17]–

[20], [22], [23], [140]. Indeed, it is known that an addition of up to 5wt.% of

inorganic nano-particles in polymers is enough for a considerable improvement

in the material’s mechanical properties compared to micro fillers, which require

about >20wt.% [24]–[28]. A typical two phase polymer reinforced composite

material system often consists of a polymer matrix and second reinforcing

material which can be fibres or particles. The matrix holds the reinforcement

while the reinforcing material improves different material properties of the matrix

which in most cases is mechanical performance. To the best of author’s
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knowledge, there is lack of published literature in the area of effect of nano

materials as a third phase to PA66 and GF composite. The interaction between

matrix, GF and nano reinforcements could be minor or significant and may not

offer an improvements, but have unintended negative effects instead.

In this study there are two types of nanoparticles of interest, organically

modified montmorillonite (OMMT) and fumed silica (SiO2). Both were readily

available and can be cost effective as they are relatively cheap and could be

easily added to the melt compounding process before or during the addition of

glass fibres. The majority of published work that considers melt compounded

PA nanocomposites [106], [141]–[145] are exclusively two phase considering

OMMT, SiO2 and other nanoparticles as a second phase reinforcement in PA

matrices. Two papers that consider a matrix reinforced with fibres in the micro

scale and nanoparticles as a third phase are; Mészáros et al. [106] who studied

short basalt fibres (BF) and OMMT reinforcements in a PA6 matrix and Vlasveld

et al. [141] studied woven glass or carbon fibres and SiO₂ in a PA6 matrix.

Mészáros et al. [106] demonstrated extensive work showing PA6/BF/OMMT

has improved by 13.3% tensile strength and modulus by and 9.8% over PA6/BF

proving that nanoparticles can replace the elastomer phase. Cho and Paul

investigated melt compounding nano clays into a PA6 matrices of which one

was PA6 with 30% GF, similar to what is intended in this work. Limited results

were given on their PA6-GF-organoclay, however results did show an

improvement on modulus and yield strength by 48% and 31% respectfully over

an PA-GF [146].

4.1.1 PA/OMMT nanocomposites

PA/OMMT nanocomposites are typically reinforced with OMMT in a range

of 1-5wt.% [106], [101]–[105]. Studies found that PA66 with 3wt.% offered the

highest tensile stress improvement of 15% compared to pure PA66 with a

matrix saturation point somewhere between 3wt.% and 5wt.% with no

significant difference [105]. Another study related to compounding of

PA6/OMMT nanocomposite using a twin-screw extruder to mix each grade
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found that composites containing 3wt% of OMMT in the PA6 matrix offered a

16% tensile strength and a 45% flexural strength improvement over pure PA6

[106].

4.1.2 PA/SiO2 nanocomposites

PA/SiO2 nanocomposites are typically reinforced with SiO2 in a range of 1-

5wt.% [17], [108]–[110]. Studies found the effect of SiO2 surface modified with

hexamethyldisilazane 1wt.% and 3wt.% offered tensile strength of PA66

increased by 7% with 3wt.% SiO2. It was also observed that the tensile modulus

increased significantly by 39% for both 1wt.% and 3wt.% SiO2. The

nanocomposites also exhibited an increase in the elongation at break by 58%

for 1wt.% SiO2 and 72% for 3wt.% SiO2. Lu et al. explanation for this finding

was an efficient load transfer with higher nanosilica concentration, which

facilitates plastic deformation [108].

4.1.3 Compounding polymer matrix composites

Compounding using a twin screw setup is known to produce homogeneous

melts when using micro filler materials, but the biggest challenge is the

dispersion and exfoliation of nano fillers. Cho and Paul [146] found that a single

pass compounding process using a twin screw extruder results in non-extensive

exfoliation of clay in a PA6 matrix. They also found that a second pass can

reduce amalgamation but undispersed tactoids are still easily observed. On the

other hand, they also found slight improvement in the tensile strength and

modulus of the organoclay composite produced by the second pass but no

improvement in the elongation at break and Izod impact strength [146]. Other

studies have found good exfoliation with some aggregates for PA/OMMT nano

composites produced from a high concentration master batch, then diluted into

grades [18], [106], [147]. A study by Stade [148] demonstrated fibre length

reduction can occur for high fibre length/diameter ratios of the fibres and can

also occur by extruding PA66 containing 30 and 50wt.% GF in a Buss

compounding machine. Other processing variables that are also documented in

other studies include processing speed, shear and screw setup. Lin et al. [149]
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studied the structure development of MMT inside a PA66 matrix during melt

mixing in twin screw extruder, with two screw configurations and two screw

speeds (400 and 1000rpm). Configuration one included two kneading block

sections and configuration two was setup with multi process element sections

and one kneading block section. XRD studies found MMT compounded with

screw configuration one exhibited better exfoliation than those from

configuration two that can be contributed to increased shear from the increased

processing speed. XRD studies also found that at higher screw rates

(1000rpm), the [001] orientation characteristic peak of clay disappears,

indicating better dispersion of clay with in the matrix material [149]. Both the

configuration one and the 1000rpm screw rate contributed to improve the mixing

efficiency as this creates high shear, which facilitates initial breakup of clay

agglomerates. Benedito et al. [150] investigated the dispersion of multiwalled

carbon nanotubes (MWCNT) into a polyurethane (TPU) matrix using two

different screw designs, S1 and S2. Design S1 was setup for high-shear with

kneading blacks and distributive elements and design S2 was setup with

dispersive, distributive and back conveying elements. The results showed that

the S1 design with processing speeds of 200 and 600rpm resulted in

agglomeration densities of 0.16 and 0.15% respectfully [150]. This was a 50%

improvement over the S2 design at 600rpm and a 70% improvement over the

S2 at 200rpm. Although Lin et al. [149] and Benedito et al. [150] have worked

with different matrices and nanoparticles, both studies reported that a twin

screw extruder setup with kneading block sections and high screw speeds

result in improved dispersion and exfoliation.

This study was set out to find if OMMT and SiO₂ can be compounded

evenly that is to say dispersed and exfoliated into an existing PA66 matrix with

GF. The influence of GF during compounding may help the dispersion of

nanoparticles with possible negative effect of glass fibres reducing in length as

well. It is considered that nano reinforcing materials in 2-4% loading can replace

the elastomer and offer a similar performance. The addition of nano materials

can be done during the glass fibre compounding phase, reducing compounding
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costs compared to grafting of elastomer as an extra process cost. Other

benefits could also be gained including reduced material weight, cost, wear,

moisture absorption and improvements on thermal stability.

4.2 Materials

PA66 reinforced with 35wt.% glass fibre (PA66/GF), Radici grade Radilon A

RV350LW 393 NER (henceforth denoted as RV350LW), used in this work was

supplied by Vantage Polymers Ltd (UK). The first nanoreinforcement material

was organically-modified montmorillonite Dellite 43B and was procured from

Laviosa Minerals S.p.A. (Italy). Dellite 43B is montmorillonite modified with a

quaternary ammonium salt (dimethyl benzylhydrogenated tallow ammonium).

The second nanoreinforcement material is Aerosil R 812S, hydrophobic fumed

silica (SiO2) after treatment with hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS), and was

procured from Evonik Industries (Germany).

4.3 Compounding and injection moulding

In this study a two-step melt compounding methodology was adopted

(master batch followed by final grades) to disperse and exfoliate the nano fillers.

A two-step melt compounding process will also enable high volume production

at an industrial level. Figure 4-1 illustrates the inputs and outputs for the master

batch followed by the grade processing. XRD and SEM characterisation studies

were then conducted on injection moulded samples as this would represent the

final fabrication route for short fibre reinforced components used in the

automotive industry.
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Figure 4-1: Flow diagram illustrating master batch and grades processing

4.3.1 Master batch processing

All master batch compounding was done by Ian Butterworth at Cranfield

University. RV350LW pellets were dried in an oven for 16 hours at 110°C before

processing. Each master batch was melt compounded using a Rondal 21mm

benchtop twin screw extruder (UK). Figure 4-2 illustrates screw setup and gives

details on mixing elements. Processing screw speed was maintained at

100rpm. From hopper to die, the barrel temperature was set to [235-285-285-

285-260]°C, die temperature was set 25°C lower than the mid zones as a

feasibility study showed thermal derogation of the PA matrix. Two master

batches were produced, RV350LW having 10wt.% OMMT and RV350LW

having 6wt.% SiO2. RV350LW and the nanofillers were dry mixed by hand in

glass sealable flasks in 1kg batches by agitating the flask for 3 minutes before

adding to the extruder hopper. An ideal method to mixing the nanoparticles

would been to mill the PA-GF pellets into a powered but this would have meant

excessively damaging the glass fibres in the process.
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Figure 4-2: Screw configuration with details on mixing element setup.

4.3.2 Grade processing

All grade compounding was done by Ian Butterworth at Cranfield University.

Table 4-1 references the grades compounded from the master batches and

RV350LW base material. The same extruder, master batch processing setup

and speed was used for the grade processing. All master batches pellets were

dried in an oven for 16 hours at 110°C before dry mixing with RV350LW to

dilute the master batches to the required grades.

Table 4-1: Grade compositions

Grades Base Matrix Wt.% Nano filler Wt.%

RV350LW
M2

Radilon A RV350LW
Radilon A RV350LW

0
98

-
Dellite 43B (OMMT)

-
2

M3 Radilon A RV350LW 97 Dellite 43B (OMMT) 3

M4 Radilon A RV350LW 96 Dellite 43B (OMMT) 4
S2 Radilon A RV350LW 98 Aerosil R 812S (SiO2) 2
S3 Radilon A RV350LW 97 Aerosil R 812S (SiO2) 3

S4 Radilon A RV350LW 96 Aerosil R 812S (SiO2) 4

4.3.3 Compounded test sample compression moulding

Compression moulding was done on a JBT 40T heated press (UK). The

compression mould setup was done with two flat plates with a third mould

pattern plate in between. The pattern plate produces bar samples (60x8x3mm).

Each material grade was dried in an oven for 6 hours at 110°C before

processing. Processing temperature was set to 280°C, before pressing a, soak

time of 5 minutes was used to allow pellets to soften during pressing. Pressing

was done at 10T and held for 3 minutes before switching to cooling. Samples

were removed at 230°C to minimise thermal degradation to the samples. Also

the cooling was not plumb to a chiller to have effective cooling.
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4.3.4 Test sample injection moulding

Compounded nano grades were injection moulded by Polymer Training &

Innovation Centre (UK), using Ferromatik Milacron K-Tec-110 to produce test

samples. Temperature settings were at die [280, 285, 285, 285, 280]°C, 70°C at

the hopper and tool temperature was set to 85°C. Cycle time was 22s with an

injection speed of 180cm3/s and injection pressure was 170bar for all material

grades. Test samples were produced on a single family mould which included

tensile, flexure and notched bars see Figure 4-3 for sample illustration. Plaques

where done on a separate tool with a sample size of 60x60 by 2.1mm

thickness.

XRD analysis and SEM scans in this work were conducted on the flexure

bars length 120mm with a 12.5x3mm cross section. Sample conditioning was

done to suit an off-the-shelf storage and end application service environment.

Injection moulded samples were conditioned in non-moisture sealed packaging

for more than 150 hours at 20 to 23°C, humidity was 60% to reach equilibrium

for a workshop storage environment. This was beyond the outlined in ISO

standard 291 (minimum of 88 hours for atmospheres 23°C/50% and 27°C/65%),

due to PA’s hygroscopic material characteristic.

Figure 4-3: Image of the family mould impression

Tensile Bar

Injection moulding sprue

Impact Bar3-point bending Bar
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4.3.5 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

The samples were analysed on a Philips XL30 Field Emission SEM. Each

sample was carbon taped to stages before being sputtered with gold palladium,

except for the RV350LW sample that had been carbon coated for comparison.

The carbon coated comparison was done to detach possible sputter coating

decoration effect.

4.3.6 X-ray diffraction (XRD)

X-ray diffraction scans were done on a Siemens D5005 diffractometer

which uses Cu Kα radiation (λ 0.1540nm) operating conditions 40kV and 30mA.

Each material was scanned in 2θ range from 2 to 50° at a scanning rate of 

1°/min. Sample scans were conducted on injection moulded composite grades

including the RV350LW base material. Reference scans were also done on the

Dellite and Aerosil in powder form. XRD was used to measure the Basal

spacing. The Basal spacing can then be used to calculate inter layer distance

which tells us if intercalation or exfoliation has been achieved. Basal spacing of

OMMT layers (d) was calculated using the Bragg equation (2):

� = 2� � � � � ………..……….………………………………………….. (2)

4.4 Results and discussion

4.4.1 Processing of nanoparticles in the PA66/GF matrix

During the master batch processing of RV350LW + 10wt.% OMMT it was

noted that the extruded nanocomposite master batch had become extremely

brittle. As a result the extruded strands were easily snapped this means 10wt.%

OMMT has significantly reduced the mechanical strain. This was an observation

going from RV350LW trials to producing the first OMMT master batch. Okada

and Usuki [104] also found that two phase nylon and clay hybrids with over

10wt.% OMMT became brittle, thus the behaviour of 3 phase nanocomposite

master batch was in line with the two phase clay nanocomposite. Another

notable difference was that all the OMMT grades could be done at higher

processing speed without the extruder cutting out from high torque. Barick and
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Tripathy [151] studied dynamic viscoelastic properties of pristine polyurethane

and nanocomposites with different percentages of clay loading samples. Study

found complex viscosity (g’) of polyurethane/OMMT nanocomposite were higher

than polyurethane matrix because the intercalated or exfoliated nanocomposite

drags movement of polymer melt [151]. The low torque when processing the

OMMT master batch would suggest a single pass will not intercalate or exfoliate

OMMT particles. This could have also been affected by a high concentration of

OMMT particles in the RV350LW. SEM image Figure 4-4(a) help demonstrate

that the RV350LW/OMMT master batch has OMMT amalgamated clusters

across the surface which was easily found at lower magnifications. Figure

4-4(a) also proves the existence of glass fibres in the PA66 matrix, most with

lengths above 100µm after one compounding run. The reduction in GF length at

this stage is likely to reduce mechanical strength properties of the compounded

3-phase nanocomposites (original glass fibre length between 500 to 600µm).

Master batch processing of RV350LW plus 6wt.% SiO₂ had no observable

processing issues and was similar to processing RV350LW running at 100rpm

maintaining a steady 50% torque. SEM image Figure 4-4(b) illustrates that the

image of SiO₂ which had been compounded into the RV350LW had to be taken

at a higher magnification to find amalgamated clusters across the surface of a

master batch sample. Grade processing for 2, 3 and 4wt.% OMMT was similar

to the master batch with the 2wt.% grade processing at higher constant torque.

Figure 4-4: SEM images of (a) 10wt.% OMMT master batch and (b) 6wt. % SiO2 master

batch

(b)

Amalgamated
OMMT Clusters

Amalgamated SiO2 Particles

Glass fibres can
also be seen

(a)
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4.4.2 SEM investigations

Initial SEM investigations were conducted on the surface injection moulded

samples using lower magnifications and back scatter detection to determine if

the two step compounding process had significantly reduced GF length. All

images in Figure 4-5 is the GF have orientation. The orientation can be

contributed to the injection moulding which has a flow direction. Figure 4-5 (a)

clearly illustrates significantly longer fibres up to 540µm in length from a

RV350LW sample that was injection moulded (average fibre length of 460µm

counted from 100 fibres). Whereas Figure 4-5 (b) OMMT and Figure 4-5 (c)

SiO2 both represent 3wt.% grades that were compounded twice and injection

moulded. OMMT and SiO2 grades had far fewer long fibres when compared

back to the RV350LW sample some of which have retained length of 300µm ±

40µm (12 out of 100 counted). However a significant amount of shorter fibres

were found to have typical lengths of 60µm ± 15µm (72 out of 100 counted).

The last 16 out of 100 fibres counted fell below 45µm in length. The reduction in

fibre length from the compounding could translate to a reduction in mechanical

strength for all of the nanocomposites grades as the GFs are the primary

reinforcement for strength in a two phase PA/GF composite. This was due to

long fibres having more surface area for the matrix to hold onto preventing fibre

pull out. It would be reasonable to assume reduction in fibre length for the 3-

phase nanocomposite is likely to result in extensive fibre pull out but this is also

assuming there is no improvement of interaction of the matrix and nanoparticles

to the GF surface. For instance the addition of nanoparticles in a PA matrix

could promote an improved bond to the GF’s. As a result increased fibre pull out

strength on shorter fibre lengths would translate into an improved mechanical

strength. This theory can be explained by comparing Figure 4-5(a) which has

long consistent gaps filled in by matrix between the long fibres whereas Figure

4-5(b) and Figure 4-5(c) have scattered short fibres reducing the constant

matrix areas. This would bring a positive effect if there is an improved bond

between matrix and nanoparticle to GF which would improve mechanical

strength due to more GFs sharing load. However this would have a negative
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effect if there is no improvement on the bond between matrix and nanoparticles

on the short fibres. This could result in excessive fibre pull out offering no

strength improvement, relying on the matrix for strength which now effectively

has short GFs acting as voids in the matrix which would reduce strain.

Figure 4-5: SEM backscatter images on grades (a) RV350LW (b) M3 (c) S2

543.60µm

45.90µm

122.23µm

216.34µm

257.52µm

343.02µm

71.20µm

60.66µm

30.87µm

178.64µm

279.82µm

208.93µm

300.27µm
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SEM investigations were conducted on the OMMT and SiO₂ to characterise

each nanomaterial before being compounded into the RV350LW grade. Figure

4-6(a) illustrates the typical size of the supplied OMMT particles and the Figure

4-6(b) demonstrates OMMTs naturally layered silicate structure at a higher

magnification. This explains the OMMT in Figure 4-4(a) that can be easily seen

at low magnification as the master batch compounding has most likely not

intercalated and/or exfoliated the OMMT layers, but has broken down the clay

stacks to smaller tactoids. Figure 4-6(c) illustrates SiO₂ as amalgamated

clusters but at an increased magnification Figure 4-6(d) illustrates SiO₂ particles

that can be seen more as loose structure with particles having a spherical

shape. This loose structure could explain the better exfoliation and dispersion of

the SiO2 into the polymer matrix. For the polymer chains, it could be easier to

penetrate between the SiO2 particles and break the clusters. The SiO₂

amalgamated clusters could split up more easily explaining why higher

magnification in Figure 4-4(d) was necessary to locate the SiO₂ in the PA

matrix. Xu et al. [109] also described modified SiO₂ particles having a loose

structure, and how silica modified with 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APS)

promotes PA66 grafting to the modified silica. Xu et al. [109] explained the

PA66 grafting to the modified silica occurs during the melt process when

compounding where the amine groups of the APS modifier are weakly attached

to silica surface by physical absorption allowing the end carboxyl groups to

react with the acylamino groups of the PA66 chains to form the interface

structure based on hydrogen bonding and covalent bonding.
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Figure 4-6: Reference scans for (a-b) MMT particles (c-d) SiO2 particles.

RV350LW samples were also studied under the SEM to characterise the

PA66 matrix without the compounded OMMT and SiO₂ nanoparticles. Figure

4-7(a) illustrates a marbling effect on the contrast of the PA66 surface with a

consistent cracked surface appearance. The consistent cracked surface

appearance at first was taken at face value assuming the sample surface was

fractured with no influence to fracture direction. An explanation for the marbling

surface effect on the test sample may have been a result of the plasma

generated for the spluttering of gold palladium. Figure 4-7(b) was taken on

another RV350LW sample that had been carbon coated. This proves that gold

palladium spluttering can introduce a fracture effect in the nano scale on the

surface of the PA66 matrix. Correspondence with Dyson at Quorum

Technologies (e-mail correspondences available in Appendix A) recognised and

explaned this was a coating effect related to the high current and low argon

(b)

(d)

(a)

(c)
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pressure. Figure 4-8 links to the decoration surface effect of a gold target to

current and argon pressure.

Figure 4-7: SEM images of RV350LW without nanoparticle reinforcement sputter

surfaces: (a) Gold/palladium (b) carbon.

Figure 4-8: Sputter coating – decoration artefacts, linked to current and pressure

A recent study by Hou et al. [152] considers fractal patterns achieved under

different sputter conditions using a gold target with high current and low argon

pressure which gives a fine decoration effect in Figure 4-9. Figure 4-9(a) can be

compared back Figure 4-7(a) in this work, which proves it’s a sputter effect.

Gold/palladium splutter surface Carbon splutter surface

(a) (b)

b)a)
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Figure 4-9: images of the gold-fractal patterns achieved under different conditions gold-

sputtering durations of 8 min (a) and 12 min (b). Hou et al. with permission [152].

SEM investigations in Figure 4-10 on compounded OMMT material grades

(RV350LW /OMMT samples) demonstrate the existence of nanoparticles in the

matrix with even smaller clay stacks or tactoids when compared to OMMT

master batch (Figure 4-4a). This means the OMMT grades have not been

exfoliated and are likely to have limited intercalation between clay layers. The

reduction in clay stacks or tactoids may offer some improvement to the OMMT

nanocomposite grades but is unlikely to exploit the full reinforcement potential

of OMMT.
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Figure 4-10: SEM scans for RV350LW/OMMT grades 2, 3 and 4wt.%

However, SEM investigations in Figure 4-11 on compounded SiO₂ material

grades demonstrate better dispersion over all OMMT grades in Figure 4-10.

SiO₂ at 4wt.% has limited amalgamations which can be considered as an

improvement over the master batch in Figure 4-4b. Whereas SiO₂ at 2wt.% and

2wt.% OMMT

3wt.% OMMT

4wt.% OMMT

OMMT Amalgamations

OMMT Amalgamation with

sputter coating

OMMT Amalgamations

(
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3wt.% demonstrate far less amalgamation with a fine scattering SiO₂ particles,

this suggests that exfoliation has been achieved. The identification of SiO₂

particles is in agreement with studies conducted by Zhang et al. [110], SiO₂

particles where identified as bright particles in SEM images, see Figure 4-12.

Figure 4-11: SEM scans for PA66/GF/SiO₂ grades 2, 3 and 4wt.%

3wt.% SiO₂

4wt.% SiO₂

2wt.% SiO₂

Fine disbursement of SiO₂

SiO₂ Amalgamations

Fine disbursement of SiO₂

SiO₂ Amalgamations

can be found
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Figure 4-12: SEM image of PA6/elastomer/SiO₂ taken from Zhang et al. [110].

4.4.3 XRD investigations

XRD results for RV350LW, OMMT and SiO₂ nanocomposite grades in

Figure 4-13a show the XRD patterns for OMMT nanocomposite grades have

shifted to a lower angle than the OMMT reference. Table 4-2 gives the

diffraction peaks for all OMMT materials and shows the interlayer spacing for all

OMMT composite grades have increased to 1.01nm spacing which is a 4%

improvement on supplied OMMT. This means the OMMT in each of the

compounded nanocomposites has limited intercalation and has not been

exfoliated. Lin et al. [149] found from XRD analysis that PA66/clay produced at

higher screw rotation rate (1000 rpm), resulted in the disappearance of the

clay’s crystalline peak in the 001 orientation indicating better dispersion of clay.

This was explained by the higher screw speed which creates higher shear and

facilitates initial breakup of clay agglomerates. In this work, a 1000rpm

processing condition was not possible as the extruders max screw speed was

300 rpm. Further work could consider 1000rpm as it is likely to improve the

clays interlayer spacing but may also introduce a negative effect as glass fibres

could get excessively damaged making the OMMT grades less comparable to

the SiO₂ grades. Figure 4-13b show the XRD patterns for SiO₂ nanocomposite

grades. The SiO₂ only had one distinguishable peak at 44.44° which did not

show up for any of the SiO₂ nanocomposite grades. This tells us the spacing for

SiO₂ particles
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the SiO₂ particles is far from each other they can be considered exfoliated and

well dispersed into the matrix which backs up the SEM images in Figure 4-11.

Figure 4-13: XRD patterns for composite grades: (a) OMMT; (b) SiO₂

Table 4-2: XRD diffraction peaks with basal and interlayer spacing for OMMT grades

Nanomaterial
content wt.%

Diffraction
peak (2θ) 

Basal
spacing (nm)

Interlayer
distance (nm)

RV350LW/OMMT 2 4.4 2.01 1.01
RV350LW/OMMT 3 4.4 2.01 1.01
RV350LW/OMMT 4 4.4 2.01 1.01

RV350LW 0 - - -
OMMT 100 4.48 1.97 0.97

4.5 Conclusions and gaps in knowledge

Several 3-phase nanocomposites were prepared using a twin screw

extruder to melt compound OMMT and SiO₂ particles into RV350LW grade.

Master batches of PA66/GF and nanoadditives were prepared and then used

for the preparation of the nanocomposites. The following conclusions can be

made on the compounding, SEM and XRD investigations.

Compounding 10wt.% OMMT into the existing RV350LW grade for a

master batch grade can be achieved, there could be physical limitations when

working with higher concentrations >10wt.%. In addition, the 10wt.% OMMT

master batch had a brittle response for the compounded strands. Final OMMT

grades at lower concentrations of 2, 3 and 4wt.% are far less brittle than the

10wt.% master batch. Compounding any additional SiO₂ into a master batch is

(a) (b)
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likely to have some losses to environment and hopper which should be

monitored and factored in when diluting final grades.

SEM studies using back scatter demonstrates GFs will reduce in length

from a two-step melt compounding process. The RV350LW reference grade

demonstrated fibre lengths up to 540µm with compounded nano grades

retained some long fibres between 300µm ±40µm. The shortest typical fibre

length found on the compounded OMMT and SiO2 nano grades was 60µm

±15µm. Further SEM investigations demonstrated compounded OMMT silicate

layers broke down smaller clay stacks which show some dispersion in the

RV350LW but OMMT cluster can still be identified. Compounded SiO₂ into

RV350LW can be considered successful as grades can be seen to have a very

good dispersion.

XRD investigations showed the RV350LW/OMMT grades became

intercalated though the two-step melt compounding process which increased

interlayer spacing to 1.01nm which was a 4% improvement on supplied OMMT.

XRD characterisation on all the RV350LW/SiO₂ grades demonstrated

exfoliation. It is believed that when the nanoadditives are well dispersed and/or

completely exfoliated, they can provide high levels of reinforcement in the

matrix properties. Therefore, it is likely that RV350LW/SiO2 nanocomposites will

have better mechanical properties than OMMT ones.

In this study the exfoliation of OMMT in RV350LW had limited success. A

proven way to get exfoliation is to prepare the master batch then grades with

the PA66 matrix [18], [105], [149], then add the GF afterwards this would also

help retain GF length.

This chapter adds to knowledge as a two step compounding of OMMT and SiO2

to produce a 3 phase nano composite can be achieved but requires process

development to address OMMT dispersion and glass fibre breakage. Exfoliation

SiO2 can easily be achieved and maybe possible without producing a master

batch first. Knowledge on the oversaturation point for SiO₂ when producing a

master batch is will help others if a master batch is considered.
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Chapter 5. Mechanical behaver of 3-phase

nanocomposites at room temperature

5.1 Introduction

Standard room temperature testing of the 3-phase nanocomposites

compounded in Chapter 4 has been tested in this Chapter. As room

temperature (23°C) is the typical test conditioning for most mechanical testing

standards this chapter detaches influencing factors such as temperature and

aging affects, thus allows nano fillers in loading content in wt.% to be the focus

of this study. It is also expected the reduced fibre length found in Chapter 4’s

SEM studies will have an effect on total mechanical strength when comparing

the compounded nano grades.

5.1.1 Infrared thermography

The technology allows operators to validate normal operations and, more

importantly, locate thermal anomalies (abnormal patterns of heat invisible to the

eye) which indicate possible faults, defects or inefficiencies within a system or

machine asset [153], [154]. In this work a Hi-speed FTIR camera is used to

detect infrared radiation (heat) in this case heat generated from a high power

flash, heat is dissipated though an object that has homogeneous matrix (heat

transfer known as conduction). Surface and subsurface fractures will have

space for air or gas between the fractures, heat will transfer though convection.

Convection will show up as a hot spot (air holds heat) thus highlighting a

fracture in a homogeneous material that conducts evenly as light travels in a

straight line. This is useful technique to replace and address the limitation of the

C-scan used in previses work, where full fractures would produce too much

vibration (background noise) to be read accurately.

5.2 Materials and sample preparation

RV350LW and nano grades see Table 5-1 were prepared as outlined in

previous chapter; refer to sections 4.2 (Materials), 4.3.2 (Grade processing) and

4.3.4 (Test sample injection moulding). Three types of test samples were
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produced by injection moulding from a single family mould: tensile bar geometry

and dimensions linked to 1B dumbbell in ISO 527 with a 3mm thickness, flexure

bars length 127mm with a 12.5 by 3mm cross section similar to ASTM D790.

Notched bars length 64mm with a 12.5 by 3mm cross section, notch type C in

ISO 179. Square plaque shape 60x60 by 2mm thickness as outlined in ISO

6603 were produced separately. Material sample conditioning was done to suit

an off-the-shelf storage environment. All samples were left in a workshop in

non-moisture sealed boxes for more than 150 hours at 20 to 23°C, humidity was

60% to reach equilibrium for a workshop storage environment. This was beyond

the outlined in ISO standard 291 (minimum of 88 hours for atmospheres

23°C/50% and 27°C/65%), for PA’s due to having a hygroscopic material

characteristic.

Table 5-1: Recap on compounded material grades compositions found in Chapter 1

Grades Base Matrix Wt.% Nano filler Wt.%
RV350LW

M2
Radilon A RV350LW
Radilon A RV350LW

100
98

-
Dellite 43B

-
2

M3 Radilon A RV350LW 97 Dellite 43B 3
M4 Radilon A RV350LW 96 Dellite 43B 4
S2 Radilon A RV350LW 98 Aerosil R 812S 2
S3 Radilon A RV350LW 97 Aerosil R 812S 3
S4 Radilon A RV350LW 96 Aerosil R 812S 4

5.3 Mechanical testing and characterisation

5.3.1 Mechanical and impact test Methodology

Tensile and flexure testing were conducted on an Instron 5500R universal

test machine. Tensile testing was conducted following ISO standard 527, testing

speed for all specimens was 1 mm/min. Flexure testing was conducted

following ISO standard 178 and all specimens were tested at 2 mm/min.

Charpy impact testing was conducted to ISO standard 179, on a Zwick D-

790 desktop pendulum setup with a 1j hammer attachment. Testing span was

calculated as 4 times width from the notch of the sample which equalled 50mm.
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Gas gun impact testing was conducted using 10mm hemi-spherical

projectile weighting 22g using previous works conducted by Mouti et al. [7], [8],

[13] as a guide and test procedure for gas gun testing. The testing was done

using different impact energies 2, 2.5, 3 and 3.5 joules for all specimens tested.

The required projectile velocity for each of the impact energies was calculated

using equation (1).

= Velocity E = Energy M = Mass of projectile

� = �
�

�

�
 ∙ �

………………….……………………..……………………… (1)

Specimen setup was done using an angle plate to hold the plaque fixture

normal to the gas gun barrel at a 400mm distance. Plaque fixture held plaque

samples leaving a 50x50mm window as the exposed impact area. Gas gun

setup can be seen in Figure 3-3a-c in Chapter 3. The impacts were reproduced

at least five times per test for each material using a new plaque for each shot.

Any miss fired shots were retaken on new plaques. This was verified using high

speed camera footage to check that each shot was straight and hit central to

the plaque. All mechanical tests were done at 23°C. This temperature was

checked before starting and during each test using a K-type thermocouple on

the sample surface.

5.3.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)

The samples were analysed on a Philips XL30 Field Emission SEM.

Samples were carbon taped to sample stages before being sputter coated with

gold-palladium.

5.3.3 Hi-speed camera setup

High speed camera footage was taken for every shot during gas gun testing

using a Photron fastcam SA4 with a macro lens. Photron fastcam viewer (PVR)

Ver.3.0 was used to record, playback and edit footage.
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5.3.4 Infrared thermography

High speed infrared (IR) camera FLIR SC7600 was set to 20fps, 50Hz/sec

in mid-wave (3-5.5µm). Setup also included a Thermoscope 2 high power flash

unit with total of 25kj output with an estimated 2kj reaching the sample surface.

Data capture and results were processed using MOSAIQ 4.0, the software

calculates information logarithmically to generate the IR images with intensity

scale.

5.4 Results and Discussion

5.4.1 Mechanical properties

Mechanical test results from tensile and flexure testing can be found in

Table 5-2. It was observed that the type of nanoparticles and the loading also

had an effect on each nanocomposite. The samples with 2% OMMT and 3%

SiO₂ retained the tensile stress at break most with 22.9% and 24.7% losses

respectively. These grades also retained the flexure stress at break most with

15.3% and 14.4% losses respectively. The OMMT optimum at a 2wt.% loading

was not exactly expected when comparing work done by Chung et al. [105].

They found PA66 with OMMT at a 3wt.% loading offers an optimum tensile

strength of 75 MPa a 17% improvement on Pure PA66. Although it is possible

that the interaction of OMMT and (shorter) GF in a 3-phase composite could

have shifted the optimum OMMT loading down to 2wt.%. The limited exfoliation

of OMMT in this work is also an influencing factor when comparing to Chung et

al. [105]. The SiO₂ optimum at a 3wt.% loading was in agreement when

comparing to a 2-phase nanocomposite by Xu et al. [109]. They found PA66

with SiO₂ at a 3wt.% loading offers an optimum tensile strength of 79 MPa (10%

improvement on Pure PA66). It was expected that strain at break would be

where the OMMT and SiO2 nanomaterials grades would differ significantly.

OMMT would reduce strain and SiO₂ grades would increase it, this is in

agreement for tensile and flexure results in Table 5-2.
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It was also expected that both tensile and flexure stress at break would

reduce for all compounded nanogrades when compared to PA66-GF. This

expectation was based on compounding glass fibre breakage found in Figure

4-5 which was likely to translate in a reduction in mechanical strength for all of

the nanocomposites grades as the GF’s are the primary reinforcement for

strength in a PA/GF composite. Thomason [155] studied GF length in a PA66

matrix found mechanical test results for short GF (340µm) exhibited a slightly

greater loss in tensile strength than the equivalent long GF (520µm), and

consequently there is a greater advantage of long GF over short GF in a PA-GF

composite.

Tensile and flexure tests show OMMT reduces strain for each increase in

loading. As a result 4% OMMT reduces the tensile and flexure strain at break by

30% and 26% respectively. The reduction in strain would have been considered

a benefit if the stress for each OMMT grades were equal to or better than the

PA-GF reference. This would have demonstrated a material that would strain

less at a higher loading allowing better dimensional stability for a component. It

is possible that OMMT filled grades could achieve this if the GF length was

maintained after compounding.

Tensile and flexure results show SiO₂ grades to increase in strain with 4%

SiO2 offering the highest strain with 20% and 34% improvement on PA/GF for

tensile and flexure respectively. Again due to GF breakage SiO2 grades do not

reach the fully intended toughness through strain intended. Figure 5-1

compares all material grades as a percentage of toughness with PA-GF used

as a 100% normalised reference to allow nano grades to be rated. Each OMMT

grade can be seen to significantly reduce composite toughness, whereas SiO2

grades maintained best toughness. This was to be expected for the SiO2 grades

as an improvement in strain performance has resulted in an improvement in

toughness. Flexural toughness for SiO22% and SiO24% offers a 7.6% and 1.5%

improvement respectively, but had a negative effect on tensile toughness for

SiO22% and SiO24% by reducing it by 16.8% and 24.6% respectively. SiO23%
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was predicted to have the best material toughness of the SiO2 grades but has

reduced by 4.5% and 3.6% for tensile and flexure moduli. If the GF length was

maintained during compounding it is more than likely that all the SiO2 grades

would have a significant improvement on toughness. OMMT grades retain the

best modulus for both tests especially for flexure where OMMT4% shows a 3%

improvement with reduced scatter on PA-GF. SiO2 has reduced modulus for all

SiO2 grades as a result of the reduced stress and increased strain.

Table 5-2: Mechanical test results from tensile and flexure testing

Tensile Properties Flexural Properties

Stress at
break (MPa)

Strain at
break (%)

Modulus
(GPa)

Stress at
break (MPa)

Strain at
break (%)

Modulus
(GPa)

PA-GF 183.1 ± 1.7 2.9 ± 0.1 11.0 ± 0.6 292.5 ± 10.6 4.7 ± 0.1 9.1 ± 0.2
OMMT2% 141.1 ± 3.1 2.5 ± 0.2 10.7 ± 1.0 247.7 ± 6.1 4.4 ± 0.2 8.6 ± 0.8
OMMT3% 126.1 ± 2.1 2.4 ± 0.2 9.7 ± 0.5 233.0 ± 2.3 4.1 ± 0.2 9.0 ± 0.1
OMMT4% 120.4 ± 5.7 2.0 ± 0.1 10.1 ± 0.3 223.1 ± 2.2 3.5 ± 0.1 9.4 ± 0.1
SiO22% 115.9 ± 0.7 3.4 ± 0.1 8.4 ± 0.2 213.9 ± 2.5 6.2 ± 0.3 7.6 ± 0.1
SiO23% 137.9 ± 2.1 3.2 ± 0.2 9.2 ± 0.2 250.4 ± 2.1 5.5 ± 0.2 8.5 ± 0.1
SiO24% 97.8 ± 1.2 3.4 ± 0.1 8.2 ± 0.4 190.1 ± 1.2 6.3 ± 0.2 7.0 ± 0.1

Figure 5-1: Tensile and flexural stress vs strain results calculated into toughness

(toughness has been normalised to PA-GF, 100% as reference grade value)
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5.4.2 Charpy dynamic impact testing

Figure 5-2 compares notched Charpy impact results for compounded nano

grades and PA-GF. The notched Charpy impact performance for all nano

grades in Figure 5-2 fell far below expectation when comparing to PA-GF

impact strength of 14.5 ± 1.0 kJ/m2. 3% SiO2 retained the best impact

performance of 7.5 ± 0.8 kJ/m2 but translates into a 48% reduction in the

notched Charpy impact performance to the PA-GF grade. It was expected that

the impact performance for SiO2 grades would be reduced by 5 to 10% when

compared to the PA-GF reference. To understand why the tensile and flexure

toughness comparison has failed and to accurately predict the notched Charpy

impact each of mechanical properties were compared.

Figure 5-2: Notched Charpy impact on all material grades

5.4.3 Gas gun dynamic impact testing

Results from gas gun impact can be seen in Table 5-3 with pass and failure

criteria’s reference in Figure 5-3. Table 5-3 shows impacts at energies above

2.5J results in all materials grades to fail. Impacts conducted at 2.5J shows PA-

GF and PA-GF-E material grades to withstand the impact. Also 2.5J impacts no
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longer cause any of the nano grades to fail as a hole through the full thickness

of the sample. For Impacts at 2J the 2wt.% and 3wt.% nano grades for both

materials pass, whereas 4wt.% nano grades fracture only on the non-impacted

surface. The poor performance of the 4wt.% nano grades is in agreement with

results in Figure 5-2 as these grades also had the lowest impact performance

for the Charpy.

Table 5-3: Gas gun test results for different impact energies tested

Figure 5-3: Illustrating the typical results and cross section of samples reference to

failure criteria in Table 5-3

Impact Energy
3.5J

Impact Energy
3J

Impact Energy
2.5J

Impact Energy
2J

Material Result Failure Result Failure Result Failure Result Failure
PA-GF Fail 2 Fail 2 Pass - Pass -
PA-GF-E Fail 2 Fail 1 Pass - Pass -
OMMT2% Fail 3 Fail 3 Fail 1 Pass -
OMMT3% Fail 3 Fail 3 Fail 2 Pass -
OMMT4% Fail 3 Fail 3 Fail 2 Fail 1
SiO₂2% Fail 3 Fail 3 Fail 1 Pass -
SiO₂3% Fail 3 Fail 2 Fail 1 Pass -
SiO₂4% Fail 3 Fail 3 Fail 2 Fail 1

Pass: No
visible damage
on impact or
non-impacted
surfaces

Fail 1: Partial
failure showing a
rupture that does
not penetrate the
full thickness of
the sample

Fail 2: Full crack
failure showing
a rupture that
penetrates the
full thickness of
the sample

Fail 3: Projectile
penetrates the
sample resulting in
a tapered hole
starting from non-
impacted surface

Impact Surface

Non-impact Surface
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The failure propagates on the non-impacted surface as a tensile rupture as

illustrated Figure 5-4(b), which can be seen as a surface crack by visual

inspection. The failures illustrated in Figure 5-3 of types 2 and 3 can be

identified by visual inspection on the impact and non-impacted surfaces. The

type 1 failure is likely to go unnoticed due to being on the inside surface that is

not visually checked on most components and will only be noticed if the fracture

propagates to a full rupture of the sample thickness. The worst case scenario is

the same area gets hit for the second time resulting in a type 2 or 3 failure.

Figure 5-4: Gas gun impact cross section of the failure mechanism

There was an expectation that the BASF elastomer modified PA-GF-E

grade would have had significant improvement on impact resistance when

compared to the Radici PA-GF grade. This expectation was due to the

elastomer modifier would allow the PA-GF-E grade to stain and thus allow

impact energy to be dissipated instead of been released as a fracture. Figure

5-5 was created using tensile test data for BASF’s PA-GF and PA-GF-E grade

from previous work [156] with a third plot comparing Radici’s PA-GF grade

tested in this work. Figure 5-5 clearly shows a trade-off between stress and

strain with a PA-GF grade having a greater mechanical stress that can with

stand a 2.5J impact, whereas the PA-GF-E was specifically developed by BASF

to dissipate the impact energy through strain and begins to fail between 2.5 and

3J. A study by Thomason [55] found that PA66-GF composites that have longer

Plaque Specimen

Tensile Failure

Mechanism

producing a

surface crack Compression Mechanism

Projectile

Impact Direction
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GF lengths (500µm) have a significant improvement on composite notched 

impact and instrumented multi-axial impact tests when compared to shorter GF

lengths (300µm). Hassan et al. [60] worked on two GF lengths materials short

GF (50-550µm) and long GF (50-1250µm) at different volume fractions in a

PA66 matrix. Their results also demonstrate improved tensile strength and

impact properties for all long GF composites for each fibre volume. This would

suggest all the nano grades and the PA-GF-E could benefit from longer fibres to

retain mechanical strength and increase the strain to improve overall impact

performance.

Figure 5-5: Illustrating the tensile performance difference between Radici PA-GF Vs

BASF grades PA-GF and PA-GF-E

5.4.4 Surface analysis on fractures

Micrographs of fractured surfaces tensile samples were taken on SEM for

each material grade given in Figure 5-6. Figure 5-6 (a) shows the fracture

surface of the PA-GF reference grade. PA66 matrix can be observed to have a

brittle fracture surface with crazing. The interaction between GF and matrix can

be considered poor due to long and clean fibre pull-out. Figure 5-6 (b) shows

the fracture surface of the OMMT2% grade. PA66 matrix can be observed to

have a similar brittle fracture surface with increased crazing as PA-GF in Figure

5-6 (a). The interaction between GF and matrix with the addition of OMMT can

be seen on the pulled out glass fibre surface which now have a thin textured

coating of matrix. Figure 5-6 (c) shows the fracture surface of the 3% OMMT
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grade. The PA66 matrix has become slightly porous and textured with a 3%

addition of OMMT. This may explain why there has been a further drop in

mechanical strength compared with OMMT2%. However 3% addition of OMMT

shows to greatly improve the bond between matrix and GF as pulled out GFs

have a thick coating of matrix. The improvement of the matrix bounding to glass

fibres could be contributed the OMMT’s surface treatment which has been

polarised to interact better within a PA66 matrix. Figure 5-6 (d) shows the

fracture surface of the OMMT4% grade. Matrix can be observed to have a

textured brittle fracture surface with crazing similar to PA-GF in Figure 5-6 (a).

The interaction between GF and matrix is slightly less than other additions of

OMMT, but can be considered an improvement on PA-GF grade. This would

suggest that if GF length was retained, the improved matrix interaction would

result in a strength improvement for the OMMT grades.

Figure 5-6 (e) shows the fracture surface of the SiO₂2% grade. Matrix can

be observed to have a stepped and not so brittle fracture matrix surface with

crazing. The stepping could be linked to the crazing where the matrix has

somewhat peeled from itself following different crazing contours. A peeled

matrix would suggest the SiO2 particles have made the matrix more plastic and

can be linked to increased strain results for the SiO₂2% grade. The interaction

between GF and matrix can be considered as very good due to very short fibre

pull out and fibre being pulled out having a coating of matrix. Figure 5-6 (f)

shows the fracture surface of the SiO₂3% grade. Matrix can be observed to

have some stepping and less crazing compared to Figure 5-6 (e) where the

fracture surface seems to be more brittle. The most notable difference is that

the fibre pull out is longer than the other SiO2 grades in Figure 5-6 but SiO₂3%

grades have retained better mechanical strength. This would suggest SiO2 has

an influence on the matrix mechanical strength. Figure 5-6 (g) shows the

fracture surface of the SiO₂4% grade. Matrix can be observed to have a

stepped and not so brittle fracture surface with crazing. The interaction between

GF and matrix is very good with almost no fibre pull out across the majority of

the surface but with some areas with very short fibre pull out.
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Figure 5-6: SEM images taken from the fracture surfaces after tensile tests (a) PA-GF;

(b) OMMT2%; (c) OMMT3%; (d) OMMT4%; (e) SiO₂2%; (f) SiO₂3%; (g) SiO₂4%

(a) PA-GF

(e) SiO₂2%(b) OMMT2%

(f) SiO₂3%

(g) SiO₂4%(d) OMMT4%

Porous
and
textured
surface

Clean fibre
pull out can
be found

Fibres with a
thin coating
of matrix

(c) OMMT3%
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To summarise the PA-GF reference grade demonstrated a brittle fracture

surface and crazing with long clean fibre pull out. The clean fibre surface

suggests a poor bond between matrix and fibre where the PA-GF grade cannot

utilise the full tensile strength of the GF. If there was a good bond between

matrix and GF, SEM images would show very short fibre pull out with extensive

broken fibres. The SEM studies on all nanomaterial grades have affected the

matrix fracture surface such as texture and crazing. The effect and relation

between matrix and the addition of nanoparticles has improved the bond

between matrix and GFs for all nano grades tested. However, this was not

translated into the mechanical behaviour. This would suggest that if GF length

of the nano grades was retained to the same length as the fibres in the PA-GF

reference, there could have been significant mechanical property improvement

for each nano grade over the PA-GF grade. Some reasoning why PA-GF and

SiO2 grades have fibre pull out compared to the OMMT grades could be linked

to OMMT stiffening effect from its silicate layers has made the matrix more

brittle. The other function OMMT appears to have is improved matrix bonding to

the fibres. This shows as almost no fibre pull where the matrix is failing round

the fibres. This would suggest OMMT could offer superior strength performance

if the glass fibres where longer to allow better load transfer from improved

matrix bounding.

5.5 Conclusions and contribution to knowledge

Tensile and flexure tests demonstrate that each type of nanoparticle and

loadings in wt.% has an effect on an existing PA-GF composite. This adds to

current knowledge as the 3-phase nanocomposites are not common off the

shelf materials. Also one of the phases is glass fibre in the micro scale so any

room temperature mechanical testing is going to add to new knowledge. Nano

grades OMMT2% and SiO₂3% retain the best tensile and flexure stress this is

also an unknown what quantity of nano addition would have an effect if any.

This knowledge helps anyone looking to take this work further by narrowing

down how much nanoparticle addition is needed when using OMMT or

SiO2.Tensile and flexure strain reduced for OMMT grades with increase in
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weight percent, whereas SiO₂ offers increased strain above the reference PA-

GF grade. Mechanical and impact testing highlight that the nanocomposites fail

primarily at reduced stress for both tensile and flexure testing. As a result

impact performance is significantly reduced when compared to the PA-GF

reference material. GF length throughout this work has been identified as a

significant influencing factor for all tests. The reduction of stress and impact

performance for all nano grades can be contributed to the reduced GF length.

Gas gun impact testing of PA-GF and PA-GF-E also further verified the benefit

from longer GF in the PA-GF grade which had a similar impact performance to

the PA-GF-E grade. Results for SiO₂ nanocomposites may realistically be a

suitable replacement to an elastomer but will require processing optimisation to

retain GF lengths as a consideration for possible further work. The three phase

nano composite grades compounded as a part of this study do not offer any

distinctive mechanical or impact performance benefits to improve the current

PA-GF and PA-GF-E micro scale composites. However all tests in this work

were conducted at 23°C which is the typical test conditioning for most

mechanical testing standards. Further work on these materials will consider

testing at elevated temperature conditions related to an under-the-bonnet

application. It is possible the nanocomposites may offer an improved

thermal/mechanical performance when compared to PA-GF and PA-GF-E

grades.
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Chapter 6. Experimental, Thermo-mechanical

testing of 3-Phase nanocomposites

6.1 Introduction

An engine oil pan is a classic example of a component that is subjected to

elevated temperatures and which also has a structural requirement. The same

elevated temperature conditions of 23, 65, 90, 120˚C were repeated for 

comparison purposes and to fulfil the criteria in Chapter 3. The current PA-GF

and PA-GF-E grades tested in Chapter 3 demonstrate increased strain

performance and, in turn, offer improved impact performance when temperature

is increased. However, the effect of elevated temperatures on the mechanical

and dynamic response to a 3-phase composite that has both a micro and nano

fillers is yet to be fully established. It’s hoped that OMMT reinforcement will

retain better stress and modulus performance when temperature is increased to

the PA-GF reference. Work by Liu et al. compounded and tested PA6 with

4.2wt.% OMMT with comparison to a pure PA6. And found at temperatures of

62 to 112°C PA6-OMMT grade showed improved flexural strength and modulus

with no trade off in notched impact strength [157]. The improvement found by

Liu et al. has likely come from OMMT layered silicate structure within PA6

matrix reducing polymer chin movement at higher temperatures resulting in

improved load capacity when compared to a pure PA6 matrix. Its regularly

documented SiO2 will increase mechanical strength, elongation at break and

impact strength response in a PA matrix [97], [158]–[160]. It hoped SiO2 grades

at elevated temperatures will also have increased strain response similar to

material B can be gained. The nanocomposites demonstrated performance loss

due to reduced GF length in Chapter 5, but they may still demonstrate improved

mechanical properties retention over the PA-PF base grade. Comparisons back

to material B should also be considered as it is this grade that is intended to be

improved on.
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Therefore this chapter repeats the same testing as Chapter 3 but considers

the compounded nano grades in Chapter 4 to study the influence nano fillers on

thermal performance.

6.2 Materials

RV350LW and nano grades were prepared as outlined in chapter 4; refer to

sections 4.2 (Materials), 4.3.2 (Grade processing). Section 4.3.4 (Test sample

injection moulding) gives details on the tensile, flexure and plaque test samples

standards and dimensions. BASF Ultramid A3W7G-OSI (material B) was also

included as a second reference and represents the current baseline used in

industry. Material B was injection moulded into new plaque samples so that the

same plaque thickness can be compared to the PA-GF and nano grades.

6.3 Thermomechanical testing and characterisation

6.3.1 Test conditioning

Thermal test conditioning using environmental chambers was performed as

outlined in section 3.2.5 (Thermal conditioning). Temperature tests conditions of

23, 65, 90 120°C were repeated for tensile, flexure and gas gun impact. Also,

before running each test a soak time of +1 hour was given to equipment and the

fixtures to ensure test setup had stabilised. Materials were also given a soak

time (10-15 minutes) to ensure the core (and not just the surface) of each

sample was at temperature. Temperature was checked on all mechanical test

samples before starting each test using a k-type thermocouple on the sample

surface (except for the plaque samples). Plaque samples required the impact

surface to be unobstructed by the thermocouple, this meant the fixture was

monitored by the thermocouple instead and an inferred thermometer was used

to verify sample surface temperature before each shot.

6.3.1 Mechanical and impact test Methodology

Tensile and flexure testing were conducted on an Instron 5500R universal

test machine. Tensile testing was conducted following ISO standard 527, testing
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speed for all specimens was 1 mm/min. Flexure testing was conducted

following ISO standard 178 and all specimens were tested at 2 mm/min.

Gas gun impact testing was conducted using 10mm hemi-spherical

projectile weighting 22g. The testing was done using temperature as the

variable with 3.5 Joule being the fixed input for all specimens tested. Setting the

impact energy to 3.5 Joules allowed fracture damage to be tracked across all

temperatures and materials tested as well as conserving test samples. The

required projectile velocity for the impact energy was calculated using equation

(1). Specimen setup was done the same as section 3.2.4 with the high speed

camera setup to verify each shot was straight and hit central to the plaque.

6.3.2 Hi-speed camera setup

High speed camera footage was taken for every shot during gas gun testing

using a Photron fastcam SA4 with a macro lens. Photron fastcam viewer (PVR)

Ver.3.0 was used to record, playback and edit footage.

6.3.3 Infrared thermography

High speed infrared (IR) camera FLIR SC7600 was set to 20fps, 50Hz/sec

in mid-wave (3-5.5µm). Setup also included a Thermoscope 2 high power flash

unit with total of 25kj output and with an estimated 2kj reaching the sample

surface. Data capture and results were processed using MOSAIQ 4.0. The

MOSAIQ software calculates information logarithmically to generate the IR

images with intensity scale.

6.4 Results and Discussion

6.4.1 Tensile and flexure testing

Tensile and 3-point bending results can be found in Table 6-1, Table 6-2,

Figure 6-1(a-b) and Figure 6-2(a-b) for all materials and temperatures tested in

this chapter. Plotted data in Figure 6-1(a-b) and Figure 6-2(a-b) illustrates that

tensile and flexure strength reduces whereas strain increases for all materials

when temperature is increased. This was expected for the nano grades when
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considering thermomechanical performance, however the OMMT grades tested

at 23°C did have a reduced strain when comparing to the PA-GF reference. The

reduction in tensile strain for the OMMT grades at 23°C is in agreement with

results found in literature for 2-phase PA-OMMT nanocomposites. This is due to

the OMMT layered stack structure stiffening the PA matrix thus reducing

composite strain [161]–[163]. However OMMT grades tested above 23°C (65 to

120°C) in this work no longer sees the OMMT offering the reduction strain,

where strain becomes greater with each temperature increase when compared

to the PA-GF reference. As the end application is for an oil pan operating

between 65 to 90°C the increased strain can be considered a benefit for

dissipating energy from a stone impact scenario. When comparing the micro

grades Radici PA-GF to the results for BASF material A in Figure 3-4 (found in

chapter 3), the strain slightly decreased with temperature increase. To explain

why the BASF material A strain shows little effect when testing at elevated

temperatures compared to the Radici PA-GF grade, could be linked to heat

stabilizer additives used this will be different between manufactures.

Comparing PA-GF against all the nano grades in Table 6-1, tensile stress

has reduced for all nano grades. Nano samples OMMT2% and SiO23% retained

the best tensile stress at break for all temperatures tested, difference was

between (22 to 25%) and (24 to 29%) losses respectively. Table 6-2 OMMT2%

and SiO23% also retained the best flexure stress at break for all temperatures

tested, difference was between (15 to 19%) and (14 to 21%) losses

respectively. As discussed in Chapter 5 it was expected that both tensile and

flexure stress at break would reduce for all compounded nano grades when

compared to a reference PA66-GF.

In Table 6-1 and Table 6-2, tensile and flexure modulus have also reduced

for all nano grades with OMMT2% and SiO23% retaining the best modulus of

the two nano materials used for all temperatures tested. OMMT2% retained the

best modulus for all the nano grades tested with (2 to 32%) and (5 to 23%)

losses for tensile and flexure modulus respectively for all temperatures tested.

SiO23% retained the best modulus for the SiO2 grades (16 to 38%) and (7 to
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33%) losses for tensile and flexure modulus respectively for all temperatures

tested.

Tensile and flexure strain in Figure 6-1(a-b) and Figure 6-2 (a-b) clearly

shows a significant increase for elevated temperatures with the aforementioned

exception for all OMMT grades at 23°C which was below the tensile and flexure

strain for PA-GF. The greatest increase in strain can be seen in Figure 6-1b and

Figure 6-2b for all SiO2 grades and temperatures tested with OMMT2% and

OMMT3% offering the highest strain for the OMMT grades in Figure 6-1a and

Figure 6-2a. OMMT2% gains the highest strain of the OMMT grades tested

with (14 to 52%) and (15 to 32%) increases for tensile and flexure modulus

respectively for all temperatures tested above 23°C. SiO24% demonstrates the

highest strain for the SiO2 grades (20 to 127%) and (23 to 53%) increases for

tensile and flexure modulus respectively for all temperatures tested, including

23°C.
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Table 6-1: Tensile testing with different temperature conditions with nano grades compared to PA-GF as a reference

PA-GF OMMT2% OMMT3% OMMT4% SiO₂2% SiO₂3% SiO₂4% 

23°C

Stress (MPa) 183.1 ±1.7 141.1 ±3.1 126.1 ±2.1 120.4 ±5.7 115.9 ±0.7 137.9 ±2.1 97.8 ±1.2

23% reduction 31% reduction 34% reduction 37% reduction 25% reduction 47% reduction

Strain (%) 2.86 ±0.1 2.52 ±0.2 2.38 ±0.15 2.00 ±0.1 3.37 ±0.08 3.23 ±0.17 3.43 ±0.14

12% reduction 17% reduction 30% reduction 18% Increase 13% Increase 20% Increase

Modulus (MPa) 10953 ±600 10698 ±1039 9703 ±524 10112 ±258 8421 ±184 9152 ±166 8223 ±420

2% reduction 11% reduction 8% reduction 23% reduction 16% reduction 25% reduction

65°C

Stress (MPa) 119.7 ±3.2 91.6 ±0.8 83.3 ±2.5 81.4 ±2.2 74.1 ±0.5 87.2 ±2.9 64.1 ±1.2

23% reduction 30% reduction 32% reduction 38% reduction 27% reduction 46% reduction

Strain (%) 5.13 ±0.25 5.86 ±0.42 5.58 ±0.46 4.65 ±0.1 8.79 ±0.45 7.25 ±0.34 10.99 ±0.16

14% Increase 9% Increase 9% reduction 71% Increase 41% Increase 114% Increase

Modulus (MPa) 6326 ±110 4674 ±61 4959 ±148 5093 ±125 2981 ±67 4675 ±133 2648 ±147

26% reduction 22% reduction 19% reduction 53% reduction 26% reduction 58% reduction

90°C

Stress (MPa) 111.3 ±1.7 83.7 ±1.9 74.7 ±1.4 74.5 ±0.9 66.0 ±0.5 78.5 ±1.6 55.0 ±1.5

25% reduction 33% reduction 33% reduction 41% reduction 29% reduction 51% reduction

Strain (%) 5.37 ±0.44 6.90 ±0.62 6.38 ±0.38 5.32 ±0.15 9.56 ±0.48 7.63 ±0.26 10.31 ±1.58

28% Increase 19% Increase 1% reduction 78% Increase 42% Increase 92% Increase

Modulus (MPa) 5326 ±323 3888 ±165 3819 ±100 4072 ±89 2266 ±53 3579 ±48 1642 ±46

27% reduction 28% reduction 24% reduction 57% reduction 33% reduction 69% reduction

120°C

Stress (MPa) 90.8 ±3.1 70.7 ±1.8 61.3 ±1.6 63.6 ±1.7 58.7 ±0.8 69.6 ±0.8 47.1 ±1

22% reduction 32% reduction 30% reduction 35% reduction 23% reduction 48% reduction

Strain (%) 4.7 ±0.11 7.14 ±0.63 7.57 ±0.58 6.94 ±0.27 9.54 ±0.35 7.69 ±0.59 10.65 ±0.81

52% Increase 61% Increase 48% Increase 103% Increase 64% Increase 127% Increase

Modulus (MPa) 4837 ±140 3283 ±85 2848 ±81 3282 ±82 1950 ±40 2997 ±42 1340 ±40

32% reduction 41% reduction 32% reduction 60% reduction 38% reduction 72% reduction
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Figure 6-1: Plotted tensile stress/strain on material grades; a) OMMT and b) SiO2 with

different temperature conditions
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Table 6-2: 3-point bend testing with different temperature conditions with nano grades compared to PA-GF as a reference

PA-GF OMMT2% OMMT3% OMMT4% SiO₂2% SiO₂3% SiO₂4% 

23°C

Stress (MPa) 292.5 ±10.6 247.7 ±6.1 233 ±2.3 223.1 ±2.2 213.9 ±2.5 250.4 ±2.1 190.1 ±1.2

15% reduction 20% reduction 24% reduction 27% reduction 14% reduction 35% reduction

Strain (%) 4.7 ±0.09 4.41 ±0.18 4.09 ±0.17 3.48 ±0.12 6.17 ±0.29 5.46 ±0.15 6.29 ±0.22

6% reduction 13% reduction 26% reduction 31% Increase 16% Increase 34% Increase

Modulus (MPa) 9094 ±201 8597 ±772 9049 ±42 9377 ±89 7570 ±11 8469 ±115 7027 ±28

5% reduction 0.5% reduction 3% Increase 17% reduction 7% reduction 23% reduction

65°C

Stress (MPa) 206.6 ±4.9 168.7 ±3 155.9 ±5.1 152.8 ±1.3 138.7 ±1.8 169.6 ±2.8 118.1 ±4

18% reduction 25% reduction 26% reduction 33% reduction 18% reduction 43% reduction

Strain (%) 6.49 ±0.07 7.46 ±0.19 7.48 ±0.46 6.66 ±0.07 10.56 ±0.31 8.39 ±0.07 11.37 ±1.45

15% Increase 15% Increase 3% Increase 63% Increase 29% Increase 75% Increase

Modulus (MPa) 5245 ±87 4465 ±40 4218 ±26 4367 ±35 3161 ±182 4137 ±353 3017 ±108

15% reduction 20% reduction 17% reduction 40% reduction 21% reduction 42% reduction

90°C

Stress (MPa) 184.8 ±2.3 150.6 ±1.2 136.5 ±2.4 136.7 ±2 125.1 ±1.9 152.8 ±0.9 97.6 ±2.1

19% reduction 26% reduction 26% reduction 32% reduction 17% reduction 47% reduction

Strain (%) 5.88 ±0.08 7.63 ±0.26 7.92 ±0.36 6.5 ±0.25 10.11 ±0.6 8.38 ±0.03 12.45 ±1.11

30% Increase 35% Increase 11% Increase 72% Increase 43% Increase 112% Increase

Modulus (MPa) 4661 ±286 3856 ±52 3338 ±41 3855 ±47 2678 ±66 3451 ±24 2305 ±75

17% reduction 28% reduction 17% reduction 43% reduction 26% reduction 51% reduction

120°C

Stress (MPa) 164.1 ±1.9 132.6 ±1.4 115.8 ±2.2 117.9 ±2.1 107.4 ±0.3 130 ±2.8 86.2 ±2.2

19% reduction 29% reduction 28% reduction 35% reduction 21% reduction 47% reduction

Strain (%) 5.98 ±0.26 7.87 ±0.34 8.68 ±0.29 8.04 ±0.35 10.67 ±0.32 8.78 ±0.48 12.91 ±0.92

32% Increase 45% Increase 34% Increase 78% Increase 47% Increase 116% Increase

Modulus (MPa) 4258 ±78 3299 ±44 2858 ±28 2960 ±31 2360 ±7 2870 ±26 2022 ±40

23% reduction 33% reduction 30% reduction 45% reduction 33% reduction 53% reduction
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Figure 6-2: Plotted 3-point bending stress/strain on material grades; a) OMMT and b)

SiO2 with different temperature conditions
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Although OMMT2% and SiO24% offer the greatest increase to strain of the

two nano materials used, SiO24% comes with a significant trade-off to strength

and modulus to all other nano grades. It can be said the SiO2 grades have the

same trade-off in stress-strain found in material B whereas OMMT grades offer

better modulus and stress while retaining strain with not a significant

improvement over the reference PA-GF grade. As the whole point of this work is

to develop a new material system to replace the elastomer in material B, Figure

6-3a-d was plotted using tensile data to evaluate if any of the SiO2 nano grades

were suitable replacements.

When comparing all the SiO2 grades to material B in Figure 6-3a-d, SiO22%

and SiO23% stand out as a starting point for further development to replace

material B for all temperatures tested. The SiO22% grade has a similar strain

response to material B for all temperatures except 120°C which is 17% less

than material B. But increases in temperature causes SiO22% tensile strength

to drop from 14% to 19% at temperatures between 65 to 120°C respectively.

The SiO23% grade has a similar stress response to material B for all

temperatures tested. But SiO23% has a trade-off when tensile strain is

considered, where strain falls below material B as much as 22% to 24% for

temperatures between 23 to 90°C and 33% for 120°C. However, SiO24% is the

only grade that can match and even surpass material B at temperatures 65 and

90°C for tensile strain, but is significantly defiant when it comes to tensile

strength by as much as 26% to 35% between temperatures of 65 to 120°C,

which is the operating range that the material is expected to function at. It is

unlikely that, even if the glass fibre length could be retained for the SiO24%

grade, it could offer enough mechanical strength to be a viable replacement for

material B.

Glass fibre length was an issue going into this chapter with no reference

materials predicting accurately how much mechanical strength each nano grade

has lost. Figure 6-4 has been recreated from data by Thomason [54] who

worked on glass fibre length in PA66 matrix at 30wt.% and 40wt.% fibre

loadings. Data in Figure 6-4 illustrates a 7% improvement on 0.45mm fibres
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over 0.34mm fibres (22% difference in fibre length) at 30wt.% fibre loading and

a 14% improvement on 0.52mm fibres over 0.31mm fibres (40% difference in

fibre length) at 40wt.% fibre loading. Figure 6-4 can also be used to predict that

long fibres in a 35wt.% would have a 11% improvement. The SEM investigation

in Chapter 1 with an average fibre length of 460µm was found in the RV350LW

reference grade (35wt.% fibre loading). The compounded nano grades had the

highest concentration of glass fibres with a length of 60µm ±15µm, which is a

more than seven times greater reduction in fibre length and a five times

reduction compared to material B 300µm fibre length, which is still a ten times

magnitude difference than the fibres studied by Thomason. As SiO22% is the

closest match to material B and now knowing there is a seven times fibre length

reduction due to compounding, a 20% improvement to tensile stress to try and

match material B would not be too much of an over prediction based on

Thomason’s findings for the 40wt.% grades with 14% improvement when long

fibres are compared.

Figure 6-5 illustrates what SiO22% would look like if a 20% improvement to

tensile stress was added and compared to the material B. At 23°C SiO22% is

likely to exceed material B tensile strength with negligible difference in strain. At

temperatures 65 and 90°C both materials are likely to be very similar, whereas

120°C material B is going to have up to 20% strain but, due to the application

SiO22%, should still be an attractive alternative if compounding costs can

produce the nano phase cheaper than adding elastomer third phase. Not

forgetting that the 20% improvement on tensile stress will be a conservative

expectation if glass fibre length was retained during compounding.
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Figure 6-3: SiO2 nano grade plotted against BASF Material A and B with a projection on what a SiO 22% may look like is glass fibre length

was retained from the compounding process

d)c)

b)a)
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Figure 6-4: Plot illustrating the effect of glass length in a PA66 matrix recreated from

work by Thomason [54]

Figure 6-5: BASF material B with re-plotted SiO22% predicted 20% extra stress

performance
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6.4.2 Gas gun impact testing

Gas gun impacting results can be found in Table 6-3 with pass and failure

criteria’s reference in Figure 6-6. Results generated in Table 6-3 was conducted

using an impact at energy of 3.5j ±0.33j which is within a 10% tolerance for shot

repeatability. The 3.5j impact energy can be considered to be suitable impact

energy to use in as it captured the influence of temperature on impact response.

Failure assessment was done with images taken from thermography Figure 6-7

on PA-GF illustrates how thermography can be used to accurately capture

fracture damage and size on the impacted and non-impacted surfaces. Figure

6-7 also demonstrates how fracture damage reduces when temperature is

increased from 23°C to 120°C.

The results at 23°C for all nano grades tested fall into the worst case

scenario with all samples failing as a whole (type 3 fail), whereas the PA-GF

and material B references failed as a fracture on both surfaces (type 2 fail). As

fracture failures can be measured on both PA-GF and material B using

thermography it was expected material B would have reduced fracture length

than the PA-GF grade. This was not the case with both materials having similar

fracture lengths between 33mm ± 4mm across the 5 samples tested per

material. To explain why the Radici PA-GF grade can match material B’s impact

performance and why material A falls short, can be found by comparing

mechanical performance. PA-GF has a tensile strength of 183 MPa and

material A is 150 MPa with a similar strain around 3% to each other which

meant the PA-GF grade has a 16% greater tensile strength thus having a better

impact performance over material A. It was expected that the PA-GF would

perform better due to longer GF length offering a significant mechanical stress

performance over the nanocomposite grades. It was also expected that all

OMMT grades at 23°C would have poor impact performance due to reduced

mechanical strain when compared to the PA-GF, material B references and

SiO2 grades. Although the SiO2 grades have increased mechanical strain over

the PA-GF reference the significant reduction stress has outweighed the strain

increase. Using the predicted data plotted for SiO22% and Mat B at 23°C in
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Figure 6-5, Figure 6-8 was created to illustrate that the predicted SiO22% would

sit in the middle of Mat B and PA-GF thus the SiO22% with longer GF is likely to

have a type 2 fail impact response. As the predicted SiO22% is a conservative

prediction it is possible that a SiO2 grade with full fibre length retention will

outperform Mat B’s impact performance at 23°C.

65°C testing now divides the two nanocomposites grades from each other,

where OMMT grades failed as a type 3 and the SiO2 grades failed as a type 2.

Fracture length for SiO24% was the greatest at 41mm ±4mm, SiO22% 39mm

±3mm and SiO23% 28mm ±4mm. The reduction in the SiO2 grades failure type

can be contributed to the greater mechanical strain response for the SiO2

grades seen in Figure 6-1 and Figure 6-2. However, saying this, the strain

response for most of the OMMT grades is now surpassing the PA-GF reference

grade. The increased strain does improve the OMMT grades toughness but the

further reduction in mechanical stress has out weighted the increased strain

benefit to improve impact performance. The PA-GF and material B reference

grades continue as a type 2 fail with reduced fracture propagation to 23mm

±3mm for PA-GF and 21mm ±3mm for material B.

All grades tested at 90°C are now showing increased impact performance

with OMMT grades failed as a type 2 fracture. Fracture length for OMMT4%

was the greatest at 42mm ±3mm, OMMT3% 37± 2mm and OMMT2% 37mm

±2mm. SiO2 grades continue as a type 2 failure with reduced fracture

propagation with SiO24% 20mm ±2mm, SiO22% 18mm ± 3mm and SiO23%

18mm ±2mm. The PA-GF and material B reference grades now fail on the back

surface of the plaque as a tensile rupture (fail type 1) as illustrated in Chapter 3

impact failure mechanism. At this point it could be argued using SiO22% with

predicted 20% extra stress performance is going to give a similar impact

performance as the PA-GF and material B grades. Figure 6-8 illustrates the

predicted SiO22% with matching material B for mechanical performance.

Material grades at 120°C are still showing increase impact performance

with OMMT grades still failing as a type 2 fracture. Fracture length for OMMT4%
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showed the greatest at 33mm ±4mm, OMMT3% 26± 2mm and OMMT2%

24mm ±2mm. SiO24% now fails as a type 1 fracture with a fracture length of

5mm ±2mm. SiO24% had two impacted plaques that passed with one plaque

having a 2.8mm type 1 fracture. SiO24% also had two plaques that had

subsurface damage picked up in the thermography images. Subsurface

damage can be seen in Figure 6-9 showing up as a bright spot up to 8mm in

diameter on non-impacted image. This suggests a 3.5j impact is just over the

top limit for the SiO24% grade. Thermography images taken on grades PA-GF,

material B, SiO22% and SiO23% showed no surface or subsurface damage on

all impacted plaques. It can be said PA-GF, material B, SiO22% and SiO23%

grades can all withstand 3.5j impact at 120°C.
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Table 6-3: Gas gun test results using an environmental chamber to condition material samples

Impact Energy 3.5j ±0.33

PA-GF Material-B OMMT2% OMMT3% OMMT4% SiO₂2% SiO₂3% SiO₂4% 

Result Failure Result Failure Result Failure Result Failure Result Failure Result Failure Result Failure Result Failure

Te
m

p
e

ra
tu

re 23°C Fail 2 Fail 2 Fail 3 Fail 3 Fail 3 Fail 3 Fail 3 Fail 3

65°C Fail 2 Fail 2 Fail 3 Fail 3 Fail 3 Fail 2 Fail 2 Fail 2

90°C Fail 1 Fail 1 Fail 2 Fail 2 Fail 2 Fail 2 Fail 2 Fail 2

120°C Pass - Pass - Fail 2 Fail 2 Fail 2 Pass - Pass - Fail 1

Figure 6-6: Illustrating the typical results and cross section of samples reference to failure criteria in table above

Pass: No
visible damage
on impact or
non-impacted
surfaces

Fail 1: Partial
failure showing a
rupture that does
not penetrate the
full thickness of
the sample

Fail 2: Full crack
failure showing
a rupture that
penetrates the
full thickness of
the sample

Fail 3: Projectile
penetrates the
sample resulting in
a tapered hole
starting from non-
impacted surface

Impact Surface

Non-impact Surface
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Figure 6-7: Cropped thermography images of impacted PA-GF plaque

samples with impacted and non-impacted surfaces vs temperature

Impacted surface Non-Impacted surface

23°C

65°C

90°C

120°C

10mm10mm

10mm 10mm

10mm 10mm

10mm 10mm
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Figure 6-8: Plotted BASF mat B, predicted SiO22% in reference to Radici PA-GF

Figure 6-9: Thermography images of one of the SiO24% plaques with
subsurface damage at 120°C

23°C 65°C

90°C 120°C

Impacted surface Non-Impacted surface

SiO24%

120°C

10mm 10mm
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6.5 Conclusions and gaps in knowledge

In this study the influence of temperature on tensile and flexural properties

of 3-phase nanocomposites has been investigated addressing gaps in current

knowledge. As 3-phase nanocomposites are not commonly available this

demonstrates the importance of the effects of temperature often over looked

when selecting a new material that has an application above room temperature

(23°C). This knowledge will be very important to automotive manufactures that

will have need for the materials to operate at elevated temperatures.

Tensile and flexure testing plots show that mechanical strength reduces

when temperature is increased, whereas mechanical strain increases with

elevated temperatures. The types of nano particle and loading at each

temperature had a clear effect on mechanical and impact performance.

As expected none of the nano grades could match or surpass the PA-GF

reference grade for mechanical stress at any temperature tested. However, the

nano grades did offer a significant improvement on mechanical strain especially

when testing at temperatures above 23°C.

All of the nano grades studied would not suit the oil pan application in their

current state. However, the predicted SiO22% with a conservative 20%

improvement on mechanical stress matches the tensile plots of material B at

different temperatures. Further work should consider retaining 540µm GF length

found in PA-GF for nano grades SiO22% and SiO23%.

Evaluating impact damage on plaques which have only been impacted at

one impact energy, it was observed that thermograph can clearly characterise

fracture damage and was better than optical and visual observation.

The impact testing in this chapter does clearly illustrate one material that

can be used to replace the current material B and that is the PA-GF reference.

Not only does the PA-GF match the material B for impact performance in this

chapter it out performs it for mechanical strength which will suit it for high stress

applications under-the-bonnet.
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Chapter 7. Experimental, Thermo-aging of 3-Phase

nanocomposites

7.1 Introduction

All modern vehicles are built from a wide range of materials each having

different properties to suit different component applications. Certain

components will have an expected working life based on their application and

environment. For instance none stressed components such as interior trim, door

panels, seats, rear and side windows are typically expected to last the full life of

the vehicle with an allowance to age and ware over time. Non stressed

components can fail if used under conditions outside their normal service life,

such as excessive use, mistreatment or as a result from a crash. Components

that subjected to different types of loading and strain will wear to failure over

time. But are expected to be replaced only a few times in a 10 year period such

as bearings, cam belt, bushes and tyres. When considering the elastomer

materials used for cam belt, bushes and tyres, there is often an expected shelf

life before fitting to a vehicle where the material properties degrade over time

and will cause the component to fail sooner due to aging. Components found

under-the-bonnet are expected to operate at elevated temperatures. Chapter 6

testing results demonstrate a reduction in mechanical strength and increase in

strain performance due to thermal effect on the matrix phase in PA-GF and

nano grades. As the intended application for the PA-GF and nanocomposite

grades is for an oil pan component, there is an expectation for the component to

last the life of the vehicle and to operate at elevated temperatures. Thermal

aging of reinforced and none reinforced PA6 and PA66 has been a subject to

many studies from 90˚C to 170˚C documenting mechanical performance to 

degrade more quickly [164]–[167]. Thermal aging the composite PA materials at

140˚C for 1000 hours will accelerate the aging process and will allow each 

grade to be compared and rated. Further sampling to be taken out between the

1000 hours on a weekly basis will help map any effect on mechanical

performance as a cross section of material performance over time.
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This chapter was set out to benchmark an existing PA-GF grade with the

six nano grades compounded in Chapter 1 and characterised mechanical

performance over a six week thermal aging study.

7.2 Materials

RV350LW and nano grades were prepared as outlined in Chapter 1; refer

to sections 4.2 Materials, 4.3.2 Grade processing. Section 4.3.4 Test sample

injection moulding gives details on the tensile, flexure and plaque test samples

standards and dimensions.

7.3 Thermo-aging, testing and characterisation experimental

7.3.1 Test sample aging

Before thermal aging was started all test samples where dried in the

environmental chamber at 80°C for 24 hours. Dried samples where then

labelled up weeks 0 to 6 for each material grade and placed in desiccator for up

to 20 hours. The 20 hours in the desiccator was to keep the samples dry while

allowing the environmental chamber to reach and stabilise at 140°C ready for

the thermal aging to start. Thermal aging was conducted for total of 1008 hours

with sampling taken at 168 hours to suit a working week for sample removal.

Removed samples were place back into the desiccator to allow the samples to

cool and to not absorb moisture before testing. Testing was done within 4 days

of the thermal aging at 23°C.

7.3.2 Mechanical and impact test Methodology

Tensile and flexure testing were conducted on an Instron 5500R universal

test machine. Tensile testing was conducted following ISO standard 527, testing

speed for all specimens was 1 mm/min. Flexure testing was conducted

following ISO standard 178 and all specimens were tested at 2 mm/min.

Charpy impact testing was conducted to ISO standard 179, on a Zwick D-

790 desktop pendulum setup with a 4, 2 and 1j hammer attachments. Testing
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span was calculated as 4 times width from the notch of the sample which

equalled 50mm.

Gas gun impact testing was conducted using 10mm hemi-spherical

projectile weighting 22g. The testing was done using impact energies of 2 and 3

joules to try and capture a border range of failure for each material over weeks

tested. The required projectile velocity for the impact energy was calculated

using equation (1). Specimen setup was done the same as section 3.2.4 with

the high speed camera setup to verify each shot was straight and hit central to

the plaque.

7.3.3 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)

The samples were analysed on a Philips XL30 Field Emission SEM.

Sample were carbon taped to sample stages before being sputter coated with

gold-palladium.

7.3.4 Hi-speed camera setup

High speed camera footage was taken for every shot during gas gun testing

using a Photron fastcam SA4 with a macro lens. Photron fastcam viewer (PVR)

Ver.3.0 was used to record, playback and edit footage.

7.4 Results and discussion

7.4.1 Quasi static mechanical testing

Tensile and 3-point bending results can be found in Table 7-1, Table 7-2

Figure 7-1(a-f) and Figure 7-2(a-f) for all materials verses weeks tested in this

chapter. Plotted data in Figure 7-1(a-f) and Figure 7-2(a-f) helps visualise

tensile/bending stress, strain and modulus over time in weeks.

The PA-GF reference grade shows no significant change in tensile strength

and modulus from the thermal aging. Tensile strength starts at 211.3MPa at

week0 and ends with a 3% loss at week6 with no real effect in between. Tensile

modulus starts at 11.2GPa at week 0 and ends with a 3% loss at week6 also no

real effect in between. Tensile strain reduces during thermal aging starting at
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4.16% at week0 and ends with 3.55% a 15% loss by week6. Tensile strain also

shows an anomaly at week5 with an increase back to starting strain of 4.14%

seen in weeks 0 and 1. The anomaly seen in week5 can also be seen for all

other material grades tested suggesting there may be an issue with the testing

itself. Test speed and lab temperature during testing was checked from notes

with no issues obversed to influence the testing. The conditioning of the

samples during week5, there was a ≤6 hour power cut 2 days before sample 

removal. This was considered acceptable as the temperature drop during the

power outage was from 140°C to 118°C which was 16% (highest loss) at the

sixth hour. But now considering week5 had a ≤6 hour loss during aging it can be 

seen in all materials tested for the tensile testing. Tensile modulus for PA-GF

grade shows a small drop of 3% from week 0 to week 6 this can be considered

an insignificant change for 6 weeks of aging.

Tensile testing of the aged OMMT grades has reduced the tensile strength

performance of OMMT2%, OMMT3% and OMMT4% by 14%, 17% and 18.8%

respectfully from week 0 to week 6. Aging has also reduced tensile strain

performance of OMMT2%, OMMT3% and OMMT4% by 25% 35.7% and 33.2%

respectfully from week 0 to week 6. Tensile modulus can be considered

unaffected by the aging for any of the OMMT grades as the average deviation

was below 2% for all the OMMT grades tested, which better than the PA-GF

and SiO2 grades. From the aging of the OMMT grades the 2% OMMT grade

retains the best tensile strength and stain from the 6 week aging.

Tensile testing of the aged SiO2 grades has had minimal effect on the

tensile strength performance of SiO22%, SiO23% and SiO24% which have

reduced by 1.2%, 5.8% and 4.4% respectfully from week 0 to week 6. Aging did

reduced tensile strain performance of SiO22%, SiO23% and SiO24% grades by

17.4% 16% and 27.7% respectfully from week 0 to week 6. Tensile modulus

can be considered unaffected by the aging for any of the SiO2 grades as the

average deviation was below 3% for all the SiO2 grades tested. All the SiO2

grades retained tensile strength and strain properties better than the OMMT
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grades. Tensile modules from week 0 to week 6 showed no significant change

on all material grades tested and would suggest aging has no effect.

The 3-point bending results at first glance shows an improvement for the

PA-GF reference grade, with flexural strength improving from 325 MPa week 0

to 345 MPa in weeks 1 and 2. If week 0 was considered to be a true

representative result then flexural strength is mostly retained during thermal

aging finishing at 332MPa at week 6 a 2% improvement. Results show an initial

gain from week 1 and week 2 before beginning drop back down gain. The initial

gain is also visible for all the nano grades tested suggests the gain is linked to

the thermal ageing removing further moisture with in the PA matrix. 3-point

strain reduces during thermal aging starting at 3.67% at week0 and ends with

3.27% a 11% loss by week6. 3-point modulus starts at 11GPa at week 0 and

ends with 11.5 a 4% gain at week6. PA-GF modulus only increases after week

3, this is also similar to all other grades tested.

3-point testing of the aged OMMT grades has reduced the tensile strength

performance of OMMT2%, OMMT3% and OMMT4% by 4.8%, 14.9% and 18%

respectfully from week 0 to week 6. Aging has also reduced tensile strain

performance of OMMT2%, OMMT3% and OMMT4% by 21.7% 31.2% and

29.4% respectfully from week 0 to week 6. 3-point modulus shows a small

improvement for the OMMT2%, OMMT3% and OMMT4% by 2.4%, 1.9% and

3.7% respectfully from week 0 to week 6. From the aging of the OMMT grades

the 2% OMMT grade retains the best tensile strength and stain from the 6 week

aging.

3-point bend strength of the aged SiO2 grades has SiO22% and SiO23%

has increase by 3.9% and 3.2% respectfully from week 0 to week 6. The

SiO24% grade showed a 3.5% reduction in flexural strength from week 0 to

week 6. Aging did reduced 3-point strain performance of SiO22%, SiO23% and

SiO24% grades by 21.7% 20.5% and 34.2% respectfully from week 0 to week 6.

However aging did increase 3-point modulus of the SiO2 grades for SiO22%,

SiO23% and SiO24% by 8.9% 4.7% and 10.4% respectfully from week 0 to 6.
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Table 7-1: Tensile testing on aged material grades

Week 0 Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6

PA-GF

Stress (MPa) 211.3 ±2.0 215.9 ±1.9 211.9 ±3.6 213.2 ±3.0 214.7 ±3.9 214.9 ±3.8 205.5 ±10

Strain (%) 4.16 ±0.14 4.14 ±0.22 3.97 ±0.38 3.64 ±0.09 3.57 ±0.18 4.14 ±0.27 3.55 ±0.33

Modulus(MPa) 11,176 ±325 11,392 ±197 11,034 ±129 11,117 ±316 11,183 ±128 10,916 ±68 10,822 ±167

OMMT2%

Stress (MPa) 162.8 ±3.6 159.3 ±5.8 155.7 ±2.9 153.3 ±7.2 151.3 ±0.7 148.7 ±17.3 139.9 ±5.6

Strain (%) 2.88 ±0.23 2.89 ±0.23 2.79 ±0.15 2.58 ±0.04 2.31 ±0.05 2.88 ±0.12 2.16 ±0.19

Modulus(MPa) 10,389 ±402 10,610 ±241 10,406 ±119 10,472 ±344 10,226 ±87 10,240 ±141 10,264 ±181

OMMT3%

Stress (MPa) 145.5 ±2.4 142.1 ±0.7 135.2 ±1.3 136.4 ±0.5 129.3 ±1.8 136.8 ±1 120.8 ±2.2

Strain (%) 2.72 ±0.17 2.63 ±0.16 2.28 ±0.04 2.16 ±0.03 1.91 ±0.08 2.19 ±0.06 1.75 ±0.05

Modulus(MPa) 10,366 ±489 10,250 ±204 10,259 ±205 10,447 ±130 10,239 ±52 10,149 ±126 10,203 ±99

OMMT4%

Stress (MPa) 138.9 ±6.6 136.1 ±2.5 129.2 ±4.1 128.8 ±1.8 120.0 ±2.3 129.5 ±2.4 111.4 ±2.9

Strain (%) 2.29 ±0.11 2.30 ±0.09 2.03 ±0.09 1.89 ±0.08 1.63 ±0.04 1.92 ±0.08 1.53 ±0.08

Modulus(MPa) 10,507 ±210 10,521 ±171 10,523 ±181 10,653 ±134 10,546 ±89 10,412 ±149 10,311 ±92

SiO₂2%

Stress (MPa) 133.7 ±0.8 133.5 ±2.6 134.0 ±0.6 136.6 ±0.9 136.7 ±0.3 137.6 ±0.8 132.1 ±1.1

Strain (%) 3.86 ±0.09 3.66 ±0.19 3.64 ±0.16 3.39 ±0.12 3.26 ±0.08 3.57 ±0.23 3.19 ±0.16

Modulus(MPa) 8,919 ±259 8,824 ±102 8,819 ±78 9,021 ±105 8,959 ±129 8,822 ±51 8,774 ±184

SiO₂3%

Stress (MPa) 159.1 ±2.4 158.0 ±0.7 154.5 ±4.8 159.2 ±1.2 159.1 ±0.6 148.8 ±24.1 149.9 ±4.3

Strain (%) 3.69 ±0.19 3.55 ±0.17 3.53 ±0.17 3.40 ±0.14 3.28 ±0.08 3.39 ±0.44 3.1 ±0.15

Modulus(MPa) 9,877 ±1482 9,738 ±82 9,422 ±306 9,741 ±137 9,771 ±83 9,352 ±144 9,582 ±127

SiO₂4%

Stress (MPa) 112.8 ±1.3 114.0 ±0.9 112.9 ±1.2 116.1 ±0.7 114.1 ±1.9 113.6 ±4.5 107.8 ±2.4

Strain (%) 3.43 ±0.14 3.29 ±0.25 3.21 ±0.11 3.00 ±0.07 2.74 ±0.22 2.91 ±0.42 2.48 ±0.19

Modulus(MPa) 8,305 ±157 8,235 ±142 8,213 ±149 8,358 ±203 8,351 ±78 8,184 ±97 8,092 ±94
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Figure 7-1: Plotted tensile testing on aged material grades; a), b) and c) OMMT; d), e) and f) SiO2 grades
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Table 7-2: Three-point bending testing on aged material grades

Week 0 Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6

PA-GF

Stress (MPa) 325.2 ±6.1 344.9 ±2.9 345.4 ±3.6 336.4 ±3.8 332.2 ±4.3 326.8 ±6.3 331.9 ±3.8

Strain (%) 3.67 ±0.01 3.68 ±0.07 3.65 ±0.07 3.48 ±0.07 3.41 ±0.07 3.23 ±0.1 3.27 ±0.1

Modulus(MPa) 11,054 ±61 11,051 ±268 11,079 ±114 11,241 ±177 11,348 ±183 11,289 ±246 11,494 ±578

OMMT2%

Stress (MPa) 238.7 ±1 250.0 ±9.8 247.4 ±8.4 236.0 ±6.5 226.3 ±10.3 228.9 ±4.1 227.3 ±2.9

Strain (%) 2.86 ±0.03 2.84 ±0.05 2.68 ±0.1 2.48 ±0.09 2.57 ±0.43 2.31 ±0.11 2.24 ±0.04

Modulus(MPa) 10,190 ±44 10,045 ±288 10,175 ±170 10,594 ±263 10,477 ±208 10,539 ±374 10,432 ±480

OMMT3%

Stress (MPa) 228.3 ±0.9 229.5 ±4.9 227.7 ±2.1 204.4 ±5.8 192.0 ±3.2 194.0 ±3.8 194.2 ±2.2

Strain (%) 2.82 ±0.06 2.59 ±0.09 2.51 ±0.04 2.15 ±0.09 1.97 ±0.04 1.97 ±0.04 1.94 ±0.02

Modulus(MPa) 10,137 ±39 10,097 ±154 10,108 ±80 10,321 ±174 10,231 ±300 10,286 ±219 10,326 ±326

OMMT4%

Stress (MPa) 217.3 ±1.2 216.0 ±5.7 212.0 ±7 187.7 ±12.5 179.6 ±4.5 181.0 ±3.4 178.2 ±4.9

Strain (%) 2.45 ±0.05 2.30 ±0.1 2.21 ±0.12 1.88 ±0.12 1.77 ±0.06 1.75 ±0.06 1.73 ±0.06

Modulus(MPa) 10,201 ±19 10,194 ±315 10,324 ±88 10,605 ±181 10,855 ±368 10,850 ±378 10,578 ±135

SiO₂2%

Stress (MPa) 230.9 ±2.1 244.0 ±2.6 246.1 ±3.5 245.4 ±3 239.6 ±3.2 234.8 ±4.6 239.9 ±3.1

Strain (%) 4.23 ±0.08 3.83 ±0.13 3.79 ±0.11 3.74 ±0.1 3.53 ±0.13 3.24 ±0.06 3.31 ±0.09

Modulus(MPa) 8,605 ±15 8,624 ±184 8,610 ±326 8,898 ±167 9,128 ±267 9,203 ±201 9,374 ±276

SiO₂3%

Stress (MPa) 259.7 ±6.9 274.2 ±4.8 277.4 ±4.3 272.9 ±6.3 264.4 ±6 263.2 ±5.8 267.9 ±2.3

Strain (%) 4.04 ±0.2 3.58 ±0.15 3.58 ±0.08 3.50 ±0.16 3.34 ±0.11 3.23 ±0.1 3.21 ±0.08

Modulus(MPa) 9,723 ±26 9,750 ±135 9,771 ±134 9,825 ±131 9,837 ±191 9,966 ±298 10,179 ±241

SiO₂4%

Stress (MPa) 199.9 ±0.5 215.3 ±2.2 214.4 ±4.4 205.8 ±7.8 205.1 ±1 196.8 ±12.3 192.9 ±10.3

Strain (%) 4.09 ±0.09 3.68 ±0.06 3.52 ±0.2 3.20 ±0.27 3.18 ±0.03 2.91 ±0.39 2.69 ±0.25

Modulus(MPa) 8,075 ±32 8,283 ±107 8,312 ±122 8,340 ±237 8,411 ±112 8,648 ±277 8,918 ±127
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Figure 7-2: Plotted Three-point bending testing on aged material grades; a), b) and c) OMMT; d), e) and f) SiO2 grades
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7.4.2 Charpy notched impact testing

Notched Charpy impact results can be found in Table 7-3 and Figure 7-3 for

all materials verses weeks tested in this chapter. Table 7-3 has been included

to show the standard deviations which would not have come across easily on

Figure 7-3 due to the nano results are very close and are on top of each other.

All material grades tested break into two pieces having a similar function as the

3-point bending with non-impacted side which initiates as tensile rupture which

then develops though the width of the sample until it fails.

The results in Figure 7-3 clearly shows the PA-GF grade is toughest, failing

at higher impact energies when compared to the nano grades which are failing

at lower impact energies suggesting that they are brittle. The lower failure

energies can be contributed to the reduced fibre length for the compounded

nano grades as discussed in Chapter 1. SEM images in Figure 7-4 show the

typical fracture surface from the Charpy testing. The left image of the PA-GF

grade with long fibre pull-out up to 100µm, whereas the right hand image is a

SiO24% grade to illustrating the typical fracture surface found on each of the

nano grades with minimal fibre pull-out up to 30µm. As the Charpy impact

failure mechanism starts as tensile failure the PA-GF grade benefits from the

longer fibres supporting a greater load thus an improved impact resistance.

As expected from the tensile and 3-point bending results the thermal aging

in Table 7-3 shows reduces the impact performance over the six week aging.

Not all of the grades see this effect early on in the aging with most grades

seeing effect after the first three weeks, it is likely that all grades lose

mechanical and impact performance equally around the three week period but

is hidden in the deviation scatter. The three week period before properties begin

to degrade can be contributed to the thermal stabilisers used in the PA-GF

reference grade to help the polymer matrix decomposing from accelerated heat

aging. However the degradation of performance from week0 to week6 is likely

to be a result from the aging annealing the crystalline structure for the PA66

matrix, this would explain why all grades are experiencing degradation of
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performance over time. The PA-GF grade at week 0 is 13.3j and reduces by 9%

at week 6. The OMMT grades OMMT2%, OMMT3% and OMMT4% at week 0

start at 5.3, 5.4 and 4.7j and by week 6 have reduced by 9.4, 20.4 and 8.5%

respectfully. The OMMT losses are similar to the PA-GF reference except for

the OMMT3% grade. The OMMT3% grades reduction by 20.4% at first glance

could have a discrepancy in the results for week 0, but considering reduction

from week 1 to week 6 works out 14%, week 0 can be considered a

representative result. The SiO2 grades SiO22%, SiO23% and SiO24% at week 0

start at 4.9, 7.6 and 4.0j and by week 6 have reduced by 10.2, 13.1 and 15%

respectfully. When comparing the SiO2 grades losses to PA-GF, OMMT2% and

OMMT4% grades the SiO2 losses become grater at higher percent additions of

SiO2. The percent of SiO2 addition should be factored into the life cycle of the

material if the application features impact performance. However when

comparing the nano results in Figure 7-3 the SiO23% grade clearly shows the

best impact performance of any of the nano grades tested. Although none of the

nano grades can match or outperform the PA-GF grade for impact performance,

it can be said each nano grade material and content loading in percent does

have its own effect on impact performance. Further work should focuse on a

PA-GF using SiO2 with loadings between 2 and 3% while retaining glass fibre

length.

Table 7-3: Notched Charpy impact on aged material grades with standard deviation

PA-GF OMMT 2% OMMT 3% OMMT 4% SiO2 2% SiO2 3% SiO2 4%

W
e

ek

0 13.3j ±0.4 5.3j ±0.2 5.4j ±0.2 4.7j ±0.2 4.9j ±0.3 7.6j ±0.8 4.0j ±0.3

1 12.9j ±0.4 5.4j ±0.4 5.0j ±0.1 4.7j ±0.1 4.8j ±0.3 7.1j ±0.5 3.8j ±0.3

2 12.9j ±0.6 5.2j ±0.2 4.9j ±0.4 4.7j ±0.2 4.9j ±0.2 6.8j ±0.5 3.7j ±0.2

3 13.0j ±0.8 5.2j ±0.3 4.6j ±0.2 4.6j ±0.5 4.8j ±0.2 6.6j ±0.7 3.7j ±0.3

4 12.5j ±0.7 5.1j ±0.3 4.4j ±0.2 4.4j ±0.3 4.8j ±0.3 6.4j ±0.7 3.7j ±0.3

5 11.9j ±0.8 5.0j ±0.2 4.4j ±0.1 4.2j ±0.2 4.8j ±0.1 6.5j ±0.4 3.5j ±0.4

6 12.1j ±0.4 4.8j ±0.1 4.3j ±0.2 4.3j ±0.1 4.4j ±0.2 6.6j ±0.4 3.4j ±0.4
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Figure 7-3: Plotted Notched Charpy impacts on aged material grades

Figure 7-4: SEM images of fractured Charpy samples; Left PA-GF; Right SiO24%
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7.4.3 Gas gun impact testing

Gas gun impact results can be found in Table 7-4 for all materials tested with

failure assessment. Failure assessment was done by eye for obverse fractures

and thermography images taken on majority of small fractures. Pass and fail

criteria can be found in Figure 6-6 in the previous chapter. Two impact energies

where selected 2 and 3j to gain an indication where the different failure criteria’s

can be seen for each material grade tested. The 2j ± 0.14 and 3j ± 0.19 impact

energies are within ±7% and ±6.3% tolerance respectfully for shot repeatability.

The 2j impacts capture initial failure and different failure types for most nano

composite grades over the 6 week aging. 3j was suitable energy to capture

initial failure and different failure types for PA-GF and SiO23%. Across all

material grades impact tested, the trend found in mechanical test can also be

seen material performance reduces over weeks aged. Figure 7-5 illustrates with

images of SiO24% impacted at 2j and demonstrates how fracture damage

increases the longer the material sample is aged 0 to 6 weeks from a type1

rupture to a type3 hole.

The results in Figure 7-5 shows the PA-GF grade has the best impact

performance for both impact energies tested with the 2j impact tests resulting in

no failures for the full 6 weeks of aging. 3j impacts on PA-GF between weeks 0

to 2 now fails as a type1 failure and weeks 3 to 6, failure increases to a type2.

PA-GF failure point is going to be somewhere between 2 and 3j. 2j impact on

OMMT2%, OMMT3% and SiO22% give the same type1 failure between weeks

0 to 2 and type2 weeks 3 to 6 with one discrepancy with OMMT3% week1

showing a fail type 2 in-between a type1 on week0 and week2. On further

investigating of the results and notes taken gives average impact energy of

2.18j for OMMT3% at week1, this means the impacts where on high end of the

impact repeatability. Figure 7-6 illustrates why shot repeatability needs to be

improved on 2j impacts and further work should consider improving the gas

gun’s shot repeatability within a ±2.5% tolerance (±0.05j on a 2j impact). This

may include replacing the pressure gauge on the gas gun with a gauge with
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higher resolution or to test more samples and selected the ones that are within

tolerance.

2j impact on OMMT4% has least impact performance out of any of the nano

grades which fail as a type2 in weeks 0 to 2 and as a type3 week 3 to 6.

SiO23% offers the best impact performance out of all the nano grades tested,

passing on weeks 0 to 3 and failing as a type1 on weeks 4 to 6. SiO24% offer

the least amount of impact performance of any of the SiO2 grades, with week 0

starting as a type1 failure, weeks 1 to 4 type2 and week 5 to 6 type3. 3j impacts

on all OMMT grades, SiO22% and SiO24% resulted in a full failure (type 3) for

all aged samples. 3j impacts on SiO23% between weeks 0 and 3 shows an

improvement with a failure type 2, this improvement over other nano grades can

be linked to SiO23% having better mechanical strength with a good mechanical

stain responses to dissipate the impact energy. Week 4 to 6 SiO23% fails as a

type3 the same as all other nano composites. It’s a clear indication that none of

the nano grades would be a suitable replacement for PA-GF grades used for

automotive applications.

When comparing the tensile and 3-point bending strength results Figure

7-1(a and d) and Figure 7-2(a and d) to gas gun impact results in Table 7-4,

results show grades that have the best impact performance are also the same

grades that have the best mechanical strength. This suggests the primary

mechanical property linked to impact performance is strength as discussed in

chapters 5 and 6. It can be argued at this point the predicted SiO22% grade in

Figure 6-8 could offer an improved impact performance over a 6 week aging

and would justify further work to be done on SiO2 grades close to the 2%

loading.
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Table 7-4: Gas gun test results using samples that have been thermal aged from 0 to 6 weeks

Impact Energy 2j ±0.14
PA-GF OMMT2% OMMT3% OMMT4% SiO₂2% SiO₂3% SiO₂4%

Result Failure Result Failure Result Failure Result Failure Result Failure Result Failure Result Failure

W
e
e
k

0 Pass - Fail 1 Fail 1 Fail 2 Fail 1 Pass - Fail 1

1 Pass - Fail 1 Fail 2 Fail 2 Fail 1 Pass - Fail 2

2 Pass - Fail 1 Fail 1 Fail 2 Fail 1 Pass - Fail 2

3 Pass - Fail 2 Fail 2 Fail 3 Fail 2 Pass - Fail 2

4 Pass - Fail 2 Fail 2 Fail 3 Fail 2 Fail 1 Fail 2

5 Pass - Fail 2 Fail 2 Fail 3 Fail 2 Fail 1 Fail 3

6 Pass - Fail 2 Fail 2 Fail 3 Fail 2 Fail 1 Fail 3

Impact Energy 3j ±0.19
PA-GF OMMT2% OMMT3% OMMT4% SiO₂2% SiO₂3% SiO₂4%

Result Failure Result Failure Result Failure Result Failure Result Failure Result Failure Result Failure

W
e
e
k

0 Fail 1 Fail 3 Fail 3 Fail 3 Fail 3 Fail 2 Fail 3

1 Fail 1 Fail 3 Fail 3 Fail 3 Fail 3 Fail 2 Fail 3

2 Fail 1 Fail 3 Fail 3 Fail 3 Fail 3 Fail 2 Fail 3

3 Fail 2 Fail 3 Fail 3 Fail 3 Fail 3 Fail 2 Fail 3

4 Fail 2 Fail 3 Fail 3 Fail 3 Fail 3 Fail 3 Fail 3

5 Fail 2 Fail 3 Fail 3 Fail 3 Fail 3 Fail 3 Fail 3

6 Fail 2 Fail 3 Fail 3 Fail 3 Fail 3 Fail 3 Fail 3
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Figure 7-5: Cropped thermography images of impacted SiO24% plaque samples at 2j

illustrating failure types 1, 2 and 3 influence by the aging.
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Figure 7-6: Images showing why shot repeatability needs to be improved on 2j impacts

7.5 Conclusions, contribution to knowledge and further work

The results from the tensile and 3-point bending tests mainly show

mechanical properties retained similar gains and losses for nano grades when

comparing to the PA-GF reference grade. Therefore, it can be concluded that

the addition of nano particle reinforcement will not significantly reduce the

existing life span of PA-GF though mechanical property degradation. SiO22%

retains the best mechanical performance of any of the nano composites but still

need further work to retain both tensile and flexural strength to be a viable

replacement to Radici PA-GF reference grade and material B.

The 6 hour power cut, 2 days before sample removal illustrated a possible

relaxation for all the material grades tested. This was primarily seen in the

tensile strain returning to the same strain found in weeks 0, 1 and 2. Whereas

flexure strain showed for all material grades had a reduction of around 1 to 3%

for week5 when compared to week6 which is small inconsistency.

Contribution to Knowledge in this chapter demonstrates 3-phase

nanocomposites will not decay any differently to the commercial grade tested.

Knowledge is specific to adding SiO2 and OMMT to a PA-GF, when thermal

aging considered. This adds value to industry confidence on material selection

when compared to current commercial available.

Further work should consider cycling in the thermal aging to see if other

mechanical properties can be retained during aging, as this will help simulate

10mm

1.89j impact
-5.5% tolerance

10mm

2.13j impact
+6.5% tolerance

10mm

2.02j impact
+1% tolerance
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the automotive application. Other further work should consider improving shot

repeatability within a ±5% tolerance to allow fracture results to be measured

and compared more accurately when using thermography. The issue with the

±7% and ±6.3% shot repeatability for 2j and 3j impacts respectfully can be seen

in Figure 7-6.
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Chapter 8. Conclusions and further work

8.1 Conclusions of the thesis

Benchmark testing on the short glass fibre reinforced PA66 was continued

from Monti [128], on BASF grades Ultramid A3HG7 (material A) and Ultramid

A3WG7-OSI (material B). New testing considered the effect of temperature on

the performance of each material. Studies found material A would be better

suited to structural applications as it demonstrated the least amount of strain for

each temperature tested for both tensile and flexural tests. Whereas material B

strain increased with increase in temperature due the addition of an elastomer.

This would make Material B better suited to applications that require better

impact resistance trough increased strain. Material A exhibits the best strength

and modulus across each temperature tested. Material B exhibits the best

maximum strain giving it a larger area in the stress/strain plots resulting in

material B being tougher than material A. Material B would have lost toughness

when stress reduces, but levels out as strain increases with every temperature

increase so toughness remains almost the same for each temperature increase.

SEM micrographs from fractured tensile samples demonstrated the elastomer in

material B had better glass fibre adhesion allowing higher strain and extension

which give the material system more toughness and which also improved with

each increases in temperature as the elastomer became more effective.

Material A loses surface adhesion as temperatures were increased shown as

long fibre pull out as well as cleaner fibres from pull out. Temperature also

demonstrated a clear effect on both materials when subjected to 7.5J impact

event. Material B exhibits the best impact resistance at higher temperatures but

is less affected by temperatures lower than 23°C due to a brittle transition point

of the elastomer modifier. A recommendation to keep using material B is

advised as it offers the best impact performance.

As an alternative to material B, nano fillers were investigated as

replacement to the elastomer used. A two-step melt compounding process

achieve good results for SiO₂ with some limitations for OMMT. Compounding
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worked well by producing a higher concentration master batch first, then diluting

to the final grades. SEM studies using back scatter detection tells us GFs will

reduce in length from a two-step melt compounding process. Compounded SiO₂

into PA-GF was successful as grades have good dispersion within the matrix.

XRD investigations showed the PA-GF-OMMT grades became intercalated

though the two-step melt compounding process which increased interlayer

spacing on supplied OMMT. A twostep compounding technique was successful

for SiO₂ but can consider not suitable for dispersing OMMT.

Room temperature (23°C) mechanical testing of 3-phase nanocomposites

demonstrate that each type of nanoparticle and loadings in wt.% do have an

effect on an existing PA-GF composite. Nano grades OMMT2% and SiO₂3%

retain the best tensile and flexure stress. Tensile and flexure strain reduce for

OMMT grades for increases of weight percent, whereas SiO₂ offers increased

strain above the reference PA-GF grade. Mechanical and impact testing

highlight that the nanocomposites fail primarily at reduced stress for both tensile

and flexure testing. The reduction of stress and impact performance for all nano

grades can be contributed to the reduced GF length. Gas gun impact testing of

Radici PA-GF and BASF PA-GF-E also further verified the benefit from longer

GF in the PA-GF grade which had a similar impact performance to the PA-GF-E

grade.

The influence of temperature on tensile and flexural properties of 3-phase

nanocomposites investigations shows mechanical strength reduces when

temperature is increased, whereas mechanical strain increases with elevated

temperatures. The types of nano particle and loading at each temperature had a

clear effect on mechanical and impact performance. None of the nano grades

could match or surpass the PA-GF reference grade for mechanical stress at any

temperature tested, this due to the loss in glass fibre length from the

compounding process. However, the nano grades did offer a significant

improvement on mechanical strain especially when testing at temperatures

above 23°C. This trade off found in the mechanical testing did translate in the

SiO₂ nano grades catching up with PA-GF reference. All of the nano grades
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studied would not suit the oil pan application in their current state. However, a

predicted SiO22% with a conservative 20% improvement on mechanical stress

matches the tensile plots of material B at different temperatures. Further work

should consider retaining 540µm GF length found in PA-GF for nano grades

SiO22% and SiO23%.

Thermal aging study indicates no distinctive to advantage to using nano

reinforcements over the base PA-GF matrix. However it also tells us using nano

reinforcements will not result in 3-phase composite that degrades any quicker

for mechanical performance and impact losses over the PA-GF reference

grade.

The results from the tensile and 3-point bending testing mainly show

mechanical properties to be retained for nano grades when comparing to the

PA-GF reference grade. This tells us the addition of nano particle reinforcement

is not going to significantly reduce the existing life cycle of PA-GF though

mechanical property degradation. SiO22% retains the best mechanical

performance of any of the nano composites but still need further work to retain

both tensile and flexural strength to be a viable replace the Radici PA-GF

reference grade and material B.

The 6 hour power cut, 2 days before sample removal illustrated a possible

strain relaxation for all the material grades tested. This was primarily seen in the

tensile strain returning to the same strain found in weeks 0, 1 and 2. Whereas

flexure strain showed for all material grades had a reduction of around 1 to 3%

for week5 when compared to week6 which is small inconsistency. Further work

should consider cycling in the thermal aging to see if other mechanical

properties can be retained during aging, as this will help simulate the

automotive application.

One action that can be taken from this work is to consider Radici PA-GF as

a replacement to the current BASF material B, as it has a similar impact

performance with improved mechanical strength which will suit it for high stress

applications under-the-bonnet.
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8.2 Contributions of the present work

From previse work from Zakaria Mouti PhD thesis [13], he suggested

several areas that can be investigated as further work. This included elevated

temperature testing and thermal aging which can be used by Eaton for their

validation of the oil pan product.

Benchmark testing done in Chapter 3, addresses the temperature testing

gap in knowledge related to the specific elastomer grade at elevated

temperatures and validates Eaton's material selection for an oil pan component

material.

Compounding 3-phase nanocomposites with an existing micro filler is a gap

in knowledge addressed in the Chapter 4. Being able to compound 3-phase

nanocomposites using a twin screw extruder and two step compounding to

disperse OMMT and SiO2 is a process that can be scaled up for industry. This

chapter not only demonstrates compounding can be an achieved in a twin

screw extruder it also demonstrates what dispersion and exfoliation can be

achieved.

Room temperature mechanical testing in Chapter 5 addresses then

unknown mechanical performance and series of 3-phase nanocomposites will

have when nanofillers are used with glass fibres for property reinforcement.

Results also illustrates that each compounded grade have an optimal

performance near the 2 and 3wt.%.

Chapter 6 addresses further gaps in knowledge related to mechanical

performance when nanogrades are subjected to elevated temperatures. This

knowledge is very important to automotive manufactures that will have need for

the materials to operate at elevated temperatures.

It was unknown what influence aging will have on the nanocomposites Vs a

commercial grade, epically nanocomposites that has both micro and nano

reinforcements. This gap in Knowledge addresses in chapter 7 demonstrates

nanocomposites will not decay any differently to the commercial grade. This
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adds value to industry confidence on material selection as a replacement.

Following on from this work the testing conducted in this work has been used as

a guide to develop other tests on gearbox oil pans for the Ultran project [168].

8.3 Suggestions for further work

8.3.1 Gas gun impact and thermography

Gas gunshot repeatability become an issue at very low impact energies this

was due to compounding issues related to the gas gun itself which was

designed for higher velocities only. Suggestions to improve the gas gun for

lower and high velocity shot repeatability are as follows:

1) Replace the pressure gauge being used to one that has a high

reading resolution. The current pressure gauge reads in 0.1bar, a

replacement pressure gauge that reads in 0.02 or 0.05 with improve

this by 2 to 5 times.

2) Fit a second regulator to help the first regulator, for instance

expecting the one regulated to reduce 300bar down to 50bar is not a

problem but going down to 1bar is difficult to active for lower velocity

shots.

3) Manufacture more projectile shuttles, all to the same weight and

consider a way maintain the projectile shuttles once damaged. Also

have a test barrel with velocity measurement, just to drop the

projectiles though to ensure the shuttles is not dragging inside the

barrel.

4) Consider testing more samples and tack out the samples that don’t

get impacted at the right velocity.
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8.3.2 Micro and nano scale compounding line using a twin screw

extruder that could be scaled up into industry

Further work should consider sourcing a single compounding line that can

compound both nano and glass fibre at different points down the screw length

whilst still retaining glass fibre length is essential. The idea of a single

compounding line screw setup is to save the cost of compounding PA and

nano, then re-compounding to add the glass fibres. The screw configuration will

have to feed both nano and polymer together into a series of mixing elements to

start dispersing the nano into the polymer matrix. An ideal setup will have a far

longer screw for extra physical and ultra-sonic mixing zones for nano

dispersion. Ultra-sonic dispersion is becoming more common when dispersing

nano fillers in state-of-the-art compounding setups. Ultra-sonic dispersion is

proven to be especially effective when a nano structure is made up of layered

stacks as seen in clay and grapheme [169]–[171]. The ultra-sonic waves get in-

between the layered structure and increases the gap allowing the polymer

matrix to fill the gaps thus increasing exfoliation see Figure 8-1. After the mixing

elements, glass fibres can be added and should at this point help keep mixing

and dispersing the nano filler while still retaining glass fibre length unlike the

compounding conducted in chapter 4 in this work. Figure 8-2 illustrates the

compounding line screw configuration with ultra-sonic dispersion is likely to look

for an ideal setup.

Figure 8-1: Images left to right show how use of ultra-Sonic’s can increase the

gap between a layered structure

Layered stacks

suspended in a

polymer matrix

Layer distance

increased allowing

matrix in-between

Ultra-sonic

agitation
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Figure 8-2: Suggested compounding line screw configuration and ultra-sonic

dispersion

8.3.3 Simulation of materials in LS-DYNA

Thermal test data gained from this work can be used to develop materials

that consider thermal effects such as MAT_225 (PIECEWISE LINEAR PLASTIC

THERMAL). Further work should also look into developing materials cards that

are more suited to polymers. Such cards consider different strain rates such as

MAT_89 (PLASTICITY POLYMER) or MAT_123 (MODIFIED PIECEWISE

LINEAR PLASTICITY). This will require more mechanical testing at different

strain rates. Inputting different strain rates curves to the material card will

improve the accuracy of the dynamic simulation of the stone impact.

8.3.4 High strain rate testing

Tensile and 3-point bending are often tested at quasi-static speeds due to

most testing standards require slower test speeds. This means most test frames

are servo mechanical which suits them the slow test speeds only. Sourcing a

suitable testing frame that can achieve similar rates as the gas gun impact will

help develop a high rate or strain dependant material cards as well as validating

PA and Nano
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Glass fibres

Feed screwMixing elements

Pelletizing
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and Nano dispersion
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any existing cards. A suitable test frame that can achieve faster test rates is the

Instron VHS 8800. The Instron VHS is a servo hydraulic test frame can achieve

test speeds from 1m/s up to 20m/s see Figure 8-3 left image. The test sample

deign will also need to suit this type of work see Figure 8-3 right image with a

shorter gauge length for high strain rates. Another feature for the test sample

that it needs a longer grip surface on one side, this is to allow the fast jaw ramp

up to right velocity before gripping the sample. Therefore further work should

consider high rate tensile and 3-point bending to suit a realistic conditions for

impact event.

Figure 8-3: Left; Instron VHS 8800 test frame, Right; Drawing illustrating how test

samples for high speed testing will need shorter gauge lengths [172]
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